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ABSTRACT

Currently, many organizations are trying to capitalize on the Web channel by integrat-

ing the Internet in their corporate strategies to respond to their customers’ wishes and demands

more precisely. New technological options boost customer relationships and improve their

chances in winning over the customer. The Web channel provides for truly duplex communi-

cations between organizations and their customers and at the same time, provides the technical

means to capture these communications entirely and in great detail. Web usage analysis (WUA)

holds the key to evaluating the volumes of behavioral customer data collected in the Web chan-

nel and offers immense opportunities to create direct added value for customers. By employing

it to tailor products and services, organizations gain an essential potential competitive edge in

light of the tough competitive situation in the Web.

However, WUA cannot be deployed offhand, that is, a collection of commercial and non-

commercial tools, programming libraries, and proprietary extensions is required to analyze

the collected data and to deploy analytical findings. This dissertation proposes the WUSAN

framework for WUA, which not only addresses the drawbacks and weaknesses of state-of-the-

art WUA tools, but also adopts the standards and best practices proven useful for this domain,

including a data warehousing approach.

One process is often underestimated in this context: Getting the volumes of data into the

data warehouse. Not only must the collected data be cleansed, they must also be transformed

to turn them into an applicable, purposeful data basis for Web usage analysis. This process

is referred to as the extract, transform, load (ETL) process for WUA. Hence, this disserta-

tion centers on modeling the ETL process with a powerful, yet realizable model – the logical

object-oriented relational data storage model, referred to as the LOORDSM. This is introduced

as a clearly structured mathematical data and transformation model conforming to the Common

Warehouse Meta-Model. It provides consistent, uniform ETL modeling, which eventually sup-

ports the automation of the analytical activities. The LOORDSM significantly simplifies the

overall WUA process by easing modeling ETL, a sub-process of the WUA process and an in-

dispensable instrument for deploying electronic customer relationship management (ECRM)

activities in the Web channel. Moreover, the LOORDSM fosters the creation of an automated

closed loop in concrete applications such as a recommendation engine. Within the scope of

this dissertation, the LOORDSM has been implemented and made operational for practical and

research projects. Therefore, WUSAN, the container for the LOORDSM, and the LOORDSM

itself can be regarded as enablers for future research activities in WUA, electronic commerce,

and ECRM, as they significantly lower the preprocessing hurdle – a necessary step prior to any

analysis activities – as yet an impediment to further research interactions.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in the retail, banking, telecommunications, and utilities sectors, customers are being
canvassed as never before, since it has become relatively easy for them to swap organizations,
which are faced with the challenge of creating customer loyalty in highly competitive mar-
ketplaces. From the point of view of organizations, the tough competitive situation became
aggravated when many businesses moved to the Internet so as to leverage the Web channel for
their business activities in line with a revised corporate strategy. Especially the Web channel
can be regarded as a paradigm for studying this disruptive change of the competitive scenery.
Although these changes emerged over years, they caused an abrupt shift in market shares in
favor of those organizations best able to deal with the new technologies: old economy orga-
nizations have encountered greater difficulties than new economy organizations as these had a
chance to adapt their organizational structures a priori to the new environment [Dueck, 2002,
chapter 4]. Furthermore, the Web channel resulted in an increased transparency for customers,
causing a rapid shift from seller markets to buyer markets, thereby making the situation for
organizations even worse.

Given this background, activities that aim at investigating how organizations could best
cope with the competitive situation in the Web channel have been launched in many research
fields, resulting in innumerable contributions to areas such as economics, computer science, or
the social sciences. This list of involved research areas is definitely incomplete; yet, it makes
clear that the challenge of winning over the customer in the Web channel is truly multidisci-
plinary.

This thesis is part of the broad field spanned by the mentioned research areas. It paves the
way from what is exclusively a business view of winning over the customer in the Web chan-
nel towards laying the foundations for actually coping with the emerged challenge, primarily
from an information and communication technologies (ICTs) perspective, which is the essential
perspective for implementing any activities.

Chapter 2 “Applying CRM to Electronic Commerce” singles out the retail sector and inves-
tigates the competitive situation for organizations conducting electronic commerce (EC). After
defining the term EC, the chapter discusses the factors that make a difference in the competitive
position of an EC market. General influences and technological trends, which are still turning
the retail market upside down after it had been relatively constant and calculable over a long
period, are considered. Then, strategic implications are discussed and customer relationship
management (CRM) is introduced as a well-established corporate strategy that centers on the
customers of an organization and aligns its business processes accordingly in a customer-centric
manner. By deploying CRM, organizations expect a clear competitive edge that will preserve
or even ameliorate their market position in the new competitive environment [Peppard, 2000].

Dueck [2001, chapter V] states that organizations taking CRM seriously must create a
customer-centric data warehouse, which includes customer behavior, customer choices, and
customer profiles, along with detailed data about the products and services offered. A data
warehouse establishes the basis for deploying CRM or rather electronic CRM (ECRM) [Pan
and Lee, 2003]. As the chapter reveals, ECRM focuses on EC channels, which, for the first
time, implement truly duplex communications between an organization and its customers and,
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2 MODELING ETL FOR WEB USAGE ANALYSIS

at the same time, provide the technical means to capture these communications entirely and in
great detail. As the Web channel is currently the only true EC channel, chapter 3 “Effective
Web Usage Analysis” centers on this channel and examines its special characteristics in view
of the technical prerequisites, data collection, and a system for Web usage analysis (WUA) that
supports the realization of a CRM strategy for this channel type. The Web channel provides
the collection of behavioral data about customers and prospects in unparalleled volumes and in
unprecedented detail.

The question soon arises as to how such volumes of detailed behavioral customer data gen-
erated on a daily basis can be evaluated and leveraged for ECRM. WUA holds the key to this
problem. After defining and introducing this notion, chapter 3 goes into the technical details
and summarizes what the process of analyzing Web usage data looks like, what methods can be
applied for WUA, and what prerequisites must be fulfilled from a technical point of view in or-
der to collect behavioral data that are up to the standards required for a precise and flexible data
pool for WUA. Although it is accepted as a standard approach for embedding the Web channel
in an ECRM strategy, WUA is far from being standardized, meaning that it cannot be deployed
offhand. This fact seems to be the main reason why the deployment of WUA has not caught up
with the promises that were made during the initial hype. On the other hand, Web technology
offers immense opportunities to create direct added value for customers by employing WUA to
improve and tailor products and services, a potential competitive edge organizations must take
advantage of. This gap has been addressed in various research contributions but still turns out
to be a challenging field for current research activities.

Chapter 3 concludes with the first main contribution of this thesis: it sketches the WUA
system (WUSAN), a collection of tools, programming libraries, and proprietary extensions
(implemented in Java) that form a prototypical integrated framework for WUA. Not only does
this framework address the drawbacks and weaknesses of state-of-the-art WUA tools and ap-
proaches, it also adopts the standards and best practices proven useful for this domain, including
the mentioned data warehousing approach. In this context, one problem is often grossly under-
estimated: getting the volumes of data into the data warehouse, that is, not only must the data be
cleansed, they must also be transformed, so as to turn them into an applicable, purposeful data
basis that is beneficial for analyses in view of winning over the customer in the Web channel.
However, the related steps of the preprocessing phase of the WUA process cannot compensate
deficiencies in collecting the data in the Web channel. Consequently, chapter 3 goes into the
details of data collection for WUA and presents established data collection approaches that help
to reduce the preprocessing efforts.

Based on a comprehensive review of current publications, several open issues for a WUA
system are subsequently identified, the most important of which concern the modeling and
deployment of transformations during the preprocessing phase of the WUA process. At this
point, the main challenge to be addressed by this thesis is identified: modeling the extract,
transform, load (ETL) process for WUA with a powerful, yet realizable model – the logical
object-oriented relational data storage model, referred to as the LOORDSM.

Chapter 4 “Modeling ETL for Web Usage Analysis” introduces the LOORDSM. Based on
the preparatory work of the previous chapter, this chapter comprises four main contributions
emphasizing the theoretical perspective:

(1) It presents the LOORDSM with its clearly structured formal mathematical data and trans-
formation model. For the first time, a mathematical meta-data and transformation model
conforming to the Common Warehouse Meta-Model (CWM) is inferred and leveraged for
consistent, uniform ETL modeling.
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(2) It provides a structured XML interface for ETL transformation modeling. This means that
the theoretical model conveys its structured approach to WUSAN’s WusanML interface,
providing users with a standardized XML user interface.

(3) It describes how the LOORDSM provides for compatibility with the CWM, thereby allow-
ing the integration of arbitrary CWM compatible generic data pools into the ETL process
and the WUA framework WUSAN.

(4) It discusses how the LOORDSM supports automating the preprocessing phase of the WUA
process, the phase being particularly challenging for the WUA domain.

The LOORDSM is introduced both in a mathematical perspective that concisely delin-
eates its ideas, instruments, and mechanisms and a nuts and bolts perspective, that is, Unified
Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams visualize how the LOORDSM has been concretely
deployed in Java. In brief, the UML class diagram of the LOORDSM in figure 27 on page 87
can be regarded as the most compact summary possible of this thesis.

Chapter 5 “Deploying the LOORDSM and Open Issues in WUSAN” brings forward the
proof that the LOORDSM and its embedding WUSAN framework are actually practicable and
deployable. A fictitious, yet realistic, showcase is employed as a thread to discuss the concrete
benefits of the LOORDSM in practical projects. This chapter summarizes the contributions
of this thesis from a practical perspective (besides the benefits from a theoretical perspective
mentioned before):

(1) The LOORDSM significantly simplifies the overall WUA process by easing modeling
ETL, a sub-process of the WUA process, which is an indispensable instrument for de-
ploying ECRM activities in the Web channel.

(2) The LOORDSM with its clearly structured formal mathematical data and transformation
model greatly fosters the creation of an automated closed loop in concrete applications
such as a recommendation engine.

(3) XML interfaces make it possible to simplify the set up of the ETL process by supporting
conceptual tasks graphically, that is, all required XML models can be assembled semi-
automatically.

(4) WUSAN and especially the LOORDSM can be regarded as enablers for future research
activities in WUA, EC, and ECRM, as they significantly lower the preprocessing hurdle
– an indispensable step prior to any analysis activities – as yet an impediment for further
research interactions.

Finally, the summary on page 113 concludes this thesis and points out several implications
its main contributions may have on the involved research areas. To come to the point, it can
be stated that this dissertation does not provide a secret recipe for tackling the challenge of
winning over the customer in EC. However, it makes a significant contribution in improving an
important part of the WUA process, thereby streamlining the entire WUA process. Simplifying
and structuring ETL for WUA has a significant influence on the performance of the overall
WUA process both in practice and in academic research, since a cumbersome practical hurdle,
impeding advanced practical and research activities on real-world behavioral data from EC
Web sites, has been smoothed out: modeling ETL for WUA.
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Remark (PDF version of this thesis). This document has been published as a PDF document
on the official OPUS server of the Catholic University Eichstätt-Ingolstadt. Since the final URL
was not known at the time this document went to press, you can find the PDF version of this
document by searching for its title or author at the following URL:

http://www.opus-bayern.de/ku-eichstaett/.

The PDF version contains three types of hyperlinks (that do not affect the print layout):

(1) red boxes that indicate intra-document hyperlinks to chapters, sections, figures, pages, and
the list of symbols or abbreviations,

(2) green boxes that indicate intra-document hyperlinks to the bibliography, and

(3) blue boxes that indicate external hyperlinks.

Some of the external hyperlinks point to WUSAN’s Java API documentation and require a login
and a password to be accessed. For comments, suggestions and password requests, please send
an owl to thilo@reiam.de.1

1No screech owls please.
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Chapter II

APPLYING CRM TO ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

“Treating different customers differently is an old concept, dating back to the very
beginnings of trade and commerce. We began to lose sight of this concept [...].
The astonishing success of mass production as a means for adequately feeding,
clothing, and equipping unprecedented numbers of people pushed the concept even
further into the background. Now, in a moment of global peace and prosperity, we
finally have the chance to catch our breath, look around at the world we have cre-
ated, and ask ourselves: “How can we make this better?” There are many answers.
One of those answers is returning the focus of business to the individual relation-
ships between buyers and sellers. If we have learned anything from the last two
hundred years, it is that the individual does matter.” [Peppers and Rogers, 1999,
introduction]

This introductory chapter discusses the foundations of EC (compare section 2.1) and the
concept of CRM (compare section 2.2 on page 13). Further, it outlines how both ideas com-
plement each other in the age of electronic trade with ICTs evolving rapidly, drawing organi-
zations and customers closer to the re-establishment of real mutual individual relationships, as
suggested above.

2.1 Foundations of Electronic Commerce
The buzzword EC became widespread when the Internet bubble hit its peak in 2000. Since
then, the Internet hype has been attenuated by the decline and fall of the stock market, due to
the fact that few of the visionary predictions concerning EC have actually materialized. Hence,
practitioners and researchers are now critically reflecting on the prospective influence of EC on
different parts of the old and new economies, investigating the technical prerequisites that still
have to be developed and improved, considering the role that EC plays in organizations’ com-
plex processes and strategies, and sifting out applications and business models that are neither
sustainable nor profitable. In this section, EC is briefly defined, and constraints, challenges,
and chances that EC activities involve are discussed.

2.1.1 Electronic Commerce Growth

Based on the periodical survey USCB-SURVEY, the US Census Bureau of the Department of
Commerce announced the estimate of US retail EC sales for the third quarter of 2004 – adjusted
for seasonal variation and holiday and trading-day differences (but not for price changes) – was
$17.6 billion, an increase of 4.7% from the second quarter of 2004. Total retail sales for the
third quarter of 2004 were estimated at $916.5 billion, an increase of only 1.4% from the second
quarter of 2004.

The third quarter 2004 EC estimate increased 21.5% from the third quarter of 2003, while
total retail sales increased only 6.2% in the same period. EC retail sales in the third quarter
accounted for 1.9% of total retail sales. This amazing development of EC retail has been more
or less constant for many years and is likely to remain stable, or even increase, in the near future.
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6 MODELING ETL FOR WEB USAGE ANALYSIS

Greenspan [2004] projects the share of EC in total retail to reach 5% by 2008. This figure is
still small, partially due to some very large retail categories not achieving high penetration, for
instance, the grocery sector. These trends are consistent with the report EC-REPORT, which
estimates the overall share of EC in retail to be 1.5% of the total sales volume in the EU, with
similar growth rates as in the US (but some slight local variations among European countries).

Growth in online retail is in part due to new buyers, not just veterans, and, in 2004, 30%
of the US population bought products and services online – a number that is projected to reach
50% by 2008 [Rush, 2004]. This increase is accompanied by the trend that the average online
retail spending per buyer in the US in 2004 amounted to $585, up from $540 in 2003 and is
projected to be close to $780 per buyer in 2008. A similar trend is anticipated for the EU,
where the EC market will grow from AC29 billion in 2003 to AC117 billion in 2009, with 61% of
European Internet users then buying online, spending AC843 on average [Salcedo et al., 2004].

Given the phenomenal growth of retail EC volume, which according to EC-REPORT can
also be observed in other economic sectors to a greater or lesser extent, organizations should
take this astounding trend as an incentive to become involved with EC or to boost their existing
EC activities, since EC is gaining on traditional retailing very quickly.

2.1.2 Defining Electronic Commerce

Definitions of EC abound, which is a sign of lack of consensus about what EC actually is.
Wilkins et al. [2000] analyze a variety of definitions of EC and conclude that those definitions
allow for partial aspects of EC only. In response to this finding, the authors propose the applica-
tion of the ideal type concept.1 In this approach, the distinctive features of the overall concept
to be defined are emphasized in definitions covering partial aspects of the concept only. Fol-
lowing up on this approach, the ideal type definitions of the term EC set out below are taken
as a jumping-off point to synthesize definition 2.1 on the next page, which is a comprehensive
definition accounting for all important aspects of EC.

(1) “EC is the automation of commercial transactions using computer and communications
technologies.”, see Westland and Clark [1999, p. 1]. This ideal type refers to ICTs and the
automation of transactions as distinctive features of EC.

(2) “[EC] is concerned specifically with business occurring over networks which use non-pro-
prietary protocols that are established through an open standard setting process, such as
the Internet.”, compare Hawkins et al. [1999, p. 28]. This ideal type mentions networks,
their technical foundations, and relevant network protocols as distinctive features of EC.

(3) “EC involves the undertaking of normal commercial, government, or personal activities
by means of computers and telecommunications networks; and includes a wide variety of
activities involving the exchange of information, data or value-based exchanges between
two or more parties.”, compare Chan and Swatman [1999]. This ideal type emphasizes
ICTs networks, associated business activities, and transactions for exchanging material
and immaterial goods.

(4) “[EC] falls into two broad categories. First is the use of technology to re-engineer business
processes that are primarily internal to the organization. [...] Second, it relates to the use
of technology in how an organization interfaces with business partners, whether they are
customers or suppliers – an external focus.”, compare Peppard [2000]. This ideal type
reduces EC to the application of ICTs for internal and external business processes.

1A short introduction to ideal types can be found in WIKIPEDIA.
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(5) “EC is the sharing of business information, maintaining business relationships, and con-
ducting transactions by means of telecommunications networks.”, compare Zwass [1996].
He further states that EC not only includes buying and selling goods but also involves
various processes within individual organizations that support that goal. This ideal type
considers ICTs as a means of managing business information, business relationships, and
business transactions and extends the notion of EC to intra-organizational processes.

Based on the above collection of ideal type definitions, the most significant features of EC
are synthesized into the following fundamental definition.

Definition 2.1 (Electronic Commerce). EC refers to the sharing of business information, main-
taining business relationships, and conducting automated, value-based commercial transactions
over ICTs networks that make use of Internet protocols, open standards, and standard software.
The interface between organizations and their customers, the interface between organizations,
and the organizations’ internal processes, which are a prerequisite to conduct the mentioned
business activities, make use of the benefits of Internet-based ICTs networks and contribute to
EC activities.2

Remark. Definition 2.1 picks up the focus of EC on networks that use non-proprietary Internet
protocols3, open standards4, and standard software5, which are a relatively new phenomenon.
Traditional EC through electronic data interchange (EDI), fax communication, inter-enterprise
messaging, and file transfer have been the dominating EC technologies for several years.

Traditional EC relies, for the most part, on highly proprietary value-added networks (VANs)
and private messaging networks, which are characterized by relatively high costs and limited
connectivity, on the one hand, and by strong security, reliability, and confirmation of receipt, on
the other [Pyle, 1996]. These characteristics are in contrast to the Internet, which is interactive,
inexpensive to use, and open to multimedia applications but does not guarantee delivery and
security precautions, unless they are explicitly provided. Since many organizations that have
been using traditional EC technologies for years are now replacing their legacy ICTs by new
Internet-based technologies, for example, virtual private networks (VPNs), it makes sense to re-
strict ICTs networks in definition 2.1 to Internet-based networks in anticipation of the imminent
convergence towards Internet technology.

2.1.3 Classification of Electronic Commerce Applications

Harmsen [2001] mentions that EC applications can be classified into four major categories as
depicted in figure 1 on the following page. The following two sections briefly introduce the
two dominant EC classes, namely business-to-business (B2B) EC in section 2.1.3.1 on the next
page and business-to-consumer (B2C) EC in section 2.1.3.2 on page 9.6

2Some authors introduce the term e-business instead of EC. Normally, e-business focuses exclusively on the
Internet as a transaction channel, whereas EC originated from legacy electronic channels such as electronic data
interchange (EDI). Since most legacy electronic channels are being replaced by channels based on Internet tech-
nology (see above remark), both notions can be used interchangeably. In the remainder of this thesis, the term EC
is preferred to the term e-business.

3For instance, TCP/IP and HTTP [W3C-HTTP] with the former representing the transportation layer and the
latter representing the presentation layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model [compare
Day and Zimmermann, 1995].

4For instance, XML [W3C-XML] as a core technology and related special instances such as XHTML [W3C-
XHTML].

5For instance, J2EE [SUN-J2EE], PHP [PHP], and the Apache Web server [APACHE].
6Consumer-to-business (C2B) EC and consumer-to-consumer (C2C) EC are discussed in the appendix sec-

tion A.1.1 on page 117 and section A.1.2 on page 117, respectively, for the sake of completeness.
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Business Consumer

Business B2B B2C
Consumer C2B C2C

Figure 1: EC matrix [adapted from EC-MATRIX].

2.1.3.1 Business-To-Business Electronic Commerce

B2B EC refers to definition 2.1 on the previous page limiting business relationships to relation-
ships among organizations. It is directed towards alleviating transaction inefficiencies in the
supply chain and promises to reduce the costs of inter-business transactions (before, during,
and after transactions) by automating procurement [Lucking-Reiley and Spulber, 2001].

B2B EC can be conducted between organizations directly; but, in practice, intermediaries
unite buyers and sellers in virtual marketplaces in order to facilitate the consummation of trans-
actions [Grover and Teng, 2001]. Intermediaries reduce search costs by consolidating markets
and provide an assortment of goods and services that gives buyers the cost efficiency of one-
stop shopping [Lucking-Reiley and Spulber, 2001].

Organizations consequently map parts of their supply chain, especially the procurement
process, to the Internet by deploying new EC applications. The adoption of Internet protocols
and the use of Internet infrastructure (which is primarily used to set up extranets) have trans-
formed traditional B2B EC over EDI into a flexible system that includes a much wider range
of organizations than before. The list below sets out key catalysts that favor the rapid adoption
of B2B EC and factors that are responsible for its sustainable growth.7

(1) Existing streamlined and automated internal business processes. Many organizations
have been using EDI for procurement and are thus able to upgrade to current ICTs for EC
more easily, as they do not have to redefine existing business processes [Riggins, 1999].
For organizations of all sectors of the economy, it has also become important to deploy
ICTs for EC in order to streamline EC-related internal business processes.

Therefore, numerous organizations are currently in a state of transition since they are about
to replace their legacy EDI systems by extranets. These extranets are based on Internet
technology and provide the technological link between external business partners and the
organizations’ internal business processes [Turban and King, 2003, appendix 5A]. The
fact that internal structures are already aligned to an overall business strategy facilitates
the transition to the new mode of EC, which is based on Internet technology [Coltman
et al., 2002]. Since automating internal business processes appears on the agenda of most
organizations anyway, the step towards B2B EC activities is relatively easy and does not
add significant overhead [EC-REPORT, p. 18].

(2) Implementation of leading-edge ICTs. Large organizations generally dispose of leading-
edge ICTs in terms of financial and human resources. Consequently, the initial hurdle to
implementing EC-enabling ICTs is relatively low [Coltman et al., 2002]. Although small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) lagged behind in the EU, they are now catching up
due to an incipient migration towards more sophisticated ICTs [EC-REPORT, p. 18].

7B2B EC has the potential for real, transformative change in the near future. According to McCall [2001],
worldwide B2B EC volume is projected to reach $8.5 trillion in 2005, still growing with rates beyond 40%. This
is a tremendous contrast to the B2C EC magnitudes mentioned in section 2.1.1 on page 5 and accounts for the fact
that B2B EC activities are currently on the fast track compared to B2C EC activities.
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(3) Reduction of costs by online purchasing and supply chain integration. Organizations
are cost conscious, inasmuch as every dollar saved in procurement is equivalent to a dollar
of profit [Coltman et al., 2002]. Using EC to decrease costs for supplies and to make
related processes more efficient is a major driver for B2B EC. Since many organizations
have to manage large numbers of transactions with their suppliers on a daily basis, even
fractional improvements of these processes can aggregate to quite substantial savings [EC-
REPORT, p. 22]. B2B EC will lead to a reduction in transaction costs [Lucking-Reiley
and Spulber, 2001], an improvement of product quality, both an improvement of and a cost
reduction in customer service, improvement of productivity, and a reduction in production
costs [Hawkins et al., 1999, p. 37]. Once organizations have made substantial investments
in ICTs to support their supply chain, they give incentives to encourage partners to join
B2B EC applications in order to take advantage of further mutual efficiency gains [Coltman
et al., 2002].

(4) Openness as underlying technical and philosophical tenet. The widespread adoption of
Internet technology as the foundation for business platforms is essentially due to its non-
proprietary standards, its open nature, and the huge industry that has evolved to support it.
The economic power that stems from joining a large network will help to ensure that new
standards remain open. More importantly, the emerging strategy is openness, with many
of the most successful EC ventures granting business partners and consumers unparalleled
access to their internal systems and processes [Hawkins et al., 1999, p. 11]. EC standards
help to organize and exchange information in a way that is consistent across entire organi-
zations, including their ICTs-based systems [EC-REPORT, p. 32].

(5) Globalization of the marketplace. EC drives changes that are already underway, for ex-
ample, establishment of electronic links between businesses and globalization of economic
activity. End customers and organizations increasingly have the ability to communicate
and transact business anywhere, anytime [Riggins, 1999]. This has profound impacts on
the competitive environment, not the least of which is the erosion of economic and geo-
graphic boundaries [Hawkins et al., 1999, p. 10]. Thus, two consequences can be observed:
(i) increased competition and (ii) increased possibilities. While most organizations engage
in B2B EC as a defensive reaction to global competitors that are trying to take the lead
in B2B EC, some organizations seize the opportunity to make their products and services
known to global audiences and extend their market reach [EC-REPORT, p. 85].

2.1.3.2 Business-To-Consumer Electronic Commerce

B2C EC refers to definition 2.1 on page 7, limiting business transactions to those between
organizations and consumers. Although B2B EC represents the bulk of all EC activities in terms
of business volume, most attention about EC has focused on B2C EC [Hawkins et al., 1999,
p. 38].8 According to Coltman et al. [2002], enterprises operating in the B2C segment currently
attract only a minority of consumers compared to the total market (compare section 2.1.1 on
page 5), while nevertheless reaching a critical mass of consumers to be considered profitable.
As consumers still have to become acquainted with the Internet as an everyday medium and
hence are still experimenting online, they are hard to assess by organizations. On the other
hand, many business-related barriers must still be overcome, for example, security, privacy9,

8The reason for this may be the fact that B2B EC takes a back seat since organizations do not make a big thing
of their procurement activities, whereas B2C EC is much more discernible in everyday life.

9See appendix section A.2 on page 118.
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network access, and low bandwidth [Coltman et al., 2002]. Moreover, evidence has emerged
that many consumers do not employ exhaustive search strategies and may become locked into
one attractive site, not making use of any alternatives [Riggins, 1999].10

The largest segment of B2C EC involves virtual products that can be delivered directly to
the consumers’ computers over the Internet: these are primarily entertainment (for example,
download of music, video on demand, and online games), travel (for instance, paperless airline
and train tickets), media (for example, online editions of established print media or TV chan-
nels), financial services (for instance, brokerage, banking, consumer credits, and insurance),
personal digital assistant services (for example, e-mail, date book, and mobile information ser-
vices), and software (digital delivery) [Torlina et al., 1999].

The second increasingly important segment of B2C EC are physical products, which require
sophisticated logistics to be delivered to consumers on time and reliably. To date, the main
physical products sold through B2C EC can be divided into the following three categories
[Evans, 2004]. (1) Plateau growth categories, including those categories that are expected to
grow “only” less than 10% over the next five years (personal computers11, peripherals, books,
toys, and video games). (2) Steady growth categories, including those categories that will
grow between 10-30% over the next five years (apparel, office products, consumer electronics,
sports goods, footwear, flowers, and large appliances). (3) Steep growth categories, including
those categories that will grow between 30-50% over the next five years (music (non-digital
delivery), groceries, garden supplies, housewares, home improvement accessories, auto parts,
medical supplies, over-the-counter drugs, personal care products, and nutraceuticals).

Given these astounding growth figures and the overall trends in B2C EC mentioned in
section 2.1.1 on page 5, the question arises as to what precisely drives B2C EC. Two main
factors become apparent: (i) the price and (ii) customer service.12

(1) Greater transparency and greater flexibility for consumers. In B2C EC, consumers can
place orders at any time and browse products independent of office hours. The availability
of prompt pricing information and concise product information on the Internet in combi-
nation with organized Web-based marketplaces increases market transparency, simplifying
systematic price and product comparison and lowering search costs [Bakos, 1998]. As a
consequence, buyers become aware of potential substitutes that can result in a substantial
reduction of costs (in turn leading to greater pressure on sellers) [Harmsen, 2001].

(2) Increasing market competition. Enhanced information access for consumers increases
competition even where concentration is already high. This has an impact on pricing, which
is a positive effect for consumers but involves risks of eroding profits for online retailers.
And while organizations are forced to look for further cost-saving potentials, which could
have a detrimental effect on product and customer service quality [EC-REPORT, p. 139],
on the other hand, they improve CRM in order to stand out from competitors as a reaction
to fierce competition. This leads to increased differentiation [Bakos, 1998].

(3) Mass customization. Large organizations with mass customer bases are continuously
adopting the concept of mass customization13 for their B2C EC activities by integrating

10The author mentions that customer lock-in can be exploited as a strategic aspect of B2C EC.
11Personal computers have the largest penetration of any category: 45% of total sales.
12Both factors shape up as advantages for consumers rather than for organizations. Nevertheless, all driving

factors concerning the alignment of internal business processes (finally leading to a competitive advantage) men-
tioned for B2B EC in section 2.1.3.1 on page 8 also apply to organizations’ B2C EC activities.

13The notion mass customization was coined by Davis [1987, p. 169]: “Mass customization of markets means
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their ICTs into CRM activities. That is, ICTs are deployed for data processing of customer
information, marketing, sales, and customer service, aiming at collecting detailed informa-
tion about customers [EC-REPORT, p. 139]. Collected and consolidated information can
then be used to establish real one-to-one relationships between organizations and their cus-
tomers, fueling the positive feedback cycle of CRM in figure 2 on page 15 and ultimately
leading to profitable customer relationships (compare figure 3 on page 16).

(4) New services on the Internet. B2C EC enables organizations to provide new and better
value-added services to customers, that is, services that were impossible or extremely labo-
rious to deploy prior to the massive adoption of ICTs in retailing [Harmsen, 2001; Riggins,
1999]. For instance, providing additional information to customers with Web-based in-
ventory systems – combined with shipment tracking systems – leads to a more transparent
shipping procedure and helps customers to assess how long the processing of orders will
presumably take.

(5) Broadband meets mass market. Given the example of South Korea, Lee et al. [2003]
state that easy and inexpensive access to broadband Internet for both organizations and
consumers is a driving factor for B2C EC. Due to a high broadband Internet penetration and
availability, South Korean consumers are more receptive to new services and applications
offered over the Internet, broaden their range of online activities, and spend significantly
more time and money online than consumers in countries where baseband Internet access
is dominant.

Example (The world’s largest B2C Web site, adapted from Banham [2004]). While sometimes
still referred to as an online bookstore, Amazon [AMAZON] now offers a broad product line
from apparel, sports goods, and jewelry to new services including a feature that let its 39 million
active customers14 make “1-Click” contributions to the American Red Cross in the aftermath
of the devastating tidal wave in South East Asia of December 2004.

In addition to trading for its own account, Amazon is now offering its technology and B2C
EC expertise to third parties, relying on two strategies: (i) Merchants@amazon.com, that is, set-
ting up merchandizing relationships designed to open up an incremental sales channel to retail-
ers wishing to access Amazon’s customers through Amazon’s Web site and (ii) Merchant.com,
that is, allowing a retailer to control the look and feel of the Web site while letting Amazon han-
dle technology services, order fulfillment, and customer service. Amazon has never focused on
short-term profits, instead implementing a long-term vision for building its technology infras-
tructure – a research-and-development strategy more like that of a pharmaceutical company.
As a result, Amazon today has the world’s largest online consumer laboratory offering unpar-
alleled possibilities to make experiments on improving customer service and personalizing the
shopping experience.

Remark. The remainder of this thesis focuses exclusively on B2C EC. Hence, from this point
on, EC refers to B2C EC, and all other EC categories are denoted explicitly.

2.1.4 Strategic Aspects of Electronic Commerce

Definition 2.2 (Strategy). A strategy is a broad-based formula for how a business is going to
compete, what its goals should be, and what plans and policies will be needed to carry out those

that the same large number of customers can be reached as in mass markets of the industrial economy, and,
simultaneously, they can be treated individually as in the customized markets of pre-industrial economies.” While
this definition refers to physical products, it can be extended to virtual products and customer service.

14This number is based on the number of e-mail addresses from which orders originated in 2003.
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goals. Strategy means search for actions that will significantly change the current position of
an organization, shaping its future [Turban and King, 2003, chapter 11].

The drivers for B2C EC discussed on page 10 in the previous section turned out to be
stimulations for customers rather than for organizations. Since customers are well aware of
the advantages that EC implies for them, organizations are trying to turn this awareness into
a competitive edge by seeking new ways of improving the end-to-end customer shopping ex-
perience, in turn boosting sales and winning customer loyalty by establishing innovative ways
of satisfying ambitious customer needs. In detail, organizations are faced with the following
ramifications:

(i) Increasingly discerning customers are demanding new services, more detailed informa-
tion, and better quality at a lower price [Chu and Morrison, 2003].

(ii) Markets are transforming from seller markets to buyer markets due to a globalized com-
petition. Also, in mature, saturated markets, it is difficult for retailers to sustain differen-
tiated brands and value propositions [Piller and Schoder, 1999].

(iii) Organizations are forced to evaluate their strategic positions in terms of the two EC drivers
price and customer service [Harmsen, 2001].

(iv) Rapid evolution and adoption of new ICTs present both opportunities and risks for orga-
nizations seeking to innovate [Chu and Morrison, 2003].

In order to respond to these challenges, all efforts to target them must be bundled in an orga-
nization’s corporate strategy. EC is not a mere technology but an integral strategic constituent
for all types of organizations that offer electronic channels to their customers.

Porter [1985] proposes conceptual typologies and empirical taxonomies of strategies using
the three variables cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. These variables have been proven
to decisively influence an organization’s performance. Lederer et al. [1996] concisely discuss
the three resulting basic strategy types, which are applicable to any sector of the economy:

(1) Cost Leadership Strategy. Cost leadership means providing a standardized product or
service at very low per-unit costs for many price-sensitive buyers. In EC, gaining cost
leadership can be achieved by decreasing distribution costs and transaction costs through
a reduction in overhead, for example, inventory and personnel. Moreover, costs can be
reduced through direct customer contacts, for instance, by eliminating inefficiencies asso-
ciated with paper processing, by streamlining processes and information flow (internally
and externally), and by introducing electronic procurement [Fruhling and Digman, 2000;
Chang et al., 2003].

(2) Differentiation Strategy. Differentiation means providing products and services that are
considered unique industry-wide and that address many buyers who are relatively price-
insensitive. For EC, this can be accomplished by implementing mass customization (see
item 3 on page 10), that is, by offering customized products and services and by tailoring
sales and service processes to the individual requirements of the customers [Fruhling and
Digman, 2000; Chang et al., 2003].

(3) Focus Strategy. Focus means providing products that fulfill the needs of particular buyers
who are fewer in number in an industry. While cost leadership and differentiation strategies
attempt to address a whole industry, focus strategy addresses specific and smaller clusters
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of buyers. For EC, focus can be achieved by extending the market reach for specialized
products and services and by narrowing the competitive scope of business activities to
specific specialized segments [Fruhling and Digman, 2000].

The question arises as to what basic strategy is the most promising to cope with the ramifi-
cations of EC evolvement. According to Piller and Schoder [1999], a vast majority of organi-
zations does not pursue a mere cost leadership strategy. This lies in the fact that cost structures
of organizations start converging, once organizations reach an advanced level of their corporate
life-cycle. Furthermore, EC-enabling ICTs, which contribute to the reduction of process costs,
are also available to competitors [Chang et al., 2003]. Since only one cost leadership strat-
egy can be successful, organizations following this approach will be exposed to a competitive
environment where only few organizations can survive [Harmsen, 2001].

Hence, most organizations concentrate on differentiation or focus, or on a hybrid strategy
combining both approaches [Lederer et al., 1996; Chu and Morrison, 2003].15 In EC, differ-
entiation and focus are realized through customer orientation.16 This term reflects the orga-
nizations’ understanding of their target buyers in order to continuously create added value for
them [Chang et al., 2003]. To this end, they accumulate knowledge about their customers (pri-
marily by collecting behavioral data in electronic channels), which is an intangible asset that
is difficult to imitate by competitors, ultimately leading to a strategic advantage [Chang et al.,
2003]. Organizations thus avoid competing solely in pricing. Since varying differentiation and
focus strategies can coexist successfully within the same market, organizations following this
approach should therefore be in a more secure competitive position.

The point now is how customer orientation can be deployed for EC. The answer is CRM,
a concept to manage and cultivate sustainable and profitable long-term customer relationships
for the benefit of both organizations and their customers. This concept, which originates from
brick-and-mortar (old economy) organizations, is currently subject to change and is about to
be adapted to new markets that are driven by the rapid development of ICTs. The concept of
CRM is discussed in the next section.

2.2 Foundations of Customer Relationship Management
In the past years, CRM has been established as a holistic approach to enforce customer orienta-
tion in organizations. According to Scribner [2002, 2001], the main objectives of CRM activ-
ities comprise (i) the set-up of sustainable and profitable relationships between organizations
and their customers, (ii) the continuous optimization of customer relationships, and (iii) the
fosterage of customer relationships to maximize the profits for both organizations in terms of
monetary profits and their customers in terms of benefits they draw from these relationships.
The imperativeness to find alternative routes to competitive advantage has been driven by pro-
found changes and trends in the business environment, some of which are congruent with those
EC is affected by17 [compare Pan and Lee, 2003; Peppard, 2000; Payne, 2003b]:

15This does not imply that they do not pay attention to costs. In fact, the reduction of costs is an essential
strategic component, but for EC it is not sufficient.

16According to definition 2.1 on page 7, EC revolves around value-based commercial transactions. That is,
the primary focus of differentiation lies on transactions rather than on the products sold through transactions. As
most physical products sold through EC are standardized (compare page 10), there is limited room to differentiate
them. Even many virtual products are standardized and can hardly be differentiated (again, compare page 10). In
consequence, transactions and all related customer-facing processes are subject to differentiation in EC.

17Mentioned in section 2.1.3.2 on page 9 and section 2.1.4 on page 11.
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(1) Globalization of markets making time and location irrelevant and consequently, growth and
diversity of competition.

(2) Transition from seller markets to buyer markets due to EC, accompanied by the escalating
expectations and empowerment of customers.

(3) Shift from transactional marketing to relationship marketing, along with the realization
that customers are business assets and not a mere commercial audience, leading to the
acceptance of the necessity for a trade-off between delivering and extracting customer
value.

(4) Development and availability of new ICTs and therefore greater utilization of ICTs in man-
aging and maximizing the value of information.

(5) Recognition of the benefits of using information proactively rather than solely reactively.

(6) Transition in structuring organizations – on a strategic basis – from functions to processes,
backed by ICTs.

(7) Substantial progress in developing, improving, and launching scalable algorithms for mass
customization.

Many organizations today are aware of the importance of CRM and its potential to achieve
the competitive edge. Some are already about to change their business processes and build
solutions based on ICTs that enable them to acquire new customers, retain existing customers,
and maximize the customer lifetime value (CLV) of every customer [Peppard, 2000]. While
the projected compound annual growth rate in CRM spending of 6.7% through 2006 (totaling
$17.7 billion by then [see Greenspan, 2003a]) shows that organizations are steadily continuing
their efforts in CRM, there is still significant confusion surrounding the definition of CRM
and its role. This section aims at clarifying the theoretical foundations of CRM in view of
differentiation for EC.

2.2.1 Defining Customer Relationship Management

Many authors refer to the concept of CRM as a mere deployment of ICTs, reducing it to its tech-
nological constituent, which provides the prerequisite to analyze customer-related processes
[Paas and Kuijlen, 2001]. Hippner [2004] states that – although ICTs play an important role
in CRM – an organization’s general conditions and strategies may not be ignored. Hence, he
proposes the following definition of CRM:

Definition 2.3 (Customer Relationship Management). CRM refers to a customer-oriented cor-
porate strategy, which, by means of ICTs, attempts to establish profitable long-term customer
relationships by deploying and strengthening integrated and personalized concepts for an orga-
nization’s marketing, sales, and customer service departments.

Scribner [2001] describes customer relationships as learning relationships in which organi-
zations exchange personalized services for customer loyalty. Customers convey their personal
preferences explicitly and implicitly to organizations through communications and purchasing
behavior. Organizations capture customer behavior and preferences so as to create personal-
ized products and services. In the course of time, learning relationships become unique and are
perceived as a surplus value, creating a lock-in situation for customers [Amit and Zott, 2001].
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Following Peppard [2000], the premises of the above definition are the facts that (i) existing
customers are more profitable than new customers, (ii) it is less expensive to sell an incremental
product to an existing customer than to sell it to a new customer, (iii) customer retention can be
maximized by matching products and levels of service more closely to customer expectations,
and (iv) attracting new customers is generally expensive. The central objective of CRM is
thus to maximize the CLVs, leading to higher long-term profits. According to Berson et al.
[2000], the corporate strategy mentioned in the definition above involves five activities geared
for (1) customer profitability, (2) customer acquisition, (3) cross-selling, (4) customer retention,
and (5) customer segmentation, each of which is briefly discussed in the section below.

2.2.2 Strategic Aspects of Customer Relationship Management

CRM strategy implementation involves five essential activities aiming at the following aspects:

(1) Customer Profitability. Perpetuation and deepening of existing customer relationships
[compare Schumacher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.3]: Acquiring new customers generally
involves large costs, for instance, due to expensive marketing activities and complex target
campaigns. As a consequence, retained customers are more profitable, especially since
customer relationships become rewarding after a grace period only [Hippner, 2004].

(2) Customer Acquisition. Transform potential buyers into regular customers [see Schu-
macher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.3]: On the whole, regular customers are loyal to an
organization and are reluctant to switch to a competitor. Hence, they are more tolerant
in view of minor problems concerning their customer relationships than new customers.
Moreover, regular customers – in contrast to new customers – attach more importance to a
good customer relationship than to adjustments in the product price.18 Finally, regular cus-
tomers contribute to an organization’s positive reputation by spreading a positive image.

(3) Cross-Selling. Discover and exploit cross-selling and up-selling potentials [see Schu-
macher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.3]: Within the positive feedback cycle of CRM in
figure 2, it is possible to place information about products and services that correspond to
individual customer preferences. By tailoring product offers and services to the potential
needs of customers, it is feasible to cover their demands for products and services efficiently
by cross- and up-selling activities, leading to additional revenues. Generally speaking, it
can be said that customer relationship behavior anticipates customer demands. Thus, an
interactive dialog is key in revealing customer preferences [Peppard, 2000].

Figure 2: Positive feedback cycle of CRM [Srivastava et al., 2002].

18This translates into reduced price competition [Scribner, 2001].
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(4) Customer Retention. Increasing customer satisfaction leads to augmented customer re-
tention [compare Peppard, 2000]: Due to the rising saturation of seller markets, repeated
transactions with the same customers may contribute a large portion to an organization’s
total revenue [Schumacher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.3]. Customer satisfaction19 and
customer retention20 are considered to be key components of economic success [Hippner,
2004; Bruhn, 2003]. Figure 3 depicts the underlying functional chain of CRM, which dis-
plays the connection between CRM activities and profitable customer relationships for both
organizations and their customers.

Figure 3: Functional chain of CRM [Bruhn, 2003, adapted from].

(5) Customer Segmentation. Improving communications with customers [compare Srivas-
tava et al., 2002]: An essential element of CRM is communicating with customers. This
consists of two components: (i) decide what message to send to each customer segment
and (ii) select the appropriate channel for the message. In order to tailor communications
as best as possible to customer preferences, customer segmentation can be applied so as to
create homogeneous customer segments that are targeted using the same communications
strategy. It is crucial to measure the impact of communications by conducting response
analyses, that is, (a) determine how effective a campaign has been, (b) validate the good-
ness of customer segmentation, and (c) calibrate and refine the models for the various
communication channels by setting up feedback loops to learn from customers.

In terms of the functional chain of CRM in figure 3, which is comprised of the three sec-
tions (a) corporate activities within the scope of customer relationships as input, (b) effects on
customers, and (c) economic success for organizations as output, implementing a CRM strategy
means configuring the first element of the functional chain. Corporate actions ideally improve
customer satisfaction, which has a positive influence on customer retention, which eventually
leads to profitable customer relationships and economic success [Bruhn, 2003].21 In order to

19Customer satisfaction describes the degree to which customers are comfortable with the business relationship
they are involved in. Das et al. [1999] propose a customer satisfaction model to characterize the factors that influ-
ence customer satisfaction in the domain of EC: (1) service quality, which is influenced by employee satisfaction
and employee contextual knowledge, (2) solution quality, which is influenced by employee contextual knowledge,
and (3) price.

20Customer retention is the effort carried out by organizations to ensure that their customers do not switch
over to competitors [Srivastava et al., 2002]. Customers do not want to go through the trouble of teaching their
preferences to multiple organizations. They hence have an incentive to remain loyal, leading to both higher
switching costs for customers and advantages in competition for organizations over time [Scribner, 2002].

21CRM activities have two effects on profitability. On the one hand, they create additional revenue or safeguard
existing revenues. On the other hand, they contribute to cost reductions [Schumacher and Meyer, 2004, section
2.3]. The longer customer relationships last, the more can be known about customer preferences. Learning
from customer relationships enables organizations to serve their customers’ needs more precisely, preventing not
only costs that may occur if customer relationship actions are not thoroughly targeted but also costs arising from
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leverage the functional chain, organizations must align all customer-facing processes and all
dependent internal processes in a customer-oriented way. To this end, an overall CRM strategy
that defines the customer segments to be addressed through different channels is required.

All actions concerning the first element of the functional chain should be applied on a
constant basis, feeding the positive feedback cycle of CRM in figure 2 on page 15. According to
[Srivastava et al., 2002], within the positive feedback cycle, improved customer understanding
results in more efficient customer relationship actions, producing better and more frequent
customer response, in turn yielding more detailed customer data. This is the starting point for
refined customer understanding in the next iteration of the feedback cycle.

Hippner [2004] mentions two crucial prerequisites for successful CRM strategy implemen-
tation that have to be addressed concurrently with any CRM-related efforts:

(i) It is fundamental to deploy an integrated information system that not only consolidates
customer-related information (one face of the customer) but also synchronizes all com-
munication channels (one face to the customer).22

(ii) In order to practice effective CRM, it is compulsory to align all business processes to the
customer base to support a customer-oriented corporate strategy.23

Remark. Schögl and Schmidt [2002] characterize different aspects of CRM and identify the
following three CRM perspectives.

(1) Strategic Perspective. Transition from product orientation to active management of cus-
tomer relationships: The strategic directions of organizations implementing CRM seek to
forge and exploit customer potentials, eventually leading to specific customer services that
are based on the customer’s individual value for the organization.

(2) Process Perspective. Integrated and holistic view of customer relationships: The process
perspective aims at realizing CRM strategies in an integrated and holistic manner. In order
to achieve this, organizations offer customized services across all customer touchpoints,
with such service offerings being coherent and consistent at any point in time. This involves
the synchronization of front- and back-office processes as mentioned in item ii.

(3) ICTs Perspective. Support and realization of marketing activities by means of ICTs: The
ICTs perspective stands for automating all customer management processes and all cus-
tomer relationship processes that connect customers across a variety of touchpoints to the
marketing, sales, and customer service departments of an organization. As mentioned in
item i, an integrated information system is of central importance to this perspective.

The remainder of this thesis focuses on the ICTs perspective in order to meet the challenge
of differentiation for EC with CRM. Clearly, the use of ICTs does not automatically represent
added value for customers, unless ICTs are embedded into a sound CRM strategy that focuses
on back-office processes as well. Rather, ICTs should be considered enablers that make it
possible for organizations to create services of added value for their customers.

complaints. Furthermore, implementing a CRM strategy involves streamlining customer-facing processes, which
contributes to the reduction in process costs (compare item 3 on page 9 analogously applying to B2C EC).

22In section 3.3.3 on page 51, the WUSAN prototype is introduced. This system can be regarded as an integrated
information system. Although its current implementation allows for data from the Web channel only, the system
can be extended to capture data from various communication channels.

23Fahey et al. [2001] discuss the central role of knowledge management to support the linking and alignment of
EC-related processes and business processes for CRM.
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2.2.3 Taxonomy of Customer Relationship Management

From the ICTs perspective of CRM, the following taxonomy of sub-areas of CRM has emerged
[Berson et al., 2000, chapter 3]:

(i) Analytical CRM. Analytical CRM refers to developing customer understanding through
data analysis for the purpose of more effective CRM [Srivastava et al., 2002]. It com-
prises all the data collection, data analysis, and decision support activities associated
with customer relationships [Schumacher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.2].

Large organizations that serve a mass customer base have difficulties in understanding the
expectations and demands of the individual customers. They are thus driven to leverage
analytical CRM in order to collect and analyze data covering all channels and customer
touchpoints, aiming at creating a complete and holistic view of their customers. Tremen-
dous progress in data management and data analysis provides the opportunity to develop
fine-grained individual customer understanding, even for mass customer bases.

(ii) Operational CRM. In operational CRM, it is assumed that optimal business processes in
the front-office (that is, processes related to marketing, sales, and customer service) will
optimize management of customer relationships [Paas and Kuijlen, 2001]. Nowadays,
optimal business processes can be achieved only by means of ICTs, that is, hardware and
software products that support customer contacts such as campaign management systems,
call-center support systems, and sales force automation systems [Schumacher and Meyer,
2004, section 2.2].

(iii) Collaborative CRM. Collaborative CRM refers to all activities and tools suitable for
controlling and coordinating all customer touchpoints that are used to organize commu-
nications between an organization and its customers [Schögl and Schmidt, 2002]. It is
crucial to manage all communication activities in a multi-channel environment (see fig-
ure 4 on the facing page) to avoid overlapping communication activities, which – in the
best case – convey coherent information and – in the worst case – communicate inconsis-
tent information to customers [Schumacher and Meyer, 2004, section 2.2].

Remark (Multi-Channel Integration). Shaping communications between organizations and
their customers in a multi-channel environment is crucial to CRM. In this context, Schögel
et al. [2004] mention that customers are actually utilizing multi-channel choices, and – in
addition – multi-channel customers are spending significantly more money in retailing than
single-channel customers [Greenspan, 2003b]. Figure 4 on the next page depicts five channel
types that customers use to communicate with an organization’s marketing, sales, and customer
service departments [see Payne, 2003a]:

(1) Sales Force. Refers to sales agents that communicate face-to-face with their customers.
While sales agents can deal with complex non-standard queries and determine their cus-
tomers’ needs and preferences by and by, their knowledge is hard to harness for organi-
zations, since it is based on experience and instinct. Above all, sales agents represent an
extremely expensive channel.

(2) Outlets. Refer to physical branch offices where customers can inspect products and gain
large amounts of information about products and services through conversations with sales
personnel. While customers can probably resolve complex queries in branch offices, they
can only do so during office hours and, moreover, have to travel to and from branch offices.
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Figure 4: Multi-channel environment [derived from Payne, 2003b,a].

(3) Telephony. Refers to call centers that provide tailored and cost-effective customer service
backed by call routing systems and call center operation software. Call center agents can
access customer profiles during conversations and gather additional information through
standardized templates. While the amount of information exchanged is limited to verbal
conversation, this channel can be made accessible 24/7 and is appropriate to deal with
complex customer queries.

(4) Direct Marketing. Primarily refers to directed mailing campaigns, which – when based on
full and accurate customer information (for example, contact data and customer profiles) –
can be tailored to customers’ individual interests and life events. While large amounts of
information can be conveyed through this channel, it is not a fast and flexible medium in
terms of customer responsiveness.

(5) Electronic Commerce. EC channels refer to Internet-based channels that offer 24/7
access to organizations without employees being directly involved during communications
and transactions.24 With appropriate channel design, organizations can track individual
customers in great detail (see section 3.2 on page 34). Not only will this channel type very
soon be fulfilling the promise of mass customization, it also leads to a dramatic reduction
in costs both in an organization’s marketing, sales, and customer service departments and
in transaction processing (compare footnote 21 on page 17). If mobile ICTs are involved,
customers can be offered location-based services, which relate to customizations depending
on their current location.

24While, for channel types item 1 on the facing page to item 3, employees are directly involved in communi-
cations and transactions, channel type item 5 does without direct employee involvement (for channel type item 4,
the amount of manual processing required for the responses may be a significant factor). The more structure the
communications and transactions in a channel have (in terms of recognizing and differentiating crucial business
events), the less employee involvement is required during communications and transaction processing. Further-
more, structured communications and transactions simplify tracking customer behavior. So it could also be argued
that the more structure a channel possesses, the more it can be regarded as an EC channel. The degree of employee
involvement in a channel is evidence for the degree of structure it has.
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2.2.4 Electronic Customer Relationship Management

The shift of consumers to utilize the Web for retail activities is not merely driven by the fact
that organizations try to save money by leveraging the Web channel for their business activities.
Instead, it is driven by a general evolutionary migration of consumers to the Web for all aspects
of retail and business activities derived from the Internet becoming more available and con-
sumers gaining more experience with ICTs [Feinberg et al., 2002]. This trend has a significant
impact on the cultivation of customer relationships in a business environment where electronic
channels are gaining in importance for all aspects of business transactions.

Today, due to advances in ICTs, the promises of one-to-one relationships, customer value
analysis, and mass customization are becoming a reality [Peppard, 2000] and can be real-
ized automatically without employees being directly involved in communications [Bernett and
Kuhn, 2001]. As mentioned in section 2.2.2 on page 15, effective information management
plays a crucial role in CRM and is critical for (i) product tailoring, (ii) service innovation (for
example, tailored Web sites), (iii) providing consolidated views of customers, (iv) calculating
CLVs of customers, and (v) establishing an integrated multi-channel capability (providing con-
sistency of services across all channels). For Internet-based channels in particular, a shift from
a transaction-based economy to a relationship-based economy is discernible [Romano Jr. and
Fjermestad, 2003].

Consequently, organizations need the ability to track and manage Internet-based EC events
that may demand immediate, personalized response. This is of special importance to an in-
creasingly sophisticated customer base demanding higher service levels across multi-channel
environments (see introduction of section 2.2 on page 13 and remark on page 19). As many
organizations have a huge customer base, making any manual interactions during communi-
cations a tedious and expensive task, personalized response must be automated, minimizing
employee involvement. The issue of deploying a CRM strategy for EC channels is addressed
by the concept of ECRM.

2.2.4.1 Defining Electronic Customer Relationship Management

Definition 2.4 (Electronic Customer Relationship Management). ECRM restricts definition 2.3
on page 14 to EC channels (see item 5 on the previous page). ECRM comprises four aspects
that are represented by the letters of the acronym ECRM [compare Peppard, 2000].

(E) EC channels constitute the interface to customers for ECRM activities.

(C) Channel management of a multi-channel environment of various channels (compare fig-
ure 4 on the preceding page). This includes unifying EC channels in terms of their tech-
nological infrastructure and tracking capabilities and coordinating all available channels.

(R) Real Relationships in EC channels, that is, truly duplex communications (enabled by In-
ternet technology), built on service excellence, added value, and convenience for cus-
tomers.25

(M) Management of the total organization, that is, comprehensive back- and front-office syn-
chronization and process integration.26

25Duplex communications refer not only to direct communications but also to indirect communications. Given a
Web site, for instance, customers implicitly deliver behavioral data to organizations (indirect communication from
customers to organizations). Organizations can then respond to customer behavior by adapting and personalizing
Web sites, placing individual recommendations (indirect communication from organizations to customers).

26More on strategic process alignment for CRM can be found in appendix section B.2 on page 126.
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Remark. A first glance at the above definition gives rise to the objection that it is biased
towards Internet technology and neglects other electronic channels. Today, electronic channels
are steadily converging towards Internet technology, which is about to be established as an
enabling technology for all electronic channels.

In terms of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) network reference model [compare
Day and Zimmermann, 1995], this means that different electronic channels share the data link
layer, the network layer, and the transport layer but differ in terms of the physical layer only
[Walters, 2001, chapter 11]. For example, VoIP has the potential to replace today’s wired
telephone networks, if the physical layer is a wired network. Since the physical layer can be
replaced by a wireless network, the same technology has the potential to replace today’s cell
phone networks, as well [Andritsou and Pronios, 2001]. From this perspective, the restriction
to Internet technology in definition 2.4 on the facing page is justifiable in the long run.27

Finally, the question arises as to which channels are relevant to ECRM. There is no simple
answer to this question, since there are channels that cannot be uniquely assigned to one of the
channel types in figure 4 on page 19. Nor is it possible to clearly determine whether or not em-
ployees are directly involved in communications and transactions. The degree of structure of
channels depends heavily on organizational issues. Direct marketing, for example, can be real-
ized through e-mail campaigns. Each e-mail may contain individual URLs that can be tracked
upon invocation (representing a business event, for example, “order additional information”
or “buy recommended product”). Since no direct employee involvement is necessary during
communications and transactions in this case, direct marketing over e-mail can be regarded as
an EC channel, whereas paper-based direct marketing involves manual processing and hence
cannot be regarded as an EC channel.

In the future, channels such as telephony, ICQ, or core e-mail may be transformed into
more structured channels. Speech recognition, text mining, and other methods may help to
structure communications in these channels and to identify crucial business events automati-
cally. Currently, the WWW is the only true EC channel that can be configured to be profoundly
structured: that is, it is possible to recognize and differentiate crucial business events at different
levels of granularity (see section 3.2 on page 34).

2.2.4.2 ECRM Research Areas

Based on a review of current ECRM research, Romano Jr. and Fjermestad [2003] identify
five major research areas in their research framework for ECRM, which is depicted in fig-
ure 5 on the next page. The research framework divides ECRM research into the following
areas: (1) markets, (2) business models, (3) knowledge management and knowledge discovery,
(4) technology, and (5) human factors, each of which is briefly discussed in the following.

(1) Markets [compare Schögl and Schmidt, 2002; Romano Jr. and Fjermestad, 2003]. The
Internet can be regarded as a marketplace instrument that offers mechanisms to allocate
resources among participants. Allocations of market resources are currently transaction-
based rather than relationship-based. ECRM research in this area primarily investigates
how to integrate ECRM systems into markets in a way that they interact both effectively
and efficiently. This includes research about building sustainable customer relationships
over time with ECRM, research about how market share can be gained with ECRM, and
research that investigates the shift of power from sellers to buyers within EC channels.

27Bernett and Kuhn [2001] contrast traditional call centers with call centers based on Internet technology. The
latter offer services going beyond answering calls that come in from switched telephone networks: for example,
ICQ instant messaging or video conferences.
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Figure 5: ECRM research framework [compare Romano Jr. and Fjermestad, 2003].

(2) Business Models [compare Romano Jr. and Fjermestad, 2003; Feinberg et al., 2002]. Re-
search in this area looks at how to design business models that are suitable to address
the challenges posed by the shift towards EC channels. This includes the following as-
pects: (i) Customer interaction, that is, informational content, pull and push mechanisms,
and communication channel choice. (ii) Customer added value, that is, mass customiza-
tion, personalization, and economic incentives. (iii) Customer profiling, that is, collection
and analysis of information about customers and value-added exchange of information.
(iv) Trust, that is, strong branding, sensitive use of customer profiles, and security precau-
tions. (v) Virtual communities, that is, information exchange about products and interests
and market segment profiling.

(3) Knowledge Management and Knowledge Discovery [see Schaarschmidt et al., 2001].
Conducting business across EC channels allows new data gathering strategies, calling for
scalable methods to collect, analyze, process, and understand the collected data. Knowl-
edge management and knowledge discovery methods need to be explored and developed in
order to enable organizations to analyze large amounts of data from EC channels. Further-
more, the gathered data must be transformed into valuable insights and into information
and benefits for both organizations and their customers. In order to achieve this goal, many
organizations build data warehouses consisting of customer data (demographics and psy-
chographics), customer activities (buying and browsing activities), and product data.

(4) Technology [compare Romano Jr. and Fjermestad, 2003]. ECRM involves extensive use
of ICTs to shape interactions with customers now and – even more – in the future. Hence,
the following research questions concerning ECRM enabling ICTs arise: (i) ‘What will be
the effect of technology on service quality (in terms of reliability, responsiveness, assur-
ance, and empathy)?’ and (ii) ‘Is customer loyalty altered when customers interact with
technology instead of employees?’ Apart from the technological influence on customer
relationships and customer-facing processes, enabling ICTs for ECRM are themselves the
subject of ECRM research – from a mere technological perspective.

(5) Human Factors [compare Romano Jr. and Fjermestad, 2003]. From the point of view
of the customer, EC channels change the way humans interact while spending money to
acquire products and services. Behavioral aspects of ECRM are covered by virtual com-
munities, interactions among customers, and interactions between customers and organiza-
tions. Additionally, emotional customer experience has effects on a number of issues: for
example, customer satisfaction, trust and confidence, retention, willingness to interact and
share information, actual purchases, attitudes, opinions, and customer recommendations.
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Figure 6: High-level framework for ECRM systems [adapted from Pan and Lee, 2003].

Remark. Figure 6 depicts the conceptual relationship among key ECRM applications. It can
be regarded as a high-level framework for ECRM systems. According to Pan and Lee [2003],
consolidating all customer-related information into a single view is a fundamental prerequisite
of ECRM solutions. In order to realize this consolidated view, a multi-channel input stream
that populates the single view with data from various sources is created, as shown in figure 6.
This single view facilitates information-sharing across channels, creates a complete picture
of the customer base, and helps to create meaningful multi-channel dialogs with customers.
Moreover, it is the basis for ECRM strategy implementation. All analytical pursuits that address
the five strategic CRM activities mentioned in section 2.2.2 on page 15 build on the single view
that consolidates all available data.

In terms of research efforts and results, this thesis can be assigned to the ECRM research
area item 3 on the preceding page knowledge management and knowledge discovery. This area
defines the field of activity of this thesis, which is derived in chapter 3. Moreover, the research
area item 2 on the facing page business models and the research area item 4 on the preceding
page technology come into play in chapter 3, which discusses WUA – an approach toward
analyzing the behavioral data of customers from the Web channel.

2.3 Summary
This chapter discussed EC and identified a long-term shift from traditional retailing to B2C
EC within the next years. This shift will fundamentally change markets and cause the tran-
sition from seller markets to buyer markets. In section 2.1.3.1 on page 8 and section 2.1.3.2
on page 9, drivers for EC have been identified and it was concluded that EC aggravates the
shift of power towards consumers in a market that is being subjected to profound changes at
the same time. Rapid adoption of new ICTs, a globalized competitive environment, extreme
market transparency, and changing customer habits have been identified as key drivers for this
shift. It was then concluded that organizations must respond to new market conditions with a
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differentiation or focus strategy, since cost leadership is neither sufficient nor sustainable. Fol-
lowing Scribner [2001], it was stated that retailers’ inability to differentiate themselves from
their competitors has been a long-standing issue for retailing, aggravated by the emergence of
EC. Customer relationships can hence be viewed as the only defensible competitive advantage
in retailing.

Then, the question arose as to how a differentiation or focus strategy can be established for
EC. In section 2.2 on page 13, CRM was presented as an instrument to implement differentia-
tion and focus. In section 2.2.1 on page 14 and section 2.2.2 on page 15, the basic principles
of CRM were discussed and a taxonomy for CRM was introduced. The notion of collaborative
CRM brought up the issue of multi-channel management, and the channels relevant to EC have
been characterized and identified.

Further, in section 2.2.4 on page 20, ECRM has been recognized as a discipline to address
differentiation in EC. It was highlighted that ECRM has the following benefits for organizations
[compare Chatranon et al., 2001]: (i) more effective marketing efforts, (ii) more effective cus-
tomer interactions, (iii) long-term profits from continuous customer relationships, (iv) shared
customer knowledge throughout organizations through unified data collection and data storage,
(v) reduction in service costs and related process costs, and (vi) more efficient and more effec-
tive sales activities. Last, knowledge management and knowledge discovery has been identified
as a relevant ECRM research area for this thesis, and, by means of the high-level ECRM sys-
tem architecture of figure 6 on the preceding page, creating a single view of customers has been
identified as a key issue.

This is the starting point for the next chapter, which focuses on the Web channel – currently
the only true EC channel that has the potential to realize automated real relationships with
minimal employee interaction during communications. To this end, WUA is introduced as an
instrument to deploy an ECRM strategy for the Web channel, and WUSAN is introduced as
a framework to deploy a closed loop for WUA, thereby allowing for the implementation of
differentiation for EC.
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Chapter III

EFFECTIVE WEB USAGE ANALYSIS

The previous chapter discussed how the concept of ECRM can be applied to EC in order to
implement differentiation for EC channels. The Web channel has been identified as the only
true EC channel in terms of its capabilities to automatically collect comprehensive, fine-grained
behavioral data about customers – a prerequisite for successful ECRM. Depending on a Web
site’s underlying technical architecture, it is possible to track customers flexibly and precisely
in an unprecedented way so as to acquire customer knowledge, purchases, browsing patterns,
usage times, and personal preferences [Jian-guo et al., 2003].

Hence, it is essential to investigate how increased customer knowledge can be generated in
the Web channel, and it is necessary to address the ECRM research challenge of knowledge
management and knowledge discovery given the specific constraints of the Web channel. To
this end, in section 3.1, the foundations of WUA are discussed, providing the basis for analyz-
ing the Web channel. Then, in section 3.2 on page 34, data collection methods for capturing
behavioral data in the Web channel are examined, as thorough data collection is crucial for the
creation of a single view of customer behavior. Finally, in section 3.3 on page 41, WUSAN
is introduced, and the central problem for this thesis is identified: the question as to how data
transformations for WUA can be handled effectively with WUSAN.

3.1 Foundations of Web Usage Analysis
In view of the Web channel, many organizations have focused more on Web site traffic than
on achieving strategic ECRM goals. However, the number of visitors to a Web site does not
necessarily correlate with the number of real customers or the quality of customer relationships
[Hochsztain et al., 2003]. WUA aims at analyzing usage behavior of Web sites from two
perspectives: (i) the data mining perspective, which makes use of data mining methods and
algorithms, and (ii) the metrics perspective, which applies metrics and descriptive statistics to
measure whether strategic goals have been achieved.

This section investigates the notion of WUA by embedding it into its current research con-
text. First, section 3.1.1 discusses the basics of Web mining, a higher-ranking discipline con-
tributing to WUA, then section 3.1.2 on page 32 precisely defines the term WUA, and finally,
section 3.1.3 on page 33 summarizes its primary application for ECRM Web personalization.

3.1.1 Introduction to Web Mining

Srivastava et al. [2004] propose the following data-centric definition of Web mining. Its sub-
area Web usage mining describes one of the two central perspectives of WUA.

Definition 3.1 (Web Mining). Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to ex-
tract knowledge from Web data, that is, Web content, Web structure, and Web usage data.

Depending on the three types of Web data, three sub-areas of Web mining have emerged in
the research community (compare figure 7 on the next page), each of which is briefly defined
in the following sections: (1) Web content mining in section 3.1.1.1 on the following page,
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(2) Web structure mining in section 3.1.1.2, and (3) Web usage mining in section 3.1.1.3 on the
facing page.

Figure 7: Data-centric Web mining taxonomy [adapted from Srivastava et al., 2004].

3.1.1.1 Web Content Mining

Definition 3.2 (Web Content Mining). Web content mining is the process of extracting useful
information from the contents of Web documents [Srivastava et al., 2004].

In the above definition, content refers to the real data in Web pages, that is, unstructured
data such as text, images, audio, and video, or structured records, for example, lists and tables
[Srivastava et al., 2004]. Current Web content mining research has concentrated on text data and
primarily applies text mining techniques to extract relevant facts from Web documents (referred
to as information extraction) and to retrieve relevant Web documents (referred to as information
retrieval) [Kosala and Blockeel, 2000]. Issues addressed in Web content mining are topic
discovery, extracting association patterns, document clustering, and document classification
[Jian-guo et al., 2003; Srivastava et al., 2004; Kolari and Joshi, 2004]. Google’s news service
[GOOGLE-NEWS], which automatically extracts news from various information Web sites
and groups them into predefined categories, is a paradigm for Web content mining.

3.1.1.2 Web Structure Mining

Definition 3.3 (Web Structure Mining). Web structure mining is the process of discovering
structural information from the World Wide Web (WWW) [Srivastava et al., 2004].

In the definition above, structure refers to hyperlinks that connect different documents
(inter-document hyperlinks) or contents within the same document (intra-document hyper-
links). Hyperlinks contain an enormous amount of latent human rating of the importance of
the documents to which they point [Jian-guo et al., 2003]. This makes it possible to identify
the relative relevance of documents in terms of authorities, that is, documents that provide the
best source on a given topic and hubs, that is, collections of links to authorities [Chakrabarti
et al., 1999]. Google’s search engine [GOOGLE-SEARCH] is a paradigm for Web structure
mining. It implements the page rank algorithm [compare Page et al., 1998] and accounts for
inter-document hyperlink structure of portions of the WWW in order to rank search results.1

1Chakrabarti [2002] contains a detailed introduction to Web structure mining and its applications.
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3.1.1.3 Web Usage Mining

Definition 3.4 (Web Usage Mining). Web usage mining is the application of data mining tech-
niques to discover usage patterns from Web usage data in order to understand and better serve
the needs of Web-based applications [Srivastava et al., 2000].

As defined above, usage data refers to two categories of data that capture browsing behavior
on Web sites [Srivastava et al., 2004]. (i) Web server data refer to logs collected by Web servers
(for example, the Apache Web server [APACHE]). (ii) Web application server data refer to a
more general category of specialized logs from Web application servers.2 Not only do Web
application servers establish sophisticated dynamic Web sites that model complex business
events, they also provide an advanced tracking mechanism to capture such business events.
Srivastava et al. [2004] and Cooley [2000, chapter 1] regard Web usage mining as a process
that consists of three phases: (1) the preprocessing phase, (2) the pattern discovery phase, and
(3) the pattern analysis phase (see figure 8).

Figure 8: The Web usage mining process [adapted from Srivastava et al., 2004; Cooley, 2000].

(1) Preprocessing Phase. During the preprocessing phase, data are cleaned from noise,
inconsistencies in the data are cleared, and data from various data sources are integrated
and consolidated so as to serve as input for the pattern discovery phase. The preprocessing
phase is often the most time consuming and computationally intensive phase within the
Web usage mining process [Anand et al., 2004]. It addresses a number of issues concerning
the special characteristics of different log types. These issues need to be resolved before
data mining algorithms can be applied. Srivastava et al. [2000] regard preprocessing as
a key issue for Web usage mining. The primary tasks to be addressed in this phase are
(i) data cleaning, that is, removing irrelevant information from logs and (ii) transaction
identification, that is, grouping sequences of user requests into logical units, for example,
business events, or user sessions3 [Cooley et al., 1997].4 The concrete preprocessing tasks

2Compare definition 3.6 on page 37.
3A user session (or simply session) is a sequence of consecutive page views before the user explicitly logs out

or times out [Hu and Cercone, 2004].
4Transactions refer not only to purchases but also to a variety of other user actions within sessions, for example,

“add product to wish list” or “browse product” [Mobasher, 2004].
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are contingent largely on the log type, on the business questions to be addressed, and on
the concrete data mining algorithms to be applied.

Cooley [2000] and Mobasher [2004] provide a detailed survey of preprocessing techniques
required for various Web usage mining methods, especially Web personalization.5 The re-
search community has examined many special problems associated with preprocessing for
standard Web server logs6, most of which can be avoided by deploying a more sophisticated
tracking mechanism.7

(2) Pattern Discovery Phase. During this phase, knowledge is discovered by applying data
mining and statistical analysis techniques to preprocessed data. Most standard data mining
techniques and algorithms can be transferred unchanged to the Web usage mining domain,
since domain-specific problems must be addressed earlier during the preprocessing phase.

(i) Statistical Analysis. As for all data analysis tasks, descriptive statistics are an
essential part of Web usage mining in order to get “a feeling for the data” before
and after the preprocessing phase. Additionally, standard statistical techniques can
be employed to gain knowledge about visitor behavior: for example, discovery of
frequently accessed contents and Web pages, average view times, common entry and
exit points, and statistics on sessions and users [Mobasher, 2004].8

Another form of statistically analyzing integrated Web usage data is online analytical
processing (OLAP).9 The source for OLAP is a multi-dimensional data warehouse
that integrates usage data and additional EC data at different aggregation levels for
each dimension [Mobasher, 2004]. OLAP analysis can be used to analyze prepro-
cessed and transformed data from a hierarchical and aggregated perspective, thereby
allowing changes in aggregation levels along each dimension during analysis. It is
most often applied to clickstreams that are stored in data marts with a special struc-
ture.10

(ii) Association Rule Analysis. Association rule analysis, or more precisely market
basket analysis, has emerged as a popular tool for mining large commercial transac-
tional databases. Given a set of binary variables X1, . . . , Xn, Xj ∈ {0, 1}, a subset
I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} has to be found such that

Pr

[⋂
i∈I

(Xi = 1)

]
= Pr

[∏
i∈I

Xi = 1

]
(3.1)

is large. Equation (3.1) is the standard formulation of the market basket problem.
The set I is called item set. The estimated value of equation (3.1) is taken to be the

5Web personalization is discussed in section 3.1.3 on page 33.
6Sweiger et al. [2002, chapter 3] describe a variety of standard log formats relevant to Web usage mining.
7As this fact is discussed in section 3.2 on page 34, these Web server log-specific preprocessing tasks are

skipped at this point (see, for instance, Cooley et al. [1999] for more details on these preprocessing tasks).
8A survey of Web usage statistics is given in Bertot et al. [1997]. Most tools available for Web usage min-

ing merely calculate Web usage statistics, since they are limited to computing simple descriptive statistics from
standardized log formats [see Wilde and Hippner, 2002]. Such tools are referred to as Web log analysis tools.

9An introduction to OLAP can be found in Han and Kamber [2001, chapter 2].
10It is important to note that OLAP tools do not automatically discover usage patterns in the data. In fact,

the ability to find patterns or relationships in the data depends solely on the effectiveness of the OLAP queries
performed against the data warehouse [Mobasher, 2004]. However, the effort needed to prepare data for OLAP is
not in vain, since its data repository can be used as input for data mining algorithms.
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fraction of observations in the database for which equation (3.1) on the preceding
page is true:

P̂r

[∏
i∈I

Xi = 1

]
=

1

N

N∑
`=1

∏
i∈I

x`i. (3.2)

N is the number of observations, and x`i is the value of Xi for the `-th case. Equa-
tion (3.2) is called support S(I) of item set I and can be transformed to

S(I) =
|{T ∈ T : I ⊆ T}|

|T |
(3.3)

where T is the set of observations (that is, the set of transactions) and |T | = N . In
association rule mining, a lower support bound l is specified, and one seeks all item
sets Ik that can be formed from the variables X1, . . . , Xn with

{Ik : S(Ik) > l}. (3.4)

Each high-support item set Ik equation (3.4) is cast into a set of association rules
A ⇒ B with A ∩ B = ∅, A ∪ B = Ik, and S(A ⇒ B) := S(Ik). Association rules
are then assessed by two measures: (i) confidence and (ii) lift. The former is defined
as

C(A ⇒ B) =
S(A ⇒ B)

S(A)
, (3.5)

which is an estimate of Pr(B|A), and the latter is defined as

L(A ⇒ B) =
C(A ⇒ B)

S(B)
,

which is an estimate of the association measure

Pr(A and B)

Pr(A)Pr(B)
.

In addition to classic market basket analysis for EC, association rule analysis can be
applied to the Web usage mining domain so as to discover pages and contents that
are frequently referenced together in sessions. The presence or absence of rules not
only helps to restructure Web sites and to address the five essential CRM activities
mentioned in section 2.2.2 on page 15 (for example, by means of recommendation
or personalization systems [Mobasher, 2004]) but also assists in optimizing high-
performance dynamic Web sites by realizing prefetching strategies [Srivastava et al.,
2000].11

(iii) Sequence Analysis. Given a set of customer transactions, each of which consists of
the attributes customer ID, transaction time, and transaction item, for instance, pur-
chased products or invoked Web pages, no customer may have more than one transac-
tion with the same timestamp. A sequence is an ordered set of transactions that may
contain each transaction type only once or repeatedly – depending on the concrete
sequence analysis algorithm. Sequence analysis seeks to extract sequences fulfilling

11A detailed introduction to (generalized) association rule analysis is provided by Hastie et al. [2001, sec-
tion 14.2], and association rule algorithms are discussed in Agrawal and Srikant [1994] and Hipp et al. [2000].
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a given support threshold, referred to as large sequences. It is related to market basket
analysis but is even more complex, for the order of transactions matters.12

More formally, a sequence of items Σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) occurs in a transaction T =
(t1, . . . , tm), n ≤ m if there exist n positive integers 1 ≤ a1 < . . . < an ≤ m and
σ` = ta`

, ` = 1, . . . , n. A sequence Σ is contiguous in T if there exists an integer
0 ≤ b ≤ m − n and σ` = tb+`, ` = 1, . . . , n. In contrast to a sequence, each pair of
adjacent elements σ`, σ`+1 in a contiguous sequence must appear consecutively in a
transaction T that supports the pattern [Mobasher, 2004].
Given a set of transactions T and a set S = {Σ1, . . . , Σk} of frequent (contiguous)
sequences over T , the support of each Σ` is analogously defined as

S(Σ`) =
|{T ∈ T : Σ` is (contiguous) subsequence of T}|

|T |
, (3.6)

corresponding to equation (3.3) on the previous page. The confidence of the rule
A ⇒ B with A and B being (contiguous) sequences is defined as

C(A ⇒ B) =
S(A + B)

S(A)
,

where + denotes the concatenation operator. Since there is an analogy between asso-
ciation rule analysis and sequence analysis, association rule algorithms can be modi-
fied and extended for sequence analysis [Agrawal and Srikant, 1995].
In the Web usage mining domain, sequence analysis can be applied to predict user
visit patterns (in order to take actions such as online advertising and online rec-
ommendations based on sequences) and to analyze frequent (contiguous or non-
contiguous) paths in sessions [Srivastava et al., 2000].

(iv) Path Analysis. Path analysis refers to an analysis technique developed exclusively
for Web usage mining. It is about analyzing the clickstream paths taken by users
during their sessions on Web sites. Regarding each click as a transaction, sequence
analysis could be used to discover sequences of frequent page invocations consisting
of pages that are not necessarily directly connected by hyperlinks. Unlike sequence
analysis, path analysis investigates only sequences of linked page invocations and
analyzes complete Web graphs with pages being nodes and hyperlinks being edges.
It combines Web graphs with usage data and makes it possible to determine frequent
traversal patterns, most frequent paths, and significant entry and exit pages.
The standard approach in path analysis is to analyze sample Web usage data and to
calculate a Web graph with node weights representing the number of page invoca-
tions. This Web graph can then be evaluated to extract most frequent paths of a given
length at varying starting nodes [Berkhin et al., 2001]. A more general approach to
path analysis is proposed by Berendt and Spiliopoulou [2000]. The authors intro-
duce the notion of a generalized path (referred to as a g-sequence) that may contain
wildcards in its string representation. It is then possible to query the underlying Web
graph in order to discover navigation paths fulfilling additional constraints that have
been modeled by the generalized path string.13

12Agrawal and Srikant [1995] provide a detailed introduction to sequence analysis.
13This approach has been implemented in the “Web Utilization Miner” [compare HYPKNOWSYS].
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(v) Regression and Classification. Let X ∈ Rp denote a real-valued random in-
put vector and Y ∈ R a real-valued random output variable with joint distribution
Pr(X, Y ). A function f(X) for predicting Y given values of the input vector X is
sought. A loss function L

(
Y, f(X)

)
is required for penalizing errors in prediction,

and by far the most common and convenient is squared error loss

L
(
Y, f(X)

)
=

(
Y − f(X)

)2

[Hastie et al., 2001, chapter 2]. The criterion for choosing f is the expected squared
prediction error E

(
Y − f(X)

)2, which yields the regression function

f(x) = E(Y |X = x).

Regression is the task to find a good estimate f̂ of the regression function f .
Classification is the discrete case of regression and its task is to map observations
into one of several predefined classes. An important task prior to classification is
extracting and selecting features that best describe the properties of a given class.14

In the WUA domain, the idea is to develop a profile of users belonging to a particular
class, which is the basis for further efforts to achieve the ECRM goals [Srivastava
et al., 2000]. Pabarskaite [2003] proposes decision trees to predict future user actions,
especially pages leading to the termination of sessions.

(vi) Cluster Analysis. Cluster analysis aims at grouping a collection of objects into
subsets or clusters such that objects within each cluster are more closely related to
one another than those assigned to different clusters [Hastie et al., 2001, section 14.3].
Central to cluster analysis is the notion of similarity (or dissimilarity) between the
individual objects being clustered. A clustering method attempts to group objects
based on the definition of similarity supplied to it.15

In Web usage mining, cluster analysis can be used to segment customers (in view
of their shopping behavior or demographics), page invocations (in order to reduce
the number of possible page invocations for analysis), or sessions (in view of users’
browsing and shopping behavior) [Mobasher, 2004].

(3) Pattern Analysis Phase. The pattern analysis phase is designed to convert discovered
rules, patterns, and statistics into actionable knowledge and insights into the Web site be-
ing analyzed [Cooley, 2000, chapter 7]. Extracted rules are evaluated and formatted in a
way that is understandable to humans, for example, by means of reports or visualizations.
Interpreting the discovered rules in order to gain a good understanding of the analysis
domain is a crucial part of the Web usage mining process [Ma et al., 2000]. It is then nec-
essary to draw conclusions from postprocessed knowledge and to derive concrete actions
that support the ECRM goals stated in section 2.2.2 on page 15.

It is a general data mining problem that the thresholds of algorithms must be set low enough
to ensure that all patterns of potential interest are discovered. Consequently, hundreds or
thousands of patterns and rules are returned by the algorithms. It is then a great challenge
to separate interesting rules from those that are not particularly useful. The concept of

14An introduction to regression and classification is presented in Hastie et al. [2001].
15Grabmeier and Rudolph [2002] and Jain et al. [1999] provide introductions to cluster analysis algorithms and

underlying similarity measures.
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interestingness characterizes patterns that were previously unknown to analysts; yet this
concept is extremely subjective and hard to quantify [Cooley, 2000, chapter 7].

Although research efforts aiming at quantifying interestingness in specific application do-
mains and for specific data mining algorithms do exist [see, for instance, Cooley, 2000,
chapter 7], there is no general solution to solve the problem of sifting out interesting rules.
Therefore, the pattern analysis phase primarily aims at organizing and interpreting dis-
covered rules by experienced analysts with sufficient domain knowledge. Analysts make
use of various visualization techniques for data mining that help them to summarize and
to abstract the discovered rules and models.16 Visualization heavily depends on concrete
algorithms and model representations. Alternatively, analysts make use of query mecha-
nisms such as SQL in a relational database management system (RDBMS) or apply OLAP
techniques to analyze data mining patterns [Han, 1997].17

3.1.2 Web Usage Analysis for ECRM

Definition 3.5 (Web Usage Analysis). WUA is the process of analyzing Web site usage behavior
by means of data mining and descriptive statistics. It is applied not only to supervise whether
an organization’s Web channel conforms to and supports its ECRM goals but also to infer and
implement actions that help to achieve these ECRM goals.18 WUA consists of two sub-areas:
(1) Web usage mining as defined in definition 3.4 on page 27 and (2) Web reporting, which
refers to calculating descriptive statistics and business metrics from Web usage data.

Based on the results of WUA efforts, organizations can improve and optimize their Web
sites with regard to their strategic ECRM goals. Section 3.1.3 on the facing page discusses
how WUA can contribute to achieving these goals. Accomplishing ECRM goals is an itera-
tive process rather than a straightforward matter. It involves experiments about how to alter
customer-facing functions. Srivastava et al. [2004] consider Web sites to be an experimental
apparatus for this purpose in that they not only provide the ability to measure human behavior
at the micro-level but also offer the convenience of conducting various experiments on usage
behavior with relatively little effort, once a sophisticated WUA architecture has been estab-
lished – along with advanced Web site management. To this end, an elaborate technical Web
site architecture is a key prerequisite. In this context, technical imperatives for data collection
for WUA are discussed in section 3.2 on page 34.

Remark. In principle, the WUA process is identical to figure 8 on page 27. Since definition 3.5
considers the inference and implementation of actions in view of achieving strategic ECRM
goals as an integral part of WUA, a deployment phase should be added to figure 8 on page 27

16Fayyad et al. [2001] is a good introduction to visualization techniques for data mining.
17This refers to the mining then cubing approach, that is, data mining is applied to data residing in a data

warehouse, and particular mining results can then be further analyzed by OLAP operations [Han, 1997]. A
complementary approach is the cubing then mining approach, that is, OLAP operations are used to select portions
of a data warehouse for data mining. Another complementary approach is the cubing while mining approach,
that is, OLAP operations are invoked during data mining to perform similar data mining operations on different
abstraction levels.

18Hochsztain et al. [2003] precisely define the notions required to make a strategy measurable. (i) An objective
is a desired end result or condition expressed in measurable terms that can be achieved by the successful perfor-
mance of business or functional processes. (ii) A goal (or target) is the criterion by which the accomplishment of
an objective is measured. Every objective must have a quantifiable goal. (iii) A strategy is a method or procedure
to accomplish the related objective and the desired goal. (iv) A performance measure is an indicator built into a
strategy that can measure progress towards satisfying the related strategy.
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as the last phase. This phase turns the Web usage mining process into a closed loop, referred
to as the WUA process. Following Chapman et al. [2000], the WUA process is an iterative
process that is often traversed several times during concrete projects (with jumps back and
forth between consecutive phases).

Kohavi and Provost [2001] propose the following five criteria that are relevant to successful
data mining. Ideally, all of them should be satisfied, yet they are seldom present in real-world
applications. But if the chance arises to alter and influence the boundary conditions of data
mining projects, the list below should be accounted for within the constraints given.

(1) Data with rich descriptions. For example, extensive customer records with many poten-
tially useful attributes allow data mining algorithms to search beyond obvious correlations.

(2) Large volume of data. The large model spaces corresponding to rich data demand many
training instances to build reliable models.

(3) Controlled and reliable data collection. Manual data entry and data integration from
legacy systems are notoriously problematic. Fully automated data collection is consider-
ably better and results in more consistent and more complete raw data.

(4) Ability to evaluate results and measure return on investment. Evaluating changes and
tracking their effects is hard, expensive, and takes a long time. But this process is nec-
essary to prove the benefits of data mining capabilities and increase their acceptance. As
mentioned before, this criterion can be accounted for more easily in WUA.

(5) Ease of integration with existing processes. Although interesting insight is often dis-
cussed in data mining projects, concrete action is rarely taken, since legacy systems and
inflexible domains make it hard to apply new knowledge and to improve existing processes.

Kohavi [2001] states that the above criteria can be met by the Web channel in an EC en-
vironment. In such an environment and with proper design of a Web site, large volumes of
clickstream data can be collected efficiently for the purpose of data mining, and a large number
of attributes can be made available (see section 3.2.2 on page 37). Ideally, a Web site’s tracking
capabilities are fully customizable and can be automated, reducing the noise inherent to the
collected data – making further manual processing obsolete. Furthermore, EC is an actionable
domain, that is, it is possible not only to conduct analyses but also to deploy the results in terms
of embedded data mining models that can be integrated into a flexible EC architecture (com-
pare item 4 on page 44). A Web site can be set up as an experimental laboratory that facilitates
prompt success measures. Considering that many core EC processes are already online, they
can be altered more easily compared to offline processes. The section below discusses Web
personalization, which is the primary and most thoroughly researched practical application of
WUA for ECRM in EC channels.

3.1.3 Web Personalization

Web personalization is defined as any action that adapts information or services provided by
Web sites to the needs of particular users or user segments, taking advantage of the knowledge
gained from users’ navigational behavior and individual interests and making use of the content
and structure information of Web sites [Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003]. According to Nas-
raoui [2005], the primary goals of Web personalization are (i) converting browsing Web site
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users into customers, (ii) improving Web site design and usability, (iii) improving customer
retention and loyalty, (iv) increasing cross-sales by recommending items related to the ones
being considered, and (v) helping visitors to quickly find relevant information on Web sites
and to make the results of information retrieval and search functions aware of the context and
specific user interests. This means that Web personalization addresses the five essential CRM
activities of section 2.2.2 on page 15. Mobasher et al. [2000] distinguish four types of Web
personalization:

(1) Manual decision rules allow personalization by manual intervention of Web site adminis-
trators and usually with the cooperation of users. Typically, static user models are obtained
through user registration, and a number of rules are specified manually concerning Web
contents that are provided to users with different static models [Pierrakos et al., 2003].
Decision rules are frequently created with decision trees and complemented by experts.

(2) Collaborative filtering typically takes explicit information in the form of user ratings or
user preferences and returns information that is predicted to closely match users’ prefer-
ences through a correlation engine [Breese et al., 1998]. This approach is based on the
assumption that users with similar behavior (for example, users that rate or browse similar
objects) have analogous interests.

(3) Content-based filtering relies on the similarity of contents of Web documents to personal
profiles obtained explicitly or implicitly from users [Meteren and Someren, 2000]. It ap-
plies machine learning methods to Web contents, primarily texts, so as to discover personal
user preferences.

(4) WUA can reduce the need for obtaining subjective user ratings or personal preferences
conveyed during registration to realize Web personalization.19 WUA tasks for Web person-
alization comprise the discovery of association rules, sequences, page view clusters, user
clusters, or any other data mining method operating on Web usage data [Mobasher et al.,
2000]. The most common type of Web personalization is to recommend a set of objects
to users while they browse a Web site. Recommendations are based either on the users’
current sessions (that is, recommendations are provided in real-time) or on the users’ (or
customers’) browsing or purchasing histories (that is, recommendations can be prepared
offline). Recommended objects refer to hyperlinks, advertisements, pieces of information,
and products and services, each of which is tailored to the perceived preferences of users as
determined by their usage patterns [Mobasher, 2004]. Real-time Web personalization can
be accomplished by matching active user sessions (possibly in conjunction with previously
stored user profiles) with usage patterns discovered with WUA.

3.2 Data Collection for Web Usage Analysis
The question arises now as to what data can be collected for WUA and what technical prereq-
uisites must be fulfilled for this purpose. Data collection at EC Web sites includes clickstreams
(page views and session information), customer registration attributes, and order transactions
[Kohavi et al., 2004]. WUA research has so far concentrated on projects based on standard Web
server logs. This can be attributed to the fact that Web server logs are relatively easy to access
and obtain. A Web server such as the Apache Web server [APACHE] is easily accessible for

19Pierrakos et al. [2003] and Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis [2003] provide detailed overviews about the state-of-
the-art of Web personalization.
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most research institutions. However, Web server logs bring about a number of problems for
WUA (see section 3.2.1). These problems must be addressed during the preprocessing phase
and can largely be avoided if a more sophisticated Web application server environment that
offers better tracking and logging capabilities is available (compare section 3.2.2 on page 37).

3.2.1 Web Server Logs

Web server logs are one possible form of server-side Web usage data collection for WUA. As
depicted in figure 9, different users access a logical Web site simultaneously. The Web site is
hosted on one or more physical Web (application) servers, each of which produces separate
logs for each logical Web site (in case of Web servers). Alternatively, the cluster produces a
consolidated log for each logical Web site (in case of Web application servers).

Figure 9: Server-side usage data collection for WUA.

The logging capability of mere Web servers is quite limited. Considering the Apache Web
server [APACHE] as an example, a Web server offers a set of technical log variables (for in-
stance, remote IP address, time of incoming request, and delivered bytes [see Bowen et al.,
2002, chapter 24]) that can be flexibly combined by an administrator in order to create a pro-
prietary Web server log or a Web server log conforming to one of the standardized Web server
log formats mentioned in Sweiger et al. [2002, chapter 3]. All available logging variables
are intended to support administrators in supervising a Web server’s technical operation rather
than in creating data for complex business analyses. Kohavi [2001] and Hu and Cercone [2004]
specify a number of drawbacks of Web server logs in view of their capabilities for WUA:

(1) Web server logs do not identify sessions or users. HTTP is by design a stateless protocol,
which does not know sessions or users [Spiliopoulou, 2000].20 In consequence, at least
sessions must be reconstructed during preprocessing. This task has been researched in
numerous contributions. Session creation heuristics and approaches to evaluate them are

20The logical flow of an HTTP transaction sequence is as follows [compare Berghel, 2001]: (i) Establish a
connection between a client and a Web server (in case of a Web browser, this typically amounts to a mouse click).
(ii) Convey client’s request to the Web server (for example, get data or execute a program). (iii) Web server fulfills
client’s request (if the client has sufficient permissions) and sends data back to the client. (iv) Immediately close
the connection. The statelessness results from the last step, that is, as soon as a transaction cycle is complete, the
connection between client and Web server is disconnected.
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discussed in Berendt et al. [2001], Spiliopoulou et al. [2003], and Berendt et al. [2002].
Chen et al. [2002] address the problem of reconstructing interval sessions and gap sessions.
Pitkow [1997] mentions the caching problem, which refers to the fact that proxy servers
acting as an intermediary between users and the Internet in order to reduce network traffic
buffer page invocations and lead to an incomplete mapping of partially cached sessions to
Web server logs.21

(2) Web server logs lack critical business information. Whatever business logic is implemented
on (dynamic) Web sites (for instance, shopping carts or monetary transactions), it is not re-
flected in Web server logs (they lack especially content and user information and informa-
tion provided by users in Web forms). Transactional data from back-end systems cannot
be integrated into Web server logs and must be retrieved separately. Roughly speaking,
information in Web server logs can be assigned to one of the following four categories
[Bowen et al., 2002, chapter 24]: (i) Address of the remote machine. In the best case, a
user’s host name or IP address is logged. In the worst case, the host name or IP address
of a proxy server accessed by multiple users is recorded. (ii) Time of visit. It is possi-
ble to include a timestamp that reflects the Web server’s local time of incoming requests
into each log record. (iii) Resource requested. This refers to log variables describing the
requested resources such as the invoked URL and bytes transmitted. (iv) Technical surveil-
lance. These are log variables that support Web server administrators in tracing technical
errors, for instance, the HTTP status code that indicates whether requested resources have
been delivered successfully.

(3) Web server logs must be consolidated. If a Web site is distributed across a cluster of Web
servers (possibly in different time zones), each Web server produces its own logs containing
only those requests that were forwarded to it by a load balancer. In consequence, a session
may be distributed across several physical Web servers and its traces spread across several
logs with timestamps from different time zones. Much worse, Web server logs record
every single resource requested. Since browsers translate one logical page request into a
sequence of consecutive resource requests, Web server logs grow unnecessarily large. Both
problems make Web server log consolidation an inevitable task for WUA.

The drawback item 1 on the previous page can be mitigated by deploying cookies [Sweiger
et al., 2002, chapter 4]. A cookie is a key/value pair sent to a browser by a Web server to capture
the current state of a session [Sit and Fu, 2001]. Browsers automatically include cookies in
subsequent requests. From a technical point of view, a cookie is a piece of “transaction state”
information left on the client machine before the HTTP transaction is completed. Cookies
can authenticate users for multi-step transactions. EC Web sites such as Amazon [AMAZON]
use cookies to associate the users with their shopping carts or sessions. Although many Web
servers have the capability to track cookie information, users can annul the power of cookies
by setting their browsers to generally refuse them or to limit their acceptance [Sweiger et al.,
2002, chapter 4]. While the above disadvantage item 3 is a matter of how much effort one is
willing to put into the problem, the shortcoming item 2 cannot be mitigated by Web server logs
and must be resolved with a different logging approach (discussed in the next section).

21One of the reasons why there is so much research on Web server logs and sessionization is that Web server
logs – as mentioned before – were designed to debug Web servers and not to provide useful information for data
mining [Kohavi et al., 2004]. Hence, it is necessary to invest considerable effort into preprocessing Web server
logs, a fertile ground for research activities.
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Crucial business events can hardly be derived from mere URL invocations, even if all the
page invocations involved are properly tracked. For dynamic Web sites, the same type of
business event may result in a completely different sequence of URL invocations for differ-
ent users. Since dynamic URLs encode numerous parameters meant to execute system-specific
database queries or applications, it is extremely laborious to infer business events without de-
tailed knowledge about the underlying Web site generation mechanism. However, if this knowl-
edge is available, it is still less burdensome to leverage the internal logging capabilities of the
underlying Web application server to track business events rather than to evaluate a multitude
of parameters in numerous URL invocations.

3.2.2 Web Application Server Logs

Ansari et al. [2001] and Hu and Cercone [2004] emphasize the need for data collection at
the application server level (instead of data collection at the Web server level) to mitigate the
three problems mentioned in the previous section. Equally important, Ansari et al. [2001]
mention the need to integrate all WUA activities into an EC architecture in order to significantly
reduce the time spent for preprocessing. To fully understand the general architecture proposed
by Ansari et al. [2001], which has been confirmed by Kohavi et al. [2004], it is helpful to
demonstrate the basic principles of Web application servers. Their basic range of functionality
addresses the three fundamental problems related to Web server logs from the previous section.

Definition 3.6 (Web Application Server [adapted from WHAT-IS]). A Web application server
(referred to as an application server) is a server program on a computer in a distributed network
that provides the business logic for application programs. It employs one or more Web servers
as an interface to access and execute all implemented applications. A Web application server
is frequently viewed as part of a three-tier architecture (see figure 10), consisting of an HTML
browser (referred to as the front-end or the client tier), which operates as a graphical interface
to the Web server, an application server (or business logic server, referred to as the middle tier),
and a database and/or transaction server (referred to as the back-end or database tier).

Figure 10: Web application server architecture [adapted from Mariucci, 2000].

Web browsers support an easy-to-create HTML-based front-end for users. Web servers
provide different ways to route parameterized requests to application servers and to send back
a modified or new Web page to users. These approaches include the Common Gateway In-
terface (CGI), Microsoft’s Active Server Pages (ASP), and Sun’s Java Server Pages (JSP),
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each of which provides a mechanism for creating dynamic Web pages. The core technol-
ogy of an application server is a standardized platform for component-based multi-tier enter-
prise application development. Currently, two basic concepts dominate the commercial mar-
ket: (i) Microsoft’s .NET/ASP Web services and business application development framework
[MICROSOFT-.NET] and (ii) Sun’s J2EE/JSP Web services and enterprise application de-
velopment framework [SUN-J2EE].22 Taking J2EE/JSP as a paradigm of application server
functionality, two fundamental features that are crucial to mitigate the three problems related
to Web server logs, mentioned in the previous section, can be identified (compare Sweiger et al.
[2002, chapter 3] and Kimball and Merz [2000, chapter 2]):

(1) Logging. The JDK 1.4 and its successors implement the logging API [see Horstmann
and Cornell, 2005a, chapter 11], which is a framework to implement flexible and powerful
logging capabilities.23 This logging framework enables logging of events in any Java ap-
plication running on the application server. High-level business events, for example, “add
product to shopping cart” or “check out”, are implemented within the application server
framework and can be customized to issue a log entry upon transaction completion. This
leads to clean, high-level logs of crucial business events occurring during sessions. The log
format is proprietary and can be configured to be plain text, XML24, or a database record.

(2) Session Tracking. J2EE provides the servlet session tracking API [compare Hall and
Brown, 2003, chapter 9] that handles session tracking. It combines two techniques:

(i) If users permit them, session tracking can be done with cookies [Sweiger et al., 2002,
chapter 3]. Cookies are generally used for the following purposes [Hall and Brown,
2003, chapter 8]: (a) Identify users during EC sessions. Even returning users can be
recognized. (b) Avoid username and password on Web sites where a login is required
to conduct transactions. (c) Customize Web sites. This is, for instance, relevant to
portal Web sites. Such Web sites offer various customizations that can be coded into
a cookie concerning contents, layout, and services. (d) Realize focused advertising.
This is primarily accomplished through shared cookies, leading to strong disputes
about privacy [compare Chapman and Dhillon, 2002]. The purpose behind cookies
is convenience for users and added value for Web site owners. The benefit of cookies
for WUA is the fact that sessions can be associated to certain users as long as the
cookies are stored on their machines.

22Although the high-level architectures of both frameworks follow similar concepts, the details differ signifi-
cantly and reflect two fundamentally different corporate philosophies (rather than strategies). Both frameworks
are predominant in commercial business environments. SMEs or non-profit organizations that cannot afford a
major investment in terms of money and technical excellence tend to realize dynamic Web sites based on WAMP
or LAMP environments. That is, they set up a Web server that conforms in principle to figure 10 on the pre-
vious page but with reduced functionality in comparison to commercial application servers. A WAMP/LAMP
environment consists of at least an Apache Web server [APACHE], the MySQL database [MYSQL], and the PHP
hypertext preprocessor [PHP] to create dynamic pages, installed on a Windows or Linux environment. Recently,
more sophisticated open source software products are being developed based on WAMP/LAMP environments, for
example, Web content management systems such as TYPO3 or online shops such as OS-COMMERCE. Such off-
the-shelf software makes it easy to create complex dynamic Web sites even for SMEs and individuals with a min-
imum of effort and costs. However, such packages do not offer business event logging by default. Nevertheless,
PHP principally delivers the same functionality for logging and session tracking as its commercial counterparts
[Hughes and Zmievski, 2001, chapter 12]. Hence, in principle, such open source environments can be customized
to create logs with similar data quality as application server logs, but this involves large customization efforts.

23LOG4J is an alternative logging approach for Java provided by the Apache Software Foundation.
24For instance, LOGML [see Punin et al., 2002]
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(ii) If users decline cookies, the servlet session tracking API switches over to URL rewrit-
ing. With this approach, application servers automatically append an extra piece of
information to every linked URL within each delivered resource (for example, a ses-
sion ID). Upon clicking on the enriched hyperlinks, the client browsers implicitly
send this piece of information back to the application servers, which then associate the
received piece of information with data temporarily stored about sessions [Sweiger
et al., 2002, chapter 3]. This method even works when browsers do not support cook-
ies or when cookies are disabled.

It would be a tedious task to create complex dynamic Web sites based on application servers
from scratch. For EC, typical tasks and processes (for instance, maintenance of product cat-
alogs or shopping cart functionality) can be identified and implemented as a modular concept
within an application server architecture. There are various commercial products that build on
application server environments offering manifold modules to implement the business logic of
EC Web sites. In addition, these products add standardized features to set up and administer
large dynamic Web sites in a structured and efficient fashion and add capabilities in order to
perform flexible, customized logging.25

Apart from Ansari et al. [2001], Kohavi et al. [2004], and Hu and Cercone [2004], WUA
research has not dealt with behavioral data stemming from application servers. The reason may
be that application servers are not available and accessible to researchers offhand. Organiza-
tions operating application servers do not attach great importance to WUA26 and are hesitant
to grant research groups access to their usage data. However, the research activities mentioned
above prove that these systems open up new vistas for WUA research.

3.2.3 Implications of the Preprocessing Phase and Open Issues

Obviously, application server logs have the potential to mitigate problem item 1 on page 35
to item 3 on page 36.27 According to Kohavi et al. [2004], tracking critical business events,
for example, successful and failed searches, shopping cart events, registration, initiation of
checkout, order confirmation, and form field failures, have proven useful for WUA.28 Moreover,
as cited in item 1 on the preceding page, application servers can be configured to log events
into a database, thereby additionally shortening the preprocessing phase [Kohavi et al., 2004].

Although application servers have the capability to avoid most preprocessing issues occur-
ring with Web server logs, some open issues for the preprocessing phase that must be addressed
still remain, even for application server logs:

(1) Session Timeout. Session timeout duration is an important threshold for clickstream col-
lection and sessionization. It determines the duration of inactivity after which a session
would be considered timed out [Kohavi et al., 2004]. In an application server architec-
ture, sessions automatically become inactive when the amount of time between consecutive
client accesses exceeds a predefined threshold [Hall and Brown, 2003, chapter 9]. Accurate

25It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide an overview of the myriad of available commercial systems
based on application servers. Sweiger et al. [2002, chapter 3] is a good jumping-off point for more information.

26Deploying and operating an application server based system is a challenge on its own and itself consumes
significant financial and human resources.

27The caching problem, which has been mentioned in item 1 on page 35, is avoided by application servers since
they produce dynamic URLs that cannot be cached by default (every user receives different dynamic URLs for the
same type of business event). This effect is known as cache busting [Manjhi, 2000].

28Furthermore, several performance measures related to the Web channel can be calculated only if statistics on
crucial business events are available [Schonberg et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2001].
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session tracking is a prerequisite for WUA. If long sessions are wrongly split, interrelated
business events may end up in separate sessions. Generally speaking, session timeouts
must be determined based on experiments for each concrete application domain.29

(2) Detection of Web Robots. Web robots are software programs that automatically traverse
the hyperlink structure of the WWW in order to locate and retrieve information [Tan and
Kumar, 2002]. Due to the volume and type of traffic they generate, Web robots can dramat-
ically change clickstream patterns at Web sites, thereby skewing any clickstream statistics
and data mining models [Kohavi et al., 2004].30 Tan and Kumar [2002] and Sweiger et al.
[2002, chapter 3] discuss a variety of approaches to detect non-camouflaging Web robots.
Since some Web robots do not unveil their identity, Tan and Kumar [2002] propose a classi-
fication model that maps each session into one of two predefined classes: Web robot versus
human user.

(3) Data Transformations. According to Kohavi [2001] and Hu and Cercone [2004], there
are two types of data transformations that need to take place during preprocessing: (i) data
must be brought in from the operational systems to build a data warehouse, that is, data
integration from multiple data sources (referred to as ETL transformations) and (ii) data
may need to undergo additional transformations to answer specific business questions, for
example, defining new attributes, binning, or aggregating data (referred to as business in-
telligence transformations). While the former transformations remain constant unless the
tracked variables are altered, the latter transformations account for a great portion of the
overall time spent during preprocessing.31 It is only natural to try to reduce this share by
automating and simplifying all involved transformations. Kohavi et al. [2002] emphasize
the need for these efforts, inasmuch as they have the potential to close the gap between
business users’ expectations towards user-friendliness of the complex analytic capabilities
provided to them and their actual knowledge about technical details of the underlying data
repository.

Remark. In addition to application server logging, other tracking mechanisms have been de-
veloped to address the three disadvantages of Web server logs mentioned on page 35. However,
none of the alternatives has the capability to mitigate all these problems – or may even create
new problems. For the sake of completeness, these alternatives are discussed in the following:

(a) Network Packet Sniffers. A network packet sniffer monitors TCP/IP packets sent over
the network to and from Web servers [DATANAUTICS]. Although they centrally gather
network-level data (that is, low-level technical events rather than business events) that can-
not be collected by any other data collection method (for example, “stop button activity”),
and even though they eliminate the need to consolidate multiple logs, they have some seri-
ous drawbacks. First, they may not be able to track all packets in the event of a high load

29Catledge and Pitkow [1995] propose the session timeout to be 1.5 standard deviations from the mean session
duration (that is, about 25 minutes), whereas Kolari and Joshi [2004] recommend session timeouts to be no less
than 60 minutes. Approaches to determine the end of user sessions in certain special cases are manifold. Sweiger
et al. [2002, chapter 2] describe the method of hyperlink redirection for dynamic Web sites, which makes it
possible to track users clicking on external hyperlinks that usually terminate sessions. Nonetheless, a session
timeout is the most frequent means applied to determine when sessions actually end.

30On high-volume EC Web sites, between 5% and 40% of the visits are caused by Web robots [Kohavi et al.,
2004].

31Piatetsky-Shapiro et al. [1996] estimate the share of preprocessing to amount to 80% in industrial data mining
projects.
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on the Web server. Second, they cannot track encrypted connections at all [Kohavi, 2001].
This is a grave shortcoming in EC environments where large parts of the business logic are
handled over encrypted connections.

(b) Page-Tagging. A page tag is a small snippet of HTML code that is inserted into every sin-
gle page delivered to clients [Henderson et al., 2002]. It consists of a JavaScript [compare
Vincent, 2002] that is supposed to be executed by the clients’ Web browsers. Embed-
ded JavaScripts initiate a series of one-pixel image requests to a separate data collection
server. To this end, they append various information as query strings to the one-pixel re-
quest URLs, which are then evaluated and logged by the data collection server. In principle,
this server can produce clean logs that may contain whatever information can be accessed
by JavaScripts on the client machine (for example, screen resolution and browser settings
[see Sweiger et al., 2002, table 4.1]). Since JavaScripts are normally not executed by Web
robots but by users’ Web browsers even if the embedding page was loaded from a cache,
the logs on the data collection server accurately track users’ browsing behavior [Henderson
et al., 2002]. The major drawbacks of the page-tagging approach are (i) its intrusive nature,
which may cause serious privacy concerns [Sweiger et al., 2002, chapter 3], (ii) its sole de-
pendency on JavaScript, which can be deactivated by users, thus resulting in very limited
tracking capabilities, and (iii) its limitation to track page invocations only (that is, PDF
requests or other non-page requests such as application invocations cannot be tracked).32

(c) Reverse Proxy. Pierrakos et al. [2003] discuss reverse proxies that can be configured to
add session tracking capabilities to one or more Web sites without necessitating modifica-
tion of these Web sites or reconfiguration of the underlying Web servers. This approach
enables tracking across multiple Web servers with multiple logical Web sites and mitigates
the sessionization problem of Web server logs. Nevertheless, reverse proxies are limited to
logging URL invocations only. They are helpful if immediate improvement of tracking ca-
pabilities is called for or if it is too expensive to re-engineer the complete Web site [Kohavi,
2001].

3.3 A System for Effective Web Usage Analysis
As discussed in the previous section, an application server architecture significantly reduces
the complexity of the preprocessing phase within the WUA process in comparison with other
data collection techniques. This is due to the fact that the preprocessing phase profits from data
with less noise and fewer inconsistencies. Nonetheless, even with application server logs, the
preprocessing phase cannot be skipped completely. In section 3.2.3 on page 39, it was stated
that there exist some challenging preprocessing problems regardless of the log type. A special
emphasis was placed on data transformations for two purposes (see item 3 on the preceding
page): (i) ETL transformations to populate a data warehouse with data from application servers
and back-end systems and (ii) business intelligence transformations to transform data in order
to answer specific business questions with WUA.

Both types of transformations should be configurable in a structured and straightforward
manner in order to automate them and minimize manual interactions. Albeit this is basically

32Shahabi and Banaei-Kashani [2001] propose a remote agent tracking framework that is similar to page-
tagging but extends the tracking capabilities by sending a remote agent (that is, an executable) to the client
machine. The remote agent is then fired on the client machine with explicit user consent and collects detailed
client-side tracking data that is analogously sent to a data collection server. Clearly, privacy concerns and user
bias represent the major drawbacks of this approach.
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a common problem for data mining or business intelligence in general, it is notably a caustic
problem for WUA, since this domain involves sheer amounts of data that make any manual
interactions during the preprocessing phase tedious and complex [Anand et al., 2004]. Fur-
thermore, when striving to close the loop of the WUA process on a regular basis by taking
deployment seriously, automating preprocessing for both transformation types is compulsory.

This section centers a concrete WUA architecture that implements a new approach toward
modeling both types of transformations based on a proprietary data warehouse. In section 3.3.1,
the demands on a WUA architecture are summarized based on the discussions set out in chap-
ter 2 and the previous sections. Afterwards, in section 3.3.2 on page 46, standards relevant
to a WUA architecture are discussed, and it is shown how they contribute to concrete imple-
mentations and to closing the loop of the WUA process. Then, in section 3.3.4 on page 56,
related research activities are summarized, and finally, in section 3.3.3 on page 51, WUSAN is
introduced from a bird’s eye view.33

3.3.1 Prerequisites for a Web Usage Analysis Architecture

A WUA architecture should support the four phases of the WUA process, namely (1) the pre-
processing phase, (2) the pattern discovery phase, (3) the pattern analysis phase, and (4) the
deployment phase (compare figure 8 on page 27 and remark on page 32). Figure 11 on the next
page depicts a general architecture for Web usage mining that covers all the relevant phases of
the WUA process (except deployment) proposed by Cooley et al. [1997]. This general archi-
tecture, which does not allow for the details of how to actually implement its components, can
be taken as a foundation for a concrete WUA architecture.

Although section 3.2 on page 34 clearly showed that data collection is a critical success
factor for WUA, it is not considered part of the core WUA process. In practice, data collection is
frequently driven by the technology that has been deployed to generate dynamic Web sites and
its logging capabilities. Frequently, this technology cannot be altered or replaced by application
server technology immediately, since it has been embedded into a complex environment of
proprietary Web applications and back-end systems over years. Hence, a WUA architecture
should be modeled in a way that creates no fundamental dependencies on certain log types to
provide for changes in tracking over time.

Considering the four phases of the WUA process, the following prerequisites and require-
ments for a WUA architecture can be identified:

(1) Preprocessing Phase. As mentioned in item 1 on page 27, the preprocessing phase
primarily consists of data cleaning and transaction identification. Both tasks can be miti-
gated by a more sophisticated application server architecture as discussed in section 3.2 on
page 34. In consequence, data integration can be considered the most important challenge
to be addressed during the preprocessing phase, that is, ETL transformations. Furthermore,
business intelligence transformations (referred to as “transformations” in figure 11 on the
next page) must be modeled (compare item 3 on page 40).

To respond to the challenge of integrating large volumes of data from various data sources,
deploying a data warehouse within the ECRM process is proposed by Pan and Lee [2003].
Although many authors agree on the benefits of using a data warehouse (i) to combine data
mining and OLAP analyses [Han, 1997], (ii) to integrate various data sources and handle
large volumes of data [Kimball and Merz, 2000], and (iii) to improve and leverage WUA
[Joshi et al., 2003; Rahm and Stöhr, 2002; Zaïane et al., 1998], little is stated about how to

33The discussion in this section has been in part adapted from Maier [2004].
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populate and update a data warehouse by deploying a systematic conceptual model for the
ETL process so as to reduce the time and costs needed for this task. According to Kimball
and Caserta [2004, introduction], this can, in fact, account for up to 70% of the total data
warehousing expenses.

For Web usage data in particular, which is continuously collected in large volumes, the
ETL process must be deployed in a way that automates this task and minimizes manual
interactions. Thus, it is necessary to provide a structured, practicable model of the ETL
process that (i) supports the integration of multiple data sources, (ii) is robust in view
of changing data sources, (iii) supports flexible transformations, and (iv) can be easily
deployed.

In the preprocessing phase, it is also essential to access different kinds of data sources (for
example, flat file logs, XML logs, or database records). These data sources must then be
integrated into a data warehouse.34

(2) Pattern Discovery Phase. For the pattern discovery phase, it is mandatory to provide a
common interface to access the data stored in the data warehouse. As this phase deals with
frequently changing analytical questions, it is necessary to provide a means to run statis-
tical and data mining algorithms on the data warehouse directly or to create relevant data
sets with little effort. Furthermore, a WUA architecture should allow for the integration of
third-party data mining algorithms. In view of definition 3.5 on page 32, OLAP is consid-
ered as an integral part of Web reporting (compare Kimball and Merz [2000, chapter 11]
and Sweiger et al. [2002, chapter 9]), and the architecture should provide an interface to
integrate an OLAP server.35

(3) Pattern Analysis Phase. In item 3 on page 31, it has been argued that this phase is next
to impossible to quantify (since it is based on previous individual knowledge) and depends
on evaluations by domain experts. As a consequence, a WUA architecture should provide
resources that facilitate and support experts in interpreting the discovered patterns. Two
techniques have been mentioned in item 3 on page 31: (i) visualization techniques and
(ii) querying techniques, each of which should be supported in a WUA architecture.36

(4) Deployment Phase. For WUA, deployment primarily refers to the technical implementa-
tion of discovered rules and models, that is, making them actionable by embedding them
into certain modules of an application server, for instance, a recommendation engine. Inte-
grating data mining components into existing software systems is referred to as embedded
data mining by Thess and Bolotnicov [2004, introduction and section 6.11.2] (also com-
pare Witten and Frank [2005, chapter 14]). To facilitate embedding of models on a regular
basis necessitates a precisely defined interface to embed models so as to reduce manual
customizations.

34Using a data warehousing approach for data integration and as a basis for all analytical activities is a best
practice proposed by Kimball and Merz [2000] and Sweiger et al. [2002]. This practice is based on the insight
that operational data and data for analytical purposes must be clearly separated [Hu and Cercone, 2004].

35The main task of OLAP servers is to implement a multi-dimensional query language, for example, multi-
dimensional expressions (MDX) [compare Spofford, 2001] and to provide a mechanism to query the data ware-
house in terms of a logical multi-dimensional data model. They translate multi-dimensional queries into the query
type of the underlying physical data model, for instance, SQL in case of ROLAP (see section 3.3.3.4 on page 54).

36Along with visualization and querying techniques, intelligent agents are depicted in figure 11 on the previous
page as a third alternative for the pattern analysis phase. This approach is based on the notion of interestingness
of patterns, which involves the problems mentioned before.
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First, the question arises as to which extent existing WUA tools conform to the prerequisites
mentioned above, especially with respect to support for data warehousing and related data
transformations for WUA. In a recent study, Maier and Reinartz [2004] took a closer look at
state-of-the-art WUA tools, most of which do not completely cover all phases of the WUA
process and their particular prerequisites.

Most tools are restricted to calculating detailed statistics from Web server logs, that is, they
focus on Web reporting only. These tools parse Web server logs and produce static graphical
reports showing activities by day and by time, top page accesses, least-accessed pages, server
error code distribution, most commonly used browsers, and many more and focus on hits rather
than users [Anand et al., 2004].37 More sophisticated Web reporting tools assume that Web sites
can be considered to be successful when their owners’ objectives are satisfied, for example,
conversion of visitors into (repeat) customers or increase in online sales of certain types of
products and hence implement more complex business metrics [see Schonberg et al., 2000].

Baraglia and Palmerini [2002] discuss their WUA system “SUGGEST”, which establishes
a closed loop for Web personalization based on Web server logs. The system, which is imple-
mented as a module of the Apache Web server [APACHE], comprises two components: (i) An
offline component that aims at building the knowledge used for deployment by analyzing Web
server logs. The main functions carried out by this component are preprocessing and pattern
discovery. (ii) An online component that generates personalized content in real time based on
the knowledge extracted in the offline component. The online component processes a request
to the Web server by adding personalized content that can be expressed by hyperlinks, adver-
tisements, or product information related to the current user. The system draws its knowledge
from an incremental graph-partitioning algorithm that maintains clusters of related pages built
according to users’ navigation patterns. This approach is limited in view of handling dynamic
Web pages and Web usage data other than Web server logs. Furthermore, all its components
are restricted to addressing Web personalization with one proprietary approach only.

Povel and Giraud-Carrier [2004] propose their “SWISSANALYST” system, which ad-
dresses the issue of mapping the entire data mining process to a data mining tool. Although
this system is not specific to WUA, it represents a step towards automating the overall WUA
process. The current version of the system is built on WEKA, which is an attempt to support
existing de facto standards for the data mining kernel but turns out to be a limitation in view
of system performance: WEKA requires the data to fit in memory during analysis. The system
centers around the CRISP-DM [see Chapman et al., 2000] and extends WEKA’s functionality
in view of supporting the goals of CRISP-DM by providing GUIs for each of its phases.38

Clearly, Blue Martini’s Web application server architecture [compare Ansari et al., 2001;
Kohavi et al., 2004] covers the complete WUA process (deployment included) and integrates
a proprietary data warehouse. However, this system is intended for complex EC Web sites
and calls for significant investments in terms of money and technical knowledge (as most so-
phisticated WUA systems [Anand et al., 2004]). The system is therefore not an option for
WUA projects with limited resources, especially academic research. Furthermore, the system
accounts for data from its integrated Web application server only.

In consequence, a proprietary WUA solution is required to meet all of the discussed require-
ments for a WUA architecture. Since it would be too laborious to create a WUA architecture

37ANALOG and AW-STATS are two exemplary open-source standard Web reporting tools.
38Recently, the WEKA project has started activities to improve WEKA’s ease of use by adding a new GUI

that supports the process perspective of data mining. Furthermore, a few commercial data mining products also
pursue the process perspective. All of these do not explicitly support WUA and hence only partially fulfill the
prerequisites for a WUA architecture mentioned in section 3.3.1 on page 42 [compare Wilde and Hippner, 2002].
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from scratch, as many components as possible should be realized with existing packages, in
particular open source software.

The open source licensing model yields several advantages in comparison with commercial
software products [compare Lerner and Tirole, 2002]: (i) Customization and bug-fixing bene-
fits, since active open source projects automatically mature over time and can be customized or
extended as needed due to the availability of all involved source code. (ii) Manageable costs,
inasmuch as open source software is normally available at little expense, and support is pro-
vided by a community of developers and active users, often accessible at no charge. (iii) No
vendor lock-in and long-term project lifespan, since even in case of the termination of active
development of an open source project, the source code is still available and can be continued
to be customized and extended for own account.

As a matter of principle, available standards should be utilized to design interfaces for a
WUA architecture owing to their contribution to a reduction in the required integration efforts
[Anand et al., 2004]. A common fundamental standard is, for example, XML, which is used
in EC as an enabling technology that makes it possible for business documents, forms, and
messages to be inter-operable and comprehensible [Meltzer and Glushko, 1998].39

3.3.2 Standards Relevant to Web Usage Analysis

While there are no specific WUA standards, a variety of standards related to business intelli-
gence systems based on a data warehouse and to data mining in general have been established
(compare Leavitt [2002] and Barsegyan et al. [2004, chapter 8]). The former address the prob-
lem of modeling meta-data in a multi-vendor data warehousing environment (covered in sec-
tion 3.3.2.1). The latter tackle the problem of integrating data mining and statistical models
into other systems, for example, systems to support ECRM activities [Grossman et al., 2002]
(discussed in section 3.3.2.2 on page 50). According to Grossman et al. [2002], standards for
cleansing and transforming data – that is, standards related to the preprocessing phase of the
WUA process – are only beginning to emerge.

3.3.2.1 The Common Warehouse Meta-Model

A typical data warehousing and business intelligence system is often described in terms of
an information supply chain (ISC), a metaphor reflecting the fact that information in such a
system flows from its sources through a sequence of refinements and data processing steps that
are suitable for decision makers to support the decision-making process in organizations to its
final state [Poole et al., 2002, chapter 2]. An ISC can be considered the equivalent of a supply
chain for durable goods focusing on information as a “product”. It refers to the system depicted
in figure 12 on the next page, which consists of the following components:

(1) An operational data store, which is an information system that stores and integrates oper-
ational data (for example, transactions from EC Web sites).

(2) An ETL module that supports all kinds of transformations of the operational data in order
to process operational data in such a way that the outcome is more suitable for decision
making.

39According to Meltzer and Glushko [1998], the features of XML can be summarized as (i) a markup speci-
fication for creating self-descriptive data, (ii) a platform- and application-independent data format, (iii) a way to
validate the structure of data, (iv) a syntax that can be understood by computers and humans, and (v) an incremen-
tal way to advance Web applications used for EC.
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(3) An analysis module that supports various analysis techniques on transformed operational
data, including statistical analysis, reporting, visualization, and data mining.

Figure 12: Information supply chain [adapted from Poole et al., 2002, chapter 2].

Remark. An ISC supports the transformation of raw data into strategic business information by
means of a well-defined flow of data from initial data sources through a set of transformations.
Special-purpose transformations provided by the ETL module enhance the transformed data’s
capability to serve as a strategic information base for decision makers. A strategic information
base is usually realized with a data warehouse, the dimensional nature of which allows for
sophisticated reporting along various business dimensions (compare footnote 34 on page 44).

Meta-data are the key to understanding what data actually mean: they are critical to all
aspects of interoperability within an ISC environment, since they fuel the interfaces between
its different components [Poole, 2001]. At present, an ISC primarily consists of a collection of
software tools from various vendors, each of which has its own proprietary internal meta-data
model, thus making mutual integration a difficult task. Meta-data integration within an ISC has
so far been realized with two different approaches [compare Poole et al., 2002, chapter 2]:

(i) Point-to-point bridges. This approach makes a specific software adapter necessary, when-
ever two components of the ISC interchange data (and hence require meta-data informa-
tion). It may depend on a large number of adapters that mediate exclusively between
two components on the meta-data level. As software tools within an ISC usually single
out one aspect of ISC functionality, point-to-point bridges are a pragmatic but laborious
response to the myriad of ISC supporting tools [Auth and von Maur, 2002].

(ii) Centralized meta-data repository. This approach favors a central meta-data repository
that stores meta-data in a proprietary format that can be accessed by all ISC components
[compare Dinter et al., 1998]. Each component needs an adapter that translates its own
proprietary meta-data model into the layout imposed by the central meta-data repository
[Auth and von Maur, 2002].

Both approaches do not avoid strong dependencies on proprietary ISC components, as each
provides its own meta-data model. Extending an ISC or exchanging single components is
accompanied by programming several meta-data adapters from scratch.

The CWM [OMG-CWM] in figure 13 on the next page addresses the problem of incompat-
ible meta-data through a coherent meta-data model (referred to as meta-model) developed by
the Object Management Group [OMG]. It contrasts both meta-data integration approaches by
proposing a product-independent external meta-model of resources, transformations, and data
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Figure 13: Layers of the CWM [OMG-CWM, chapter 5].

types that drives data access, data interchange, and type mappings among all relevant compo-
nents of the ISC [Poole, 2001]. Each ISC component may realize its own proprietary internal
meta-model but must conform to the CWM at all interfaces.

According to Poole [2001] and Poole et al. [2002, chapter 2], the CWM makes three con-
tributions: (i) It provides a meta-model that defines shared meta-data for the data warehousing
and business analysis domain. (ii) It provides a format to interchange and publish shared meta-
data within an ISC. (iii) It models a UML API to access and discover shared meta-data within
an ISC. Following Poole et al. [2003, chapter 3], the CWM conforms to three major design
principles: (a) It uses inheritance to achieve reuse, that is, it employs object-oriented design,
relying on the principles of inheritance [compare Horstmann and Cornell, 2005a, chapter 4].
(b) It ties meta-data definitions to physical data sources, that is, meta-data do not exist inde-
pendently of concrete data sources. (c) It supports the creation of instance data objects for
packages of the resource layer (see figure 13), that is, the CWM is a practicable meta-model
that allows integration of programming languages into meta-data interchange.

The CWM in figure 13 is comprised of a number of constituent meta-models representing
resources, analysis capabilities, data warehouse management, and foundational components of
an ISC [Poole, 2001]. Figure 13 depicts the five layers of the CWM, each of which is comprised
of a number of packages with constituent meta-models. Resources from the resource layer
model relational databases, record-oriented databases, XML resources, and object-based data
sources. The analysis layer defines meta-models for data transformations, OLAP, information
visualization/reporting, business nomenclature, and data mining. The warehouse management
layer consists of meta-models representing standard warehouse processes, activity tracking,
and scheduling. Finally, the foundation layer provides common elements and services, for
example, data types, keys and indexes, and expressions.

The CWM minimizes dependencies among packages of one layer [Poole et al., 2002, chap-
ter 2]. Thus, each package of a certain layer depends only on packages from subordinate layers
(aside from a few exceptions). Each package of the top three layers represents a constituent
meta-model that corresponds to one important functional area of a typical ISC.
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The real heart and purpose of an ISC is represented by meta-models comprising the analysis
layer that covers business analysis concepts. This layer is relevant to ECRM activities. It
describes services that operate on data sources and data targets described by packages from the
resource layer. The following three packages from the analysis layer are adequately supported
by open source ISC software tools or by open standards and provide a basis for deploying the
WUA architecture discussed in section 3.3.3 on page 51:

(1) Transformation Package. This package supports ETL and general object transforma-
tions. According to Thess [2004], it must be regarded as one of the most powerful assets
of the CWM. Not only does it define modeling elements that can be used to specify source
and target mappings and transformations between data resource models (that is, instances
of the resource layer meta-models), it also defines source and target mappings and transfor-
mations between data resource models and any meta-model from the analysis layer [Poole
et al., 2002, chapter 2].

(2) OLAP Package. This package provides an OLAP model of essential OLAP concepts, an-
alyzing data from the data warehouse in terms of cubes and dimensions [compare Han and
Kamber, 2001, chapter 2]. Concrete instances are based on either the relational package
or the multi-dimensional package from the resource layer and result in relational OLAP
(ROLAP) or multi-dimensional OLAP (MOLAP), respectively. This package plays an im-
portant role even beyond the CWM: the Java OLAP (JOLAP) API [JSR-69] is an effort to
develop a Java API for OLAP servers with JOLAP serving as a client API [Poole, 2001].
JOLAP makes use of the CWM OLAP meta-model to describe OLAP meta-data and en-
sures compatibility with the CWM.40

(3) Data Mining Package. Data mining tools are particularly effective in a data warehousing
environment inasmuch as data warehouses provide for large quantities of cleansed business
data suitable for data mining activities [OMG-CWM, chapter 15]. This package contains
descriptions of the results of data mining activities by representing the models they discover
and the attributes underlying the exploration [Poole et al., 2002, chapter 4].41 Similar
to the OLAP package, the data mining package also plays an important role beyond the
CWM. The Java Data Mining (JDM) API [JSR-73], for example, provides a Java API
for business intelligence applications employing data mining techniques for knowledge
discovery and analysis. It can be regarded as a reification of the CWM data mining meta-
model that describes meta-data relevant to data mining activities, ensuring compatibility
with the CWM [Poole, 2001].

Remark. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the CWM in detail. An overview
from a conceptual perspective is provided by Poole et al. [2002], whereas Poole et al. [2003]
discuss the CWM from a developer’s perspective, going into the details of the individual CWM
packages. OMG-CWM is the official documentation that describes all meta-models on the
UML level.

40JOLAP also defines query interfaces that support the formation and execution of OLAP queries along with
the management and manipulation of multi-dimensional result sets [Poole, 2001].

41As XELOPES’s data mining capabilities are based on the CWM data mining package, this package is a key
prerequisite for all data mining activities within WUSAN.
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3.3.2.2 The Predictive Model Markup Language

The Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) is an XML standard developed by the Data
Mining Group (DMG) [DMG-PMML] aiming at (i) describing and exchanging data mining
and statistical models, (ii) describing meta-data for data sources that are used as input for
models or transformations, and (iii) representing related preprocessing tasks that are required
to transform data sources to conform to the prerequisites required by data mining and statistical
models [Grossman et al., 2002]. PMML models build on XML and can hence be easily parsed
and manipulated [Anand et al., 2004]. A typical application scenario for PMML in WUA is
the offline creation of a classification model that is exported to PMML and imported into a
recommendation engine of a Web site for real-time behavioral scoring. Both tools involved
may have their own proprietary internal model representations but dispose of a conversion
capability to map PMML to their proprietary models, and vice versa.

According to Grossman et al. [2002] and DMG-PMML, PMML comprises, amongst others,
the following components (corresponding to XML tags):42

(i) Data Dictionary. Defines meta-data for attributes used in data mining and statistical
models and specifies the types and value ranges.

(ii) Mining Schema. Each model contains one mining schema that lists all the attributes used
in that particular model. This is a subset of the attributes defined in the data dictionary.
While a mining schema contains information that is specific to a certain model, the data
dictionary contains data definitions that do not vary per model. The main purpose of a
mining schema is to list the attributes needed in order to be able to apply the model.

(iii) Transformation Dictionary. May contain one of the following elemental transforma-
tions: (a) normalization, that is, mapping continuous or discrete values to numbers,
(b) discretization, that is, mapping continuous values to discrete values, (c) value map-
ping, that is, mapping discrete values to discrete values, and (d) aggregation, that is,
summarizing or collecting groups of values, for example, sums and averages. This means
that PMML 2.0 has only limited capabilities to describe data transformations. These are
far from sufficient to describe the complex data transformations that can be modeled with
the CWM transformation package.

(iv) Model Statistics. Represent univariate statistics about the attributes contained in a model.

(v) Models. Represent different data mining models: regression models, cluster analysis, de-
cision trees, neural networks, Bayesian models, association rules, and sequential analysis.

The objective of PMML is to establish an open standard for modeling data mining results.
Its models are independent of applications, platforms, and concrete data mining processes,
which in turn facilitates the exchange of models among applications related to data mining.

Remark. In addition to the standards mentioned so far, there exist further established and
emerging standards that may be useful for WUA, once commercial or open source tools fully
support them. Grossman et al. [2002] mention (i) SQL/MM that comprises a part specifying
an SQL interface to data mining applications and an API for data mining applications to access

42The descriptions refer to PMML 2.0, since this PMML version is implemented in XELOPES 1.2.5, which is
used for this thesis. The present version PMML 3.0 has been significantly extended [see DMG-PMML] and is
currently about to be deployed in data mining tools [Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 5.3.1].
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data from RDBMSs compliant to SQL/MM [see Melton and Eisenberg, 2001] and (ii) Mi-
crosoft’s OLE DB for data mining standard [MICROSOFT-OLE-DB] that defines an API for
data mining for applications based on Microsoft’s proprietary software development standards.
Figure 14 depicts the relationships among the data mining standards that have been discussed
above, in section 3.3.2.1 on page 46, and in section 3.3.2.2 on the facing page.43

Figure 14: Relationships among the standards [Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 5.3].

Furthermore, open source tools such as WEKA [WEKA] and XELOPES (compare Thess
and Bolotnicov [2004] and Barsegyan et al. [2004, chapter 9]) with a high penetration in aca-
demic research can be regarded as de facto standards for data mining. The latter is based on the
CWM and provides the foundation for all Java implementations for this thesis.

3.3.3 The Web Usage Analysis System (WUSAN) Architecture

Based on the prerequisites for a WUA architecture in section 3.3.1 on page 42 and drawing
from the standards discussed in the previous section, it is now possible to outline WUSAN and
delineate how its components are modeled. As mentioned, figure 11 on page 43 and figure 12 on
page 47 both force the basic structure of WUSAN. This basic structure is reflected in figure 15
on page 53, which depicts its overall high-level architecture.

As illustrated in figure 15 on page 53, the system consists of four components, (i) the data
access component, (ii) the population (ETL) component, (iii) the data warehousing compo-
nent, and (iv) the analysis component, each of which is sketched in the following sections.
All components fall back on the XELOPES Java data mining library [Thess and Bolotnicov,
2004], which is a data mining library based on the CWM (compare section 3.3.2.1 on page 46).
As of version 1.2.5, which has been used for the WUSAN prototype, XELOPES realizes the
two CWM packages that have been highlighted in figure 13 on page 48: (1) the transforma-
tion package and (2) the data mining package. Seeing that efficiently executing data mining
algorithms and modeling data transformations for data mining are the two main tasks of XELO-
PES [Thess, 2004], the library is limited to implementing the transformation and data mining
meta-models and skips all other CWM packages.44 A central asset of the data mining pack-
age is the MiningDataSpecification class that models a collection of mining attributes

43Dashed lines represent an “influenced by”-relationship.
44Strictly speaking, dependent CWM packages from lower layers contributing to the transformation and data

mining meta-models are modeled implicitly by XELOPES but are not relevant for end users since these packages
do not constitute user interfaces for data mining tasks.
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specifying how to interpret input data attributes [OMG-CWM, chapter 15].45

Although this CWM class is intended to model input data for data mining algorithms, XE-
LOPES makes use of it to describe data sources relevant to data mining that would – strictly
speaking – have their own CWM meta-model. Since XELOPES focuses on data mining only
(and not on the complete ISC as the CWM does), describing all data sources in terms of the
data mining meta-model is a pragmatic simplification that reduces the library’s complexity for
end users. This approach is simply passed on to WUSAN, as many standardized ISC resources
(for instance, databases) do not yet conform to the CWM meta-models of the resource layer.
In consequence, XELOPES’s variant of the MiningDataSpecification class can be
considered to be a fundamental meta-model46 to describe data throughout WUSAN, hence
avoiding a meta-data repository or point-to-point meta-data bridges (compare item i on page 47
and item ii on page 47). Consequently, meta-data describing input data and transformed data
can be exchanged without any further adaptations at any point in time over the MiningData-
Specification class.47

3.3.3.1 The Data Access Component

Operational data and additional data sources can be accessed through streams. This notion
refers to the XELOPES abstract MiningInputStream class (covered in detail in section
section 4.2.2 on page 68) that provides a mechanism for accessing data resources, the meta-
data of which are modeled with the CWM MiningDataSpecification class [Barsegyan
et al., 2004, section 9.6]. Streams implement a cursor and provide their data and meta-data
through the MiningInputStream class record by record. A mixture of streams provided
by XELOPES and streams developed especially for WUSAN provide access to a variety of
data resources, for example, flat files conforming to various data formats, databases, and data
residing in the memory (see section 4.2.2.2 on page 70).

3.3.3.2 The Population (ETL) Component

In order to manage the complex task of populating a data warehouse, various specialized ETL
or data integration software packages that support the integration of heterogeneous data sources
have been developed. Due to the previous lack of an overall model that integrates all kinds of
middle-ware required for data warehousing, ETL and data integration tools have contributed
to the myriad of poorly integrated systems in a data warehousing environment [Stonebraker,
2002].48 According to Vassiliadis et al. [2001], the most prominent tasks of an ETL tool in-
clude (i) extraction of relevant information in data sources, (ii) integration of information from
multiple sources into a common format, (iii) cleaning of the resulting data with regard to anal-
ysis purposes, and (iv) the propagation of data to the data warehouse.

It is this component which is realized with a new approach in WUSAN that is discussed in
detail in section 4.3 on page 82. In section 3.3.4 on page 56, existing commercial ETL tools and
research approaches toward modeling an ETL component are summarized and their drawbacks
are clarified, working out the necessity to deepen research to address the challenge of modeling
ETL for WUA.

45This CWM class is discussed in more detail in section 4.2.1 on page 61.
46The theory of the MiningDataSpecification class is discussed in section 4.2.1 on page 61.
47This directly reflects the purpose of the CWM [compare Poole et al., 2002, chapter 2].
48With the release of the CWM 1.0 [OMG-CWM] in 2001, this lack was addressed at least in theory. It will,

however, take some time until the CWM is supported on a broad basis (or at least some portions of it).
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3.3.3.3 The Data Warehousing Component

The main task of the data warehousing component within WUSAN is to provide a flexible phys-
ical data model as a foundation for the analysis component (compare footnote 35 on page 44).
WUSAN applies an off-the-shelf RDBMS, enforcing an ROLAP implementation for OLAP
analysis within the analysis component in the next section. ROLAP provides a straightfor-
ward mapping of the multi-dimensional logical data model to the physical data model of a
well-standardized RDBMS by using star schemas or related schemas [compare Martyn, 2004].
In contrast, mapping the logical OLAP data model to the underlying structures of a genuine
multi-dimensional DBMS would be more complex, since, in that case, data is stored in multi-
dimensional arrays (leading to enhanced performance compared to ROLAP if they can be stored
completely in memory).49 The decision in favor of ROLAP is confirmed by the study Gorla
[2003], which concludes that – after considerable experience with OLAP – users prefer RO-
LAP systems owing to their flexibility and ability to handle complex queries in a business
environment where analysis requirements change frequently.

It is not sufficient to simply integrate an RDBMS into WUSAN. In fact, the relational
model of the integrated RDBMS must be extended to conform to the meta-model of the CWM
data mining package. To this end, relational tables are modeled with the WUSAN-specific
MiningTableSqlStream class (compare item 3 on page 71) that provides meta-data con-
forming to the CWM data mining package. Internally, this class stores stream meta-data that
are modeled as a MiningDataSpecification in PMML format.50

Remark. The actual design of relational schemas for ROLAP cannot be automated, for it
involves semantic aspects and depends on available data sources. However, it can be systemized
for specific application domains, for example, WUA. Kimball and Merz [2000] and Sweiger
et al. [2002] both address this issue, which is the central topic in chapter 5 on page 95.

3.3.3.4 The Analysis Component

The analysis component comprises three constituents (compare figure 15 on the preceding
page): (1) an ROLAP engine, (2) an OLAP visualization tool, and (3) the XELOPES Java
data mining library, each of which is briefly discussed below.

(1) ROLAP Engine. An ROLAP engine translates between the logical multi-dimensional
data model and the physical relational data model of an RDBMS [Dinter et al., 1998]. Each
incoming multi-dimensional query is translated into one or more relational queries that are
optimized and run against the RDBMS. The ROLAP engine is a potential bottleneck in that
OLAP SQL queries generally contain a large number of joins on large volumes of data and
hence must be optimized and cached carefully so as to minimize response times.

49According to Buzydlowski et al. [1998], a real standard for the implementation of MOLAP is lacking. As
cited in item 2 on page 49, the CWM OLAP package only defines the general behavior of OLAP interfaces in
terms of deliverable meta-data, neglecting implementation details due to its interface nature.

50In the strict sense, the PMML DataDictionary tag is leveraged for this purpose (compare section 3.3.2.2
on page 50). This example of use shows that the PMML can be employed for various purposes, not only for
model descriptions of data mining models [Grossman et al., 1999]. Basically, PMML and the CWM data mining
package are two related, but independent, standards (compare figure 14 on page 51). Nevertheless, it is possible
to map portions of the CWM data mining package to the PMML, and vice versa. As mentioned, the MiningDa-
taSpecification class can be mapped to the PMML DataDictionary tag, and vice versa.
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WUSAN applies the open-source Java OLAP server Mondrian [MONDRIAN-OLAP]. Ac-
cording to Grimes [2005], Mondrian is founded on an RDBMS and supports the multi-
dimensional expressions (MDX) language for multi-dimensional queries [compare Spof-
ford, 2001], as well as the JOLAP standard (see item 2 on page 49). Mondrian translates
MDX queries into SQL queries and performs a query optimization prior to sending the
SQL statements to the underlying RDBMS in order to create an OLAP result set.

(2) OLAP Visualization Tool. JPivot [JPIVOT], an open-source companion project of Mon-
drian [MONDRIAN-OLAP], acts as a Mondrian client. It is a JSP custom tag library that
renders OLAP tables and let users perform typical OLAP navigations such as slice and
dice, drill down, and roll up [Grimes, 2005].51 Furthermore, JPivot operates on a Tomcat
application server [JAKARTA-TOMCAT] that can be accessed by analysts through ordi-
nary Web browsers.

(3) XELOPES Java Data Mining Library. The XELOPES Java data mining library serves
two purposes: (i) it provides access to the data stored in the data warehouse with the mech-
anism described in section 3.3.3.1 on page 52, that is, data can either be directly accessed
by WUSAN’s stream extensions or transferred into one of the more common streams dis-
cussed in section 4.2.2.2 on page 7052 and (ii) it provides the interface to integrate and
run various data mining algorithms over the CWM data mining meta-model, for example,
proprietary XELOPES algorithms or algorithms provided by WEKA [compare Thess and
Bolotnicov, 2004, section 6.9.2]. In this context, XELOPES contributes to technical de-
ployment (compare item 4 on page 44) by providing an interface for PMML import and
export. As discussed in section 3.3.2.2 on page 50, PMML is a convenient language for im-
porting and exporting data mining models between different systems of a decision support
environment, especially data modeling and operational systems [Grossman et al., 1999].

In the case of WUSAN, this means that data mining models can be made operational by
integrating their PMML representations into an application server, for example, in order
to deploy a scoring model that rates the creditworthiness of new customers of an EC Web
site.53 This concept substantially simplifies closing the loop for the WUA process or any
other instance of a data mining process.

In item 3 on page 31, it has been mentioned that visualization plays an important role
during the pattern analysis phase. In item 2, OLAP visualization has been addressed by de-
ploying an open-source package. Meanwhile, the problem of how to visualize data mining
models remains. Due to the spreading of PMML, visualizers have evolved for PMML data
mining models. The IBM DB2 Intelligent Miner Visualization [IM-VISUALIZATION],
for example, presents the results of data mining algorithms and statistical functions. It
comprises customized visualizers for cluster analysis, decision trees, and association rules.
The input to the visualizers are PMML data mining models, that is, the visualizer can

51For typical OLAP operations compare Han and Kamber [2001, chapter 2].
52For example, flat file streams or memory streams. Depending on the data mining task, it may be faster to run

certain algorithms on flat file streams or memory streams instead of running them directly on database streams.
53From a technical perspective, a deployment scenario could look like this: the XELOPES Java data mining

library can be embedded into an application server based on J2EE (compare section 3.2.2 on page 37). Conforming
to the CWM data mining meta-model, XELOPES implements an interface to apply data mining models that have
been imported via PMML. Such data mining models can be computed with XELOPES or any other tool having
the capability to export its data mining models into PMML. Then, any application deployed on the application
server can make use of imported data mining models.
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be invoked independently from different applications to present data mining models [IM-
VISUALIZATION-HANDBOOK].

In summary, the WUSAN architecture in figure 15 on page 53 covers most of the prereq-
uisites for a WUA systems of section 3.3.1 on page 42, provided that a structured, practicable
ETL component is available. The latter aspect is investigated in the following section, which
provides a detailed summary of research activities addressing the problem of modeling an ETL
component.

3.3.4 Related Research Activities

ETL tools are pieces of software that manage the extraction of data from several data sources
and their subsequent cleansing, customization, and insertion into a data warehouse [Vassiliadis
et al., 2005]. According to Vassiliadis et al. [2001], the most prominent tasks of ETL tools
include (a) identification of relevant information in data sources, (b) extraction of this informa-
tion, (c) integration of information from multiple sources into a common format, (d) cleansing
of the resulting data with regard to analysis purposes, and (e) the propagation of data into the
data warehouse.

The commercial market for ETL and data integration tools offers a wide spectrum of solu-
tions that have primarily the following things in common [compare Agosta, 2002; Kimball and
Caserta, 2004; ASCENTIAL; INFORMATICA]: (i) they work with a proprietary meta-data
model and meta-data management, (ii) they implement a proprietary transformation model,
(iii) their configuration and set-up are very complex, (iv) they have complex hardware require-
ments and are thus not practicable for small- and medium-sized projects, (v) they do not have a
standardized API, and (vi) they are autonomous and can only be combined with a restricted set
of other systems in a data warehousing environment. Agosta [2002] states that ETL is unlikely
to become an open, standardized technology solution and that proprietary approaches will re-
main dominant in the near future (in turn spurring researchers to make contributions toward
finding a solution to standardizing and modeling ETL).

The most prominent commercial ETL tools are Ascential DataStage [ASCENTIAL], which
also handles data quality assurance, ETI Solution [ETI], Informatica PowerCenter [INFOR-
MATICA], and Microsoft’s Data Transformation Services [MICROSOFT-DTS], which only
integrate smoothly with Microsoft’s own standards (ODBC, OLE DB) but which are never-
theless practicable for small projects.54 The latter approach reflects the emerging strategy of
database vendors to couple their DBMSs with proprietary generic ETL solutions (but which
are limited in view of the complexity of the transformations they can model) [Agosta, 2002].

From the academic perspective, a sequence of papers [Vassiliadis et al., 2001, 2002, 2003,
2005] describes the system “Arktos”/“Arktos II”, which is a tool that models and realizes the
ETL process and ETL transformations. An ETL scenario can be modeled graphically by using
a graphical specification language based on a formal conceptual and logical model describing
data sources, data targets, and the transformations between the two. Although both “Arktos”
projects cover the complete ETL process, their meta-models do not conform to emerging stan-
dards such as the CWM, thus, similar to the commercial tools mentioned, making it difficult
to integrate the tool into existing heterogeneous data warehousing environments. The strength
of “Arktos” lies in its template collection, which enables embedding of predefined ETL trans-
formations into a new ETL scenario, enhancing reusability. The Arktos projects do not aim at
WUA but at general data warehousing ETL requirements.

54A comprehensive list of current ETL solutions can be found in Kimball and Caserta [2004, chapter 7].
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Carreira and Galhardas [2004] present their data migration tool “Data Fusion”, which is
designed to model complex transformations for general data migration tasks rather than ETL.
The tool is concerned with the specification of migration transformations and supports related
project development and management. The authors state that most commercial ETL tools are
not expressive enough to model complex transformations, which are consequently frequently
modeled outside the tools.55 Conforming to the situation of WUA, “Data Fusion” targets
projects dealing with large amounts of data that potentially involve a considerable number
of transformations. In order to handle the complexity of transformations, the system provides
a data transformation language for developing complex transformations compactly and con-
cisely. The authors introduce the concept of a mapper that may enclose several rules, each of
which encloses transformations with similar logics, providing a means of structuring complex
transformations. Although “Data Fusion” does not explicitly target WUA, it seems to be appro-
priate to potentially meet the specific challenges for data transformations for WUA mentioned
in the introduction of section 3.3 on page 41.

Appraising the ETL process as a key component in a data warehousing environment, Tru-
jillo and Luján-Mora [2003] propose a UML-based approach for modeling the ETL process
so as to ease its correct design by providing a reduced, yet powerful, set of ETL mechanisms:
for example, aggregations, conversions, and filters. This set of mechanisms is in line with the
ETL tasks discussed in Kimball and Caserta [2004]. Modeling the ETL processes by using the
UML class diagram allows for conceptual aspects and avoids disclosing the actual implemen-
tation. The latter aspect is a drawback, inasmuch as implementing each conceptual step is not
a straightforward matter, since the devil is in the details. The approach lacks a mapping from
UML to concrete implementations that would significantly simplify ETL modeling.

Hu and Cercone [2004] present an abstract framework for WUA, the basic structure of
which is similar to figure 15 on page 53, that is, the system is based on a clickstream data
warehouse fueled with data from application servers. They describe in detail the principal
requirements that each component must fulfill, but they do not go into concrete implementation
aspects to prove that their system is feasible. Although the authors explicitly discuss the design
of ROLAP star schemas for WUA, they do not address how to model and implement the ETL
process in order to populate the schemas proposed.

Finally, Kimball and Caserta [2004] investigate the ETL process from two perspectives:
(i) the project management perspective and (ii) the implementation perspective. While the latter
perspective also draws the conclusion that ETL is not yet an open, standardized technology, the
authors provide various hints and tips from a practitioner’s perspective concerning the concrete
implementation of the ETL process. Many of these considerations are deployed in WUSAN’s
ETL component in chapter 4 on page 59.

3.4 Summary
Tying in with chapter 2, in section 3.1 on page 25, this chapter introduced WUA as a primary
instrument to deploy ECRM in the Web channel, currently the only true EC channel. In sec-
tion 3.2 on page 34, the kind of data required for WUA were investigated: the conclusion was
drawn that data collection on the application server level best serves the specific requirements
for WUA. Then, in section 3.3 on page 41, prerequisites for a system for effective WUA were
inferred, and the overall architecture of WUSAN was introduced. Furthermore, it was pointed

55According to Kimball and Caserta [2004, chapter 1], almost all ETL tools allow escapes to standard program-
ming languages to model complex transformations that cannot be modeled with the tool’s standard approach.
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out that most components of WUSAN can be modeled with existing packages conforming to
various data mining standards. Modeling the ETL component has been identified as a central
open issue to complete the system.

The CWM was advocated as the perfect launching pad for ETL modeling. This view is also
emphasized by Agosta [2002], who states that the CWM is arguably approved and complete
enough to allow ETL vendors to implement it.56 Due to the fact that both commercial tools
and academic approaches currently do not provide a means of structured modeling, and, at the
same time, implementing ETL, it is necessary to do more research on this issue being a crucial
prerequisite for automating the WUA process and closing the loop in real projects.

The following chapter provides the theoretical background of the CWM data mining meta-
model and introduces formal notations to infer the logical object-oriented relational data stor-
age model (LOORDSM), which not only models the physical data storage of WUSAN’s data
warehouse but also provides a framework for the implementation of associated ETL trans-
formations, thereby meeting the requirements mentioned in item 1 on page 42 (in addition,
conforming to the CWM). The LOORDSM, which accounts for the specific situation of WUA,
is then modeled as a UML class diagram and deployed in Java.57

56Agosta [2002] adds that they are currently refraining from implementing it, as they fear that this step will
undercut their proprietary solutions and planned technology lock-in.

57Kimball and Caserta [2004, chapter 1] mention that hand-coded ETL systems greatly profit from unit testing
[compare Olan, 2003], which is not available in commercial ETL systems. Unit testing has also been employed for
the Java implementations in the context of this thesis to keep all implemented classes accurate and maintainable.
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Chapter IV

MODELING ETL FOR WEB USAGE ANALYSIS

This chapter explores how to model and automate the ETL process during the preprocessing
phase of the WUA process. As discussed in the previous chapter, modeling data transforma-
tions is the key issue for the preprocessing phase, and it was concluded that only a proprietary
architecture for WUA can fulfill these requirements. The missing building block for WUSAN
in figure 15 on page 53 is the ETL component that handles WUA-specific ETL transformations.

In order to realize the missing building block, a model that systemizes and simplifies the
ETL process, a sub-process of the WUA process, is sought. A clearly structured, formalized
model provides for a precise, systematic user interface when the model is deployed in practise.
Furthermore, a structured interface can be realized with XML amounting to a standardized,
user-friendly interface.1

A central asset of the LOORDSM, which is introduced in this chapter to bridge the gap
caused by the missing ETL building block, is its coherence with the CWM2. The LOORDSM
inherits the structured transformation modeling of the CWM transformation package3 and com-
patibility to generic data pools conforming to the meta-model of the CWM data mining pack-
age4.5

WUSAN implements the LOORDSM, which facilitates modeling and automating ETL
transformations. Although the LOORDSM is not restricted to WUA, it is of special impor-
tance for this domain, as mentioned in the introduction of section 3.3 on page 41.

During the course of this chapter, many formalized notations are introduced in order to
avoid tedious verbal circumscriptions and to provide a concise discussion of the LOORDSM.
However, parts of the discussion are divided into a non-formal and a formal part to facilitate
the comprehensibility of the reasoning for readers that are not familiar with formal notations.

4.1 Subsumption of the LOORDSM
Figure 16 on the next page depicts how the LOORDSM can be subsumed within WUSAN. This
illustration represents an alternative view of WUSAN’s data management capabilities, which
comprise four layers: (1) the Data Storage Layer, (2) the Data Mining Layer, (3) the ETL
Layer, and (4) the OLAP Layer, each of which is briefly discussed next.

(1) Data Storage Layer. This layer hosts the physical data storage in an RDBMS, which
is employed to access the data in a structured and standardized manner. It was stated in

1An XML interface allows for both automated and manual processing and can be expanded with graphical
capabilities that further improve user-friendliness.

2Recall section 3.3.2.1 on page 46.
3Compare item 1 on page 49.
4Compare item 3 on page 49.
5Recall section 3.3.2.1 on page 46. Compatibility to the meta-model of the CWM data mining package amounts

to compatibility with other CWM packages in figure 13 on page 48, as the meta-data from different packages can
be transferred into each other through the CWM [Poole et al., 2002, chapter 2, especially figure 2.9]. Hence, it is
sufficient to work with only the meta-model of the data mining package and employ this model as a standardized
meta-model throughout this thesis.
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Figure 16: WUSAN’s four-layer architecture.

section 3.3.3.3 on page 54 that commercial RDBMSs do not yet support the CWM rela-
tional meta-model. Consequently, connecting the proprietary meta-model of an RDBMS
to the CWM data mining meta-model can be achieved only through the database streams of
the data mining layer, the meta-data of which are compatible with the CWM data mining
meta-model (compare section 3.3.3.3 on page 54).6

(2) Data Mining Layer. As stated in the introduction of section 3.3.3 on page 51, the Min-
ingDataSpecification class from the CWM data mining meta-model is employed
as a standard meta-model in WUSAN. It is a fundamental prerequisite for WUSAN that
needs to be thoroughly introduced and formalized. This is accomplished in section 4.2 on
the next page, which also introduces transformation modeling with XELOPES (based on
the CWM transformation meta-model). All data mining activities of WUSAN’s analysis
component in figure 15 on page 53 take place in the data mining layer.

(3) ETL Layer. This layer hosts the core ETL process. Its main purpose is to populate the
physical database tables employed within the data mining and OLAP layers. WUSAN’s
ETL component is deployed with the LOORDSM, which utilizes the CWM transformation
meta-model as its core component. Prior to a detailed discussion of the LOORDSM in
section 4.3 on page 82, transformation modeling is examined in section 4.2 on the facing
page.

(4) OLAP Layer. This layer accesses the data of the data storage layer, which is populated
through the ETL layer, with a logical multi-dimensional model provided by the OLAP
engine (previously discussed in section 3.3.3.4 on page 54). The mapping between the
OLAP engine’s meta-model and the meta-model of the RDBMS is accomplished over SQL
and configured in a schema file through XML.7

6The actual mapping between the proprietary meta-data model of the RDBMS and the CWM data mining
meta-model is accomplished with JDBC 3.0.

7Compare section G.4 on page 172.
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4.2 Modeling Complex Transformations for Preprocessing
Preprocessing is essentially the execution of a sequence of data transformations. Thus, au-
tomating the preprocessing phase amounts to automating data transformations. The purpose of
this section is to present the fundamentals for the LOORDSM in section 4.3 on page 82 and to
devise an XML interface for convenient transformation modeling. These goals are tackled in
three successive steps:

(1) The CWM’s meta-model of the data mining package strictly separates data and meta-data.
Strictly speaking, data mining algorithms coherent with this meta-model operate on real-
valued data only. The meaning of the data is obtained through its meta-data. Whenever
users feed WUSAN with data, they must provide assigned meta-data, which characterize
the data provided. Although this can be done through a PMML interface (or a user-friendly
GUI that assembles required XML models), it is compulsory to understand meta-data mod-
eling to entirely comprehend the LOORDSM. Section 4.2.1 for the first time presents a
concise mathematical model capturing the complexity of CWM’s data mining meta-model
– the first step towards the section’s goals.

(2) The second step towards the section’s goals is modeling data matrices or so called streams
that must be configured by users whenever they access data and their meta-data reading
or writing. In WUSAN, streams are basically inherited from XELOPES. However, the
LOORDSM makes use of a variety of novel stream classes. Although users employing
the LOORDSM do not have to understand all subtleties of these streams, a general under-
standing of them in indispensable to fully comprehend the LOORDSM. Section 4.2.2 on
page 68 covers data matrices and streams from a bird’s eye view whereas the details of the
implemented stream classes are discussed in the appendix chapter D on page 131.

(3) The third and final step towards the section’s goals discusses in section 4.2.3 on page 72
transformation modeling based on XELOPES’s infrastructure for transformation modeling
conforming to the CWM transformation package. It is this step that is crucial for un-
derstanding the WusanML XML interface for transformation modeling. Whenever users
model a concrete ETL scenario in practical projects, they must fall back on the WusanML
interface and entirely comprehend its rationale.8

4.2.1 Modeling Meta-Data

4.2.1.1 Outline

Three basic terms, which are related in a bottom-up manner, are defined in the following sec-
tion: (i) A mining attribute, the smallest meta-data unit, is defined. A mining attribute (referred
to as an attribute) is defined as a real-valued variable to which a real-valued mapping into a
user-defined domain is assigned. The mapping is referred to as the attribute’s meta-data and
determines the attribute’s type. Four attribute types complying to the types usually employed
for data mining can be defined routinely: numeric attributes, discrete attributes, categorical
attributes, and ordinal attributes. The meta-data can be conceived as an “interpretation” of

8Chapter 5 on page 95 and the related appendix chapter G on page 149 exemplify how to leverage the Wu-
sanML XML interface in practical projects. The remark on page 105 points out that a GUI can be employed to
support users in assembling WusanML models and observing its syntax and rationale. As such a GUI has not been
realized yet in the current WUSAN prototype, users have no choice but to manipulate a WusanML file directly,
which demands a thorough understanding of its syntax and semantics.
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the attribute’s real value. (ii) A (mining) vector is a collection of attributes to which, again,
meta-data are assigned. The vector’s mapping can be obtained in a straightforward manner by
merging the meta-data of each attribute. A vector is the smallest unit on which data mining
algorithms operate. (iii) A collection of vectors with the same meta-data is referred to as a
data matrix. Each line of a data matrix corresponds to a vector, that is, a real-valued vector the
interpretation of which can be obtained by applying the assigned meta-data to it.

Once the above mentioned terms are introduced, it must be confirmed that the definitions
comply to the CWM’s data mining package meta-model depicted in figure 17 on page 65,
namely the MiningDataSpecification class. The formal definitions in the subsequent
section integrate handling of missing values. For the sake of clarity, the formal discussion in
section 4.2.1.2 is concluded with a detailed example in section 4.2.1.3 on page 66.

4.2.1.2 Mathematical Model

Definition 4.1 (Attribute). An attribute A is a variable that takes values in its domain R ∪ {ϑ}
(missing values are represented by ϑ).

Definition 4.2 (Meta-Data of an Attribute). Let A be an attribute, let M(A) be a user-defined
domain, and let Θ(A) be a set of values that represent missing values. Any onto mapping

MA : R ∪ {ϑ} → M(A) ∪Θ(A) (4.1)

that fulfills the following conditions

(i) MA|R\M−1
A (Θ(A)) is a one-to-one mapping9,

(ii) MA(ϑ) ∈ Θ(A),

(iii) if M(A) * R, there exists n ∈ N0 such that

MA(R \ {0, . . . , n}) ⊆ Θ(A)

and
MA({0, . . . , n}) = M(A)

hold with M(A) countable, and

(iv) if M(A) ⊆ R, MA = IS holds where S ⊆ R with IS(a) = a if a ∈ S and IS(R \ S) =
Θ(A) := {ϑ}

is called meta-data appendant to A.

Definition 4.2 requires elucidation by a number of comments. First of all, it must be em-
phasized that the term meta-data actually refers to a surjective mapping, that is, whatever real
value is provided, the mapping is defined and results in a valid value. However, equation (4.1)
must be constrained with four conditions to be meaningful:

ad (i): The mapping must be unique except for the set of values that are mapped to the set
Θ(A) of missing values.

9M−1
A (Θ(A)) := {a ∈ R ∪ {ϑ} : MA(a) ∈ Θ(A)} denotes the preimage of Θ(A) under MA.
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ad (ii): The constant ϑ, representing a missing value in the preimage space, must be mapped
to the set Θ(A) of missing values. However, yet other real values may be mapped to
the set of missing values.

ad (iii): This constraint anticipates definition 4.3. Categorical attributes may only take the
values 0, . . . , n in the image space, that is, 0 represents the first discrete value, 1
the second and so forth. Of course, any other discrete mapping would be feasible
for categorical attributes, but would rather lead to confusion and is obviated by this
constraint. In short, this constraint standardizes discrete attributes.

ad (iv): This constraint also anticipates definition 4.3. For numeric attributes, equation (4.1)
on the preceding page must defined as an identical mapping except for those values
that are mapped to the set of missing values Θ(A). This means that no pathological
real-valued mappings are permitted. This constraint is rather trivial, since mappings
other than the identical mapping are not meaningful for numeric attributes. If the
range of a numeric attribute is to be restricted, its meta-data can be modified by ad-
justing the set S, that is, undesired values are mapped to Θ(A).

Next, the attribute types mentioned just now and outlined in the previous section are defined.

Definition 4.3 (Mining Attribute). Let A be an attribute and let MA be meta-data appendant to
A. Then, the tuple (A, MA) denotes a mining attribute that can be further classified according
to its meta-data:

(i) If M(A) ⊆ R, (A, MA) is denoted as a numeric attribute.

(ii) If M(A) is countable, (A, MA) is characterized as a discrete attribute.

(iii) If M(A) * R, (A, MA) is referred to as a categorical attribute.

(iv) Let (A, MA) be a categorical attribute. If there exists a total order10 on M(A) such that
MA preserves the natural order on the preimage space, (A, MA) is called an ordinal at-
tribute.

Definition 4.3 is straightforward. Given that an attribute’s meta-data MA comply to defi-
nition 4.2 on the preceding page, its user-defined domain M(A) is real-valued for a numeric
attribute, contains a finite number of values for a discrete attribute, or may not be real-valued
for a categorical attribute. The latter condition implies that categorical attributes with numeric
categories should be modeled as discrete numeric attributes.11 Finally, for ordinal attributes,
there must exist a meaningful order on MA and the meta-data must preserve the natural order
on 0, . . . , n.

Remark. (a) In order to simplify the notation, a mining attribute (A, MA) in definition 4.3 is
simply referred to as an attribute A that implicitly provides meta-data.

(b) It is important to note that in definition 4.2 on the preceding page, M(A)∩Θ(A) 6= ∅ may
hold for a categorical attribute. This means that by adding a category of M(A) to Θ(A),
occurrences of this category must be interpreted as missing values.

10A binary order relation R on a set fulfills reflexivity, anti-symmetry, and transitivity. R is a total order relation,
if two arbitrary elements of the set are comparable.

11The Quibbler’s remark: numbers in terms of strings may of course be modeled as categories for categorical
attributes.
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The following definition describes what has been referred to as “merging” the meta-data of
a collection of attributes in the outline in section 4.2.1 on page 61.

Definition 4.4 (Meta-Data of a Set of Attributes). Given attributes A1, . . . , Am, m ∈ N. A
mapping

MA1,...,Am : (R ∪ {ϑ})m → M(A1) ∪Θ(A1)× · · · ×M(Am) ∪Θ(Am)

that fulfills MA1,...,Am(a) :=
(
MA1(a1), . . . ,MAm(am)

)
with a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ (R ∪ {ϑ})m

is called meta-data appendant to A1, . . . , Am.

Definition 4.4 states that the meta-data of a collection of attributes can be retrieved by
simply combining the meta-data of each attribute. Definition 4.5 assembles a collection of
attributes to a mining vector in a bottom-up approach.

Definition 4.5 (Mining Vector). Let A1, . . . , Am, m ∈ N be attributes, let a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈
(R ∪ {ϑ})m, and let MA1,...,Am be meta-data appendant to A1, . . . , Am. Then, the tuple

(a, MA1,...,Am)

denotes a mining vector.

Remark. To simplify the notation, a mining vector (a, MA1,...,Am) in definition 4.5 is referred
to as a vector a that implicitly provides meta-data.

Finally, definition 4.6 assembles a collection of vectors with the same meta-data to a data
matrix continuing the bottom-up approach.

Definition 4.6 (Data Matrix). Let a1, . . . , an, n ∈ N be vectors with meta-data MA1,...,Am ,
m ∈ N. Then, the matrix

A :=

a1
...

an

 =


a1

1 · · · a`
1 · · · am

1
... . . . ... . . . ...
a1

i · · · a`
i · · · am

i
... . . . ... . . . ...

a1
n · · · a`

n · · · am
n


is called a data matrix.

Remark. A data matrix can be accessed vector by vector following the matrix notations of
R-PROJECT and Verzani [2005], that is, A[i, ] := ai, i = 1, . . . , n. Furthermore, a vector is a
1×m data matrix.

Definition 4.7 (Meta-Data of a Data Matrix). Let A be a data matrix. MA := MA1,...,Am is
called meta-data appendant to A.

Remark. A data matrix A implicitly provides meta-data. Note that, in practice, in the majority
of the cases MA(A) is available only, and A and MA must be derived (see the example in
section 4.2.1.3 on page 66).
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Basically, a data matrix contains real-valued row vectors that are “interpreted” by its as-
signed meta-data. The data mining algorithms provided by XELOPES operate on a data matrix.
However, as section 4.2.2 on page 68 reveals, a data matrix is not the same as a data source,
for instance, a flat file or a database table.

In practice, data matrices can be derived from a variety of data sources, for example, flat
files that contain Web logs, database tables in an RDBMS, and multi-dimensional arrays in
higher programming languages. As mentioned in section 3.3.2.1 on page 46, the CWM’s
resource layer defines meta-models for all of the aforementioned types of data sources. Ac-
cording to the introduction of section 3.3.3 on page 51, due to the lack of software products
or programming libraries that cover the CWM entirely or at least significant parts of it when
used in a data warehousing environment, the MiningDataSpecification class from the
CWM data mining meta-model makes up for this weakness and acts as a universal meta-model
for modeling data matrices within XELOPES (and hence within WUSAN as well).

In order to show that definition 4.4 on the preceding page is compatible with the Mining-
DataSpecification class, it is necessary to discuss some of the details of the correspond-
ing CWM meta-model, which is depicted in figure 17 as a UML class diagram. An instance of
the MiningDataSpecification class consists of one or more instances of the Mining-
Attribute class.12 A MiningAttribute accepts one of the following types: (a) Nu-
mericAttribute, (b) CategoricalAttribute, and (c) OrdinalAttribute, each
of which corresponds to an attribute type in definition 4.3 on page 63. Clearly, a Categor-
icalAttribute and item iii on page 63 are equivalent due to the fact that a Categor-
icalAttribute stores its associated categories in an ordered list that maps each category
uniquely to a category number. A CategoricalAttribute provides access to this map-
ping in both directions. All other equivalences between the attribute types of definition 4.3 on
page 63 and figure 17 are apparent.

MiningDataSpecification

−miningAttribute:MiningAttribute[1..*]

+addMiningAttribute(miningAttribute:MiningAttribute):boolean

+getMiningAttribute(attributeIndex:int):MiningAttribute

+getMiningAttribute(attributeName:String):MiningAttribute

MiningAttribute

#dataSpecification:MiningDataSpecification
dataSpecification+

miningAttribute+

1..* hasMiningAttribute

NumericAttribute

−interval:Interval

−isCyclic:boolean

−isDiscrete:boolean

CategoricalAttribute

−category:Category[1..*]

+addCategory(category:Category):double

+getCategory(key:double):Category

+getKey(category:Category):double

Category

−value:Object

−displayValue:String

−property:CategoryProperty
categoricalAttribute+

0..1 category+

*containsCategory

OrderedAttribute

−isCyclic:boolean
orderedAttribute+

0..1

category+ *
{ordered}

containsOrderedCategories

Figure 17: Meta-data modeling with the CWM data mining package (UML class diagram).

12Strictly speaking, there is a significant difference between a class and instances of a class. UML describes
the classes and interrelations between the classes. Such interrelations actually exist only among instances of the
classes. However, discussing UML class diagrams is unnecessarily protracted, if this distinction is explicitly made
for every occurrence of a class name. Therefore, from now on, both classes and instances are uniformly typeset in
the typewriter style.
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4.2.1.3 Example

This example examines three aspects of a data matrix and its assigned meta-data.

Interpreting a Data Matrix Employing its Assigned Meta-Data Given is the following
real-valued 4× 2 data matrix

A =


0.5 1
1 0
2 0.5

0.1 ϑ

 . (4.2)

A1 is a numeric attribute implying Θ(A1) = {ϑ}, and A2 is a categorical attribute with
Θ(A2) = {“null”}. Let the meta-data of A1 correspond to the mapping

MA1(a) = I[0,1](a) =

{
a, if a ∈ [0, 1]

ϑ, if a ∈
(
R \ [0, 1]

)
∪ {ϑ},

(4.3)

that is, A1 is restricted to the interval [0, 1] and any values outside this interval are interpreted
as missing values by A1’s meta-data. Let the meta-data of A2 correspond to

MA2(a) =


“category 1”, if a = 0

“category 2”, if a = 1

“category 3”, if a = 2

“null”, if a ∈
(
R \ {0, 1, 2}

)
∪ {ϑ},

(4.4)

that is, A2 is defined as a categorical attribute with three categories. It can be easily verified
that the meta-data in equation (4.3) and equation (4.4) conform to definition 4.2 on page 62 and
definition 4.3 on page 63.

Let a ∈ (R ∪ {ϑ})2 be a vector according to definition 4.5 on page 64. Then, MA(a) =(
MA1(a1), MA2(a2)

)
holds, that is, its meta-data is obtained by combining the meta-data of

each attribute. Applying MA to the entire data matrix in equation (4.2) yields the following
transformed data matrix, an interpretation of A:

MA(A) =


0.5 “category 2”
1 “category 1”
ϑ “null”

0.1 “null”

 . (4.5)

Equation (4.5) is called a stream. It is obvious that this notion corresponds to the streams
mentioned in section 3.3.3.1 on page 52. The notion of a stream is covered in more detail in
section 4.2.2 on page 68.

Deriving Meta-Data from a Stream In practice, the reverse approach is taken, that is, a
stream is given and the data matrix is derived implicitly by canonically creating MA.13 Alter-
natively, MA can be explicitly specified and provided to the stream. It is important to note that
the mining algorithms operate on the data matrices that are derived from the streams, not on
the streams directly. This means, for example, that if A[1, ] is required by a mining algorithm,

13MA is generally not unique.
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it is computed dynamically as A[1, ] = (0.5, 1). Therefore, it is necessary to infer a ∈ R for
given MA(a). This can be achieved with the following mapping:

MA(m) :=

{
M−1

A (m), if m ∈ M(A) \Θ(A)

ϑ, otherwise.
(4.6)

M−1
A (m) is the inverse mapping of MA, which obviously exists due to definition 4.2 on page 62.

Although equation (4.6) is not the inverse mapping of MA in the strict sense, it is referred to as
the inverse meta-data of A.

Remark. Adding “category 2” to Θ(A) in above example yields A[1, ] = (0.5, ϑ) due to
equation (4.6). This reflects remark item b on page 63.

Presetting Meta-Data for a Stream MA can be regarded as an “interpretation” of its as-
signed attribute A. Changing the meta-data mapping MA leads to a different interpretation of
A. If the meta-data mapping of A1 equation (4.3) on the facing page is altered by using I[0,∞)

instead of I[0,1] and if the meta-data mapping of A2 equation (4.4) on the preceding page is
replaced by

MA2(a2) =

{
“red”, if a2 = 0

“null”, if a2 ∈
(
R \ {0}

)
∪ {ϑ},

(4.7)

the following stream, given the same initial data matrix equation (4.2) on the facing page, is
obtained:

MA(A) =


0.5 “null”
1 “red”
2 “null”

0.1 “null”

 . (4.8)

Conversely, if the stream in equation (4.8) is given, the meta-data for A2 can be canonically in-
ferred as equation (4.7). Another option is presetting the meta-data for a given stream. Suppose
that the following stream

MA(A) =


0.5 “blue”
1 “red”
2 “null”

0.1 “null”


is given and its meta-data for A2 are preset as equation (4.7). If a data mining algorithms seeks
A[1, ], MA2 can be leveraged to infer that A[1, ] = (0.5, ϑ) holds, since “blue” is not a valid
category.14

However, if a stream is configured to alter its meta-data dynamically, MA2 can be modified
by adding “blue” to M(A2) as a valid category, yielding A[1, ] = (0.5, 1), since category “blue”
is assigned to the next available integer, that is, 1. It is important to bear in mind that there is,
in fact, a significant difference between a data matrix A and a stream MA(A). As streams are
a fundamental prerequisite for WUSAN, they are discussed in greater detail in section 4.2.2 on
the following page.

14Strictly speaking, it would be better to introduce invalid values besides missing values, since “blue” in the
above stream is actually not a missing value. However, this would unnecessarily increase the complexity of the
mathematical model. In practice, the CWM data mining meta-model supports invalid values along with missing
values. The concept of invalid values can be added to the mathematical model similarly to the concept of missing
values.
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4.2.1.4 Summary

This section briefly summarizes the benefits of the meta-data concept that has been introduced
as a mathematical model in the previous sections.

(1) The model provides a standardized and clearly defined meta-data model, which is com-
patible with the CWM data mining package meta-model and hence, with any generic data
pools conforming to the CWM. This feature supersedes any meta-data transformations dur-
ing the WUA process.15 The model is applicable as shown at the end of section 4.2.1.2 on
page 62, since it has been realized in XELOPES, which deploys figure 17 on page 65.

(2) In the example in the previous section, it has been demonstrated that meta-data can be
derived from any stream through inverse meta-data. That is, for any data source provided
as a stream, meta-data are readily available. Alternatively, they can be explicitly preset
for streams. In appendix chapter G on page 149, it is demonstrated how meta-data can be
modeled with PMML, which represents a standardized XML interface for users.

(3) By altering meta-data that are assigned to a data matrix, it is possible to create a different
interpretation of the same data set. This can be beneficial during the pattern discovery phase
when a highly flexible data pool is required. Furthermore, some of the transformations
discussed in section 4.2.3 on page 72 amount to altering meta-data – a very efficient way
of implementing a stream transformation.

(4) The handling of missing values can be dealt with by administering the missing value set
Θ(A) for each attribute A. This feature is discussed in the following section.

(5) Storing a data matrix and its assigned meta-data in a data source instead of the inferred
stream, generally helps to reduce the amount of data to be stored.

(6) The transformations that are introduced in section 4.2.3 on page 72 can be modeled in a
clearly structured manner. Furthermore elemental transformations that are coded in Java
can be implemented and tested more efficiently, since they also separate the transformation
of data and their meta-data (also compare next item).

(7) The mathematical model supports a unified view of data mining (see appendix chapter C
on page 129). Admittedly, this is rather significant from a theoretical perspective.

4.2.2 Modeling Streams

Streams have been mentioned twice so far: first, in section 3.3.3.1 on page 52, it was stated that
streams are employed to access data within WUSAN; second, in section 4.2.1.3 on page 66, it
was mentioned that, in practice, a stream MA(A) is given, not the data matrix A itself.

This section discusses the stream classes of XELOPES and WUSAN, which provide access
to manifold kinds of data sources. The classes relevant to the LOORDSM are illustrated as
UML class diagrams throughout this section.16

15Compare section 3.3.2.1 on page 46.
16In order to simplify the UML class diagram illustrations, the following approach is pursued: a UML class

diagram only depicts methods and variables that are introduced or overridden by this class. Methods implementing
an interface are not depicted, since it is clear that an implementing class must realize them. Some of the original
XELOPES stream classes have been adapted for WUSAN, whereas others have been implemented from scratch.
Adaptations have been made in view of consistent behavior, performance, and additional functionality.
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4.2.2.1 Stream Properties

As yet, streams have been discussed from a theoretical perspective. It has been determined that
data matrices and streams can be mapped into each other through the assigned meta-data or
inverse meta-data, respectively. Furthermore, it was stated that streams are employed to model
various data sources in XELOPES and that they are passed on to WUSAN. Hence, users must
be knowledgeable about the basic features of stream classes, that is, Java classes that model
streams.17 Thus, it is necessary to switch to a nuts and bolts perspective to discuss streams. A
programmer’s nuts and bolts perspective is UML, and its sub-model of class diagrams is well
suited to discuss streams and their various features.18

The abstract class MiningInputStream is the prototype of a stream. Its UML class
diagram is depicted in the appendix section D.1 on page 131 and can be skipped at this point.
The class offers methods for three functional areas: (1) general stream properties, especially
a stream’s meta-data, (2) cursor methods that implement the access to the rows of its assigned
data matrix, and (3) handling of missing values, that is, methods that administer the sets of
missing values.19

The following definition links the notion of a stream to a concrete Java class implementing
the principal features just mentioned.

Definition 4.8 (Stream). The image of a data matrix MA(A) is called a stream. It is modeled
by the abstract class MiningInputStream in figure 43 on page 131, which provides access
to the inferred data matrix A.

In detail, a stream comprises the following features:

(1) General Stream Properties. Once a stream’s constructor has been invoked, the stream
must provide meta-data that are accessible with the getMetaData method. The meta-
data may originate from three different sources: (i) they may be explicitly provided as an
argument of the stream’s constructor, (ii) they may be implicitly provided by an additional
data source, for example, a flat file or a database table providing meta-data in a standardized
format, for instance, the PMML DataDictionary tag20, or (iii) they may be auto-
detected by iterating through the complete stream or portions of it and canonically creating
its meta-data.21

(2) Cursor Methods. Prior to accessing it, a stream must be initialized with the openmethod.
Nonrecurring stream initializations, that is, initializations that have to be made only once
for a stream (usually time-expensive operations), are placed in the open method. Recur-
ring stream initializations, that is, initializations that must be executed when the stream is
reset (generally less time-expensive operations), are placed in the reset method. Both
methods position the cursor in front of the first vector of the data matrix.22

17Lacking ease of use in terms of GUI support for users is a definite deficiency of the current WUSAN prototype.
However, this thesis rather focuses on research results than usability. That is why a low-level technical discussion
could not be entirely omitted.

18The detailed UML diagrams can be found in the appendix chapter D on page 131.
19Moreover, the MiningInputStream class implements various getter methods that access its properties.
20Compare section 3.3.2.2 on page 50.
21The first two items refer to presetting the meta-data for streams and the last item refers to deriving the

meta-data through the stream’s inverse meta-data. Both alternatives have been brought up in the example of
section 4.2.1.3 on page 66.

22The reset method can be invoked, only if the stream is opened, that is, if the nonrecurring stream initializa-
tions have been completed.
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Once the stream is initialized, its cursor can be moved with the next and move methods.
While the former moves the cursor from its position to the next row, the latter positions the
cursor directly at a certain position within the stream.23 The read method retrieves A[i, ],
if the cursor is placed at position i. It is this method that actually provides access to the
inferred data matrix as mentioned in definition 4.8 on the previous page.

(3) Handling of Missing Values. As mentioned in definition 4.1 on page 62, missing values
are represented by ϑ in a data matrix A, whereas missing values in a stream MA(A) are
represented by the elements of the set of missing values Θ(A) for attribute A. A Min-
ingInputStream implements the addMissingValue method, which adds strings
to Θ(A) := Θ(Ai) for all categorical attributes Ai ∈ {A1, . . . , Am}. This means that
there exists only one set of missing values for a stream shared by all categorical attributes.
The isMissingValue method checks whether a given string is contained in Θ(A).
As Θ(Ai) := {ϑ} for all numerical attributes Ai ∈ {A1, . . . , Am} (compare item iv on
page 62), the methods for handling missing values in a stream have an effect on categorical
attributes only.

Depending on the data source accessed by a stream, it is possible to provide not only reading
access but also writing access. Writing access is modeled by the UpdatableStream inter-
face depicted in the UML class diagram in figure 44 on page 132. The interface offers methods
for appending single vectors or complete streams on condition that the meta-data match.

4.2.2.2 Stream Classes

The MiningInputStream class has been extended by various sub-classes, providing for
concrete stream implementations that access certain physical data sources or that fulfill certain
data transformation tasks. The list below gives a brief overview of the streams available in
XELOPES and WUSAN:

(1) Memory Streams. Refers to the streams that reside in the computer’s main memory, that
is, they allow for fast stream operations and data access but are limited in the amount of data
they can handle. The MiningArrayStream class is based on an array of fixed length
that cannot be altered at runtime; the MiningCollectionStream class is updatable,
since it is based on Java collections24. The UML class diagrams of both streams can be
found in the appendix section D.2 on page 132.

(2) Flat File Streams. Refers to streams that access data in flat files. The prototype of a
flat file stream is modeled by the MiningFileStream class. Its sub-classes parse the
file structure either through a Java StreamTokenizer (realized by the abstract Min-
ingTokenizerStream class) or through regular expressions [compare Friedl, 2002]
(realized by the MiningCsvStream and the LogFileStream classes). The following
types of file streams are available:

(i) The MiningArffStream class models streams with an embedded flat file con-
forming to the ARFF file format [see Paynter et al., 2002]. This file format is pro-
posed by Witten and Frank [2005, section 2.4].

(ii) The MiningCsvStream class models streams with an embedded CSV flat file, that
is, its values are separated by a delimiter and optionally enclosed in quote chars.

23Only if this feature is supported by the stream; this can be checked with the isMovable method.
24An introduction to Java collections can be found in Horstmann and Cornell [2005b, chapter 2].
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(iii) The MiningC50Stream class models streams with an embedded flat file conform-
ing to the C5.0 file format [compare RULEQUEST].25 This file format is actually
comprised of two files: (a) a data file in CSV format and (b) a names file that stores
meta-data in a proprietary format. This stream transforms the meta-data originating
from the names file into a MiningDataSpecification.

(iv) The LogFileStream class models streams with an embedded flat file conforming
to one of various log formats such as the W3C extended log format or the NCSA log
formats [see Sweiger et al., 2002, chapter 2].

The corresponding UML class diagrams covering the flat file streams mentioned can be
found in the appendix section D.3 on page 133.

(3) Database Streams. Refers to streams that access data in an RDBMS. Databases play an
important role when it comes to managing and storing large volumes of data. Figure 48 on
page 135 depicts WUSAN’s database streams. The MiningSqlStream class provides
access to the result set of an SQL query. Its meta-data is auto-detected through the result set
meta-data provided by the RDBMS – in combination with a (partial) iteration through the
result set. This approach has one major drawback: meta-data operations in an RDBMS are
expensive in terms of program execution performance, especially if they occur repeatedly,
and so they should generally be avoided or at least alleviated by sending smart queries that
minimize the costs of retrieving database meta-data to the RDBMS [DATADIRECT]. The
following two sub-classes address this particular problem:

(i) The MiningTableSqlStream class accesses data in a single table of an RDBMS.
Such a table must conform to a special format that can be created with WUSAN’s
MiningUpdatableSqlSource class (see appendix section D.6 on page 133).
This table format provides for meta-data that is compatible with the MiningData-
Specification class, stored in PMML format. In order to accelerate reading and
writing stream accesses, this stream implements internal insert and select caches. It
is a fundamental prerequisite for deploying the LOORDSM.

(ii) The MiningQuerySqlStream class models access to a result set that is created by
an SQL query, with the involved tables conforming to the internal structure required
for the MiningTableSqlStream class.

(4) Filter Streams. The abstract class MiningFilterStream models a stream that em-
beds another stream. The embedded stream is transformed by its wrapper class through
various stream transformations. Common transformations are, for instance, a row filter,
that is, certain rows of the embedded stream are filtered if they match a filter criterion, or a
column filter, that is, certain columns from the individual vectors of the embedded stream
are skipped. The sub-class MiningVectorFilterStream models a row filter based
on regular expressions for each attribute.26 The sub-class MiningTransformation-
Stream applies a regular transformation to every vector of the embedded stream.27 This
feature ensures that this sub-class is a powerful instrument for realizing complex stream
transformations. A column filter is only one of many applications of this stream.

25This stream class has been developed for WUSAN due to the fact that the KDD Cup 2000 data employed in
chapter 5 on page 95 are stored in C5.0 format.

26An introduction to regular expressions is given in Friedl [2002].
27Regular transformations are discussed in section 4.2.3 on the following page.
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Finally, the MultidimensionalStream class models simple memory-based, OLAP-
like select and order operations. Its practical employment is described in detail in Thess
and Bolotnicov [2004, section 6.4.7].

The corresponding UML class diagrams for filter streams are illustrated in the appendix
section D.5 on page 133. Furthermore, vector filters, which are required for the Mining-
VectorFilterStream class, are discussed in more detail in section D.7 on page 137.

4.2.2.3 Summary

The various types of streams discussed in the previous section serve three purposes within WU-
SAN: (i) They are employed within the data access component in figure 15 on page 53 in order
to tap various physical data sources, that is, they model the source streams for the ETL process.
(ii) Database streams are employed within the data warehousing component in figure 15 on
page 53 as target streams.28 (iii) They are employed for tapping the data warehouse for data
mining within the analysis component in figure 15 on page 53.

Now, the preparatory work for transformation modeling is completed, that is, the notion of
meta-data has been introduced and streams that leverage the meta-data are disposable. This
means that the most complex milestone towards the LOORDSM can be tackled next: transfor-
mation modeling within the ETL component in figure 15 on page 53.

4.2.3 Transformation Modeling

4.2.3.1 Outline

As mentioned in the introduction of section 4.2 on page 61, preprocessing can be regarded as
the application of a sequence of complex transformations to a stream, that is, preprocessing
basically transforms a stream into another stream. As stated before, the third step towards an
XML interface for transformation modeling is the design of a mathematical model for ETL
transformations, which must be convertible into a structured XML user interface.

WUSAN’s architecture in figure 15 on page 53 shows that the data flow during ETL trans-
formations is split into two parts: first, the transformation of the data, that is, a sequence of
real-valued transformations, and second, the transformation of the meta-data, that is, a se-
quence of meta-data transformations.

The first part of the mathematical model deals with the different types of transformations
that may occur for ETL modeling. It is inferred that for ETL modeling, certain types of trans-
formations are essential, referred to as regular transformations. Regular transformations can
be executed vector by vector, that is, every single vector of the source stream is mapped to a
distinct vector of the target stream. It is the regular transformations or rather the vector trans-
formation related to them that are the backbone of ETL modeling.

Consequently, the question arises as to how vector transformations can be modeled in view
of (i) conveniently coding vector transformations to compile a library of standardized trans-
formations for the WUA domain, (ii) concatenating and nesting vector transformations to fa-
cilitate the modeling of complex vector transformations, and (iii) providing a convenient and
user-friendly XML interface for transformation modeling.

28Target streams are defined with the WusanML TableStream tag. An example for employing this tag can
be found in listing G.15 on page 166.
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4.2.3.2 Mathematical Model

Basics of Transformation Modeling It has been mentioned before that ETL is about trans-
forming streams into one another. The following definition characterizes the most general type
of an ETL transformation.

Definition 4.9 (Transformation). Let A1, . . . , Am be attributes and let MA1,...,Am be meta-data
appendant to A1, . . . , Am. Let M(A1, . . . , Am) be the set of data matrices with m columns that
provide meta-data MA1,...,Am . Then, a mapping

TA1,...,Am : M(A1, . . . , Am) → M(A′
1, . . . , A

′
m′) (4.9)

is called a transformation, if for any preimage data matrix A ∈ M(A1, . . . , Am) its image
TA1,...,Am(A) has equal lines as or fewer lines than its preimage A.

Remark. Equation (4.9) can be shortened to

TA1,...,Am : A1, . . . , Am → A′
1, . . . , A

′
m′ ,

since it is implicitly clear on what kind of domains the transformations operate.

This definition basically states that transformations operate on data matrices and that the
transformed data matrix cannot have more lines than the original data matrix, that is, a trans-
formation can only map available vectors (each vector separately or all vectors as a whole), but
not “create” additional vectors. Normally, the original and the transformed data matrix have
the same number of lines. A good example of a transformation where the transformed data
matrix has less lines than the original data matrix is a filter that separates out certain vectors of
the original data matrix.

If in definition 4.9 both the original data matrix and the transformed data matrix consist of
one vector only, TA1,...,Am is referred to as a vector transformation. As mentioned before, a
vector transformation can be split into the following two transformations:

(i) a real-valued transformation tA1,...,Am : Rm → Rm′ and

(ii) a meta-data transformation TMA1,...,Am
: MA1,...,Am → MA′1,...,A′

m′
.

This reflects the characteristics of vectors, defined in definition 4.5 on page 64. Vectors consist
of a real-valued vector and meta-data to interpret this vector.

The following definition characterizes the most important transformation type in ETL mod-
eling. A regular transformation links a transformation according to definition 4.9 and a vector
transformation and allows to reduce the discussion of transformation modeling to vector trans-
formations, significantly simplifying subsequent disquisitions.

Definition 4.10 (Regular Transformation). Let T be a transformation and let A be an n × m
data matrix. If there exists a vector transformation T ′ such that

T (A) =

T ′(A[1, ])
...

T ′(A[n, ])

 ,

T is called a regular transformation.
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A regular transformation T can be regarded as a vector transformation that is applied to ev-
ery single vector of a data matrix. Consequently, for regular transformations, it is sufficient to
analyze their assigned vector transformations. For the sake of simplification, a vector transfor-
mation T ′ that is assigned to a regular transformation T is also referred to as T , though, strictly
speaking, the two transformations are not the same. To complete the theory, a transformation
T that is not regular is referred to as a special transformation.

Regular transformations are fully supported by the CWM transformation package. Most
preprocessing transformations occurring in practice are modeled as regular transformations. In
general parlance, if a preprocessing transformation does not require information that can be
calculated or retrieved only from more than one line of the data matrix or from the whole data
matrix (for example, an empirical expected value or an empirical variance), it can be modeled
as a regular transformation. Otherwise, it must be modeled as a special transformation. Special
transformations represent a proprietary transformation type that is not supported by the CWM
transformation package [compare Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 6.6.4].

XELOPES implements two interfaces that can be employed for representing the two trans-
formation types. Regular transformations can be modeled with the MiningTransformer
interface in figure 18, whereas special transformations can be modeled with the Mining-
StreamTransformer interface in figure 19. Yet, at the same time, they may not implement
the MiningTransformer interface. It is important to note that the MiningTransform-
er interface principally implies the MiningStreamTransformer interface due to the fact
that a vector transformation can be regarded as a regular transformation. Although both inter-
faces are independent of the CWM, XELOPES realizes the MiningTransformer interface
with the CWM transformation package’s infrastructure if the interface is implemented by trans-
formation classes. Special transformations, however, always require a proprietary modeling
and implementation [Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 6.6.4].

<< interface >>

MiningTransformer

+transform(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningDataSpecification

+transform(miningVector:MiningVector):MiningVector

Figure 18: The XELOPES MiningTransformer interface (UML class diagram).

<< interface >>

MiningStreamTransformer

+transform(sourceStream:MiningInputStream,targetStream:UpdatableStream):int

Figure 19: The XELOPES MiningStreamTransformer interface (UML class diagram).

A vector transformation T is given. The question arises how the smallest transformation
units, the “atoms” of a vector transformation, can be characterized. It is obvious that for a
modular transformation design allowing for the composition of complex transformations from
several simple transformations, the atoms must be known.

On the one hand, vector transformations can be concatenated given that the attributes match.
This means that two vector transformations T1 and T2 with matching attributes can be executed
consecutively to create a new vector transformation, for instance, T = T2 ◦ T1 meaning that T2

is applied to the results of T1. In other words, T can be decomposed vertically into T1 and T2.
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On the other hand, a vector transformation T may be composed of two or more transfor-
mations that are executed in parallel. Figure 20 depicts an exemplary vector transformation
that can be decomposed horizontally. A vector transformation is referred to as indecompos-
able, if it can neither be decomposed horizontally nor vertically. An indecomposable vector
transformation can be regarded as an atom.

Figure 20: Horizontal decomposition of a vector transformation.

Example (Describing a Horizontal Composition as a Vertical Composition). Given are at-
tributes A1, . . . , A6 and two vector transformations

TA1,A2,A3 : A1, A2, A3 → A′
1, . . . , A

′
4

and
TA4,A5 : A4, A5 → A1.

Obviously, both vector transformations can be composed horizontally. However, from a com-
putational perspective, it may not be desirable or feasible that both vector transformations are
executed in parallel. Instead, it may be advisable to execute them consecutively. This can be
achieved by adding identical vector transformations as follows:

TA1,...,A6 =

(
TA4,A5

IA′1,...,A′4,A6

)
◦

(
TA1,A2,A3

IA4,A5,A6

)
.

In less precise notation, the assembled vector transformation can be written as an ordinary
vertical composition

TA1,...,A6 = TA4,A5 ◦ TA1,A2,A3 ,

bearing in mind that identical vector transformations are implicitly added. It is this concept
that is referred to as a vertical composition in the remaining discussion of this chapter. So, the
overall vector transformation TA1,...,A6 is executed as follows:

A1, . . . , A6

TA1,A2,A3−→ A′
1, . . . , A

′
4, A4, A5, A6

TA4,A5−→ A′
1, . . . , A

′
4, A1, A6.
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Modeling Vector Transformations From now on, the term transformation refers to a vector
transformation. XELOPES’s model of handling transformations is based on the CWM trans-
formation package. The XELOPES transformation classes are sub-classes of the various CWM
transformation classes described in detail in Poole et al. [2003, chapter 10]. Basically, trans-
formations can be composed of atoms. Compound transformations can again be grouped into
transformations of higher complexity on different abstraction levels.

This paragraph discusses the CWM transformation model based on the corresponding XE-
LOPES sub-classes [compare Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 5.6]. An in-depth under-
standing of them is essential for the foundations of the LOORDSM. Following the structure
of the CWM transformation package, XELOPES implements three classes representing atoms,
that is, indecomposable transformations, referred to as mappings: (1) the OneToOneMap-
ping class, which, in CWM terms, represents a feature map, (2) the OneToMultipleMap-
ping class, which, in CWM terms, represents a classifier feature map, and (3) the Multi-
pleToMultipleMapping class, which, in CWM terms, represents a classifier map.

(1) One-To-One Mappings. A one-to-one mapping transforms exactly one attribute into
another attribute as shown in figure 21. One-to-one mappings are modeled with the One-
ToOneMapping class. This class serves three purposes: (i) its sub-classes implement the
actual one-to-one-mappings, (ii) it implements the methods required to configure and to
fire a mapping, and (iii) it implements an XML serialization of instances of the class to
WusanML, the XML user interface of the LOORDSM. WusanML is defined as an XML
DTD, which is depicted in the appendix chapter F on page 147. Implementational details
of the OneToOneMapping class are discussed in the appendix section E.1 on page 141
based on a UML class diagram.

Figure 21: One-to-one mapping.

(2) One-To-Multiple Mappings and Multiple-To-One Mappings. A one-to-multiple map-
ping transforms one attribute into two or more attributes as shown in figure 22. A multiple-
to-one mapping, on the other hand, is the counterpart that maps two or more attributes into
one attribute as shown in figure 23 on the next page.

Figure 22: One-to-multiple mapping.

Both mappings are modeled with the OneToMultipleMapping class, the details of
which are discussed in the appendix section E.2 on page 142. This class serves the same
three purposes as discussed above for the OneToOneMapping class. Implementational
details of the OneToMultipleMapping class are discussed in the appendix section E.2
on page 142 based on a UML class diagram.
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Figure 23: Multiple-to-one mapping.

(3) Multiple-To-Multiple Mappings. A multiple-to-multiple mapping transforms two or
more attributes into two or more attributes as shown in figure 24. Multiple-to-multiple map-
pings are modeled with the MultipleToMultipleMapping class. This class serves
the same three purposes as discussed above for the OneToOneMapping class.

Figure 24: Multiple-to-multiple mapping.

Unlike the first two mapping classes, this mapping class is not restricted to realizing atoms
in the strict sense. While figure 24 depicts an atom in the strict sense, that is, the mapping
is indecomposable, in practice, it may be desirable to regard certain multiple-to-multiple
mappings as “semantic atoms” even if they are actually decomposable. Figure 20 on
page 75 demonstrates the latter case of a “decomposable multiple-to-multiple mapping”
as opposed to an indecomposable multiple-to-multiple mapping. From a theoretical per-
spective, the term decomposable multiple-to-multiple mapping is inconsistent, since map-
pings have been defined as being indecomposable. However, from an implementational
perspective, the term is meaningful if atoms are regarded as smallest semantic transfor-
mation units. This fuzziness only occurs for multiple-to-multiple mappings as the other
mappings are indecomposable at any rate.

Consequently, the MultipleToMultipleMapping class can be employed just like the
previous two classes, but additionally, the two mapping classes OneToOneMapping and
OneToMultipleMapping can be embedded into a sub-class of the MultipleTo-
MultipleMapping class, to contribute to a multiple-to-multiple mapping. However, the
MultipleToMultipleMapping class cannot be employed to compose two or more
multiple-to-multiple mappings. This must be done within the concatenation framework
discussed in the following paragraph.

Nesting and Concatenating Transformations On page 74 it was mentioned that transfor-
mations in XELOPES are modeled with the MiningTransformer interface. This interface
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provides two transform methods, which are required to fire the real-valued transformation
and the meta-data transformation.29 Only classes that actually implement this interface can be
employed to execute transformations. However nested or concatenated a transformation is, its
execution interface is always the same.

Furthermore, the CWM transformation package implies that one-to-one, one-to-multiple,
and multiple-to-one mappings must always be embedded in a multiple-to-multiple mapping
class.30 This is due to the fact that, strictly speaking, the CWM transformation package knows
only one mapping type, the multiple-to-multiple mapping class, which may comprise the other
two mapping types.

Figure 25 illustrates how mappings can be composed to more complex transformations. As
discussed before, the MultipleToMultipleMapping class features horizontal composi-
tions of the other mapping types, indicated by the horizontal lines in figure 25.31 Horizontal
composition matches horizontal decomposition, which is illustrated in figure 20 on page 75.
All composed mappings are executed in parallel on the same meta-data. One or more multiple-
to-multiple mappings can then be again horizontally composed with a MiningTransfor-
mationStep class.

Figure 25: Composing complex transformations.

It is important to note that the multiple-to-multiple mappings included in a Mining-
TransformationStep class may not interfere, that is, only such mappings that can be
executed smoothly in parallel may be included. Here, the word “interfere” refers to implemen-
tational details.32

29Compare item i on page 73 and item ii on page 73.
30Compare Poole et al. [2003, figure 6.46].
31The execution order of the MultipleToMultipleMapping class is discussed in item vi on page 143.
32 With horizontal composition, the same meta-data are employed for all horizontally composed mappings. In

XELOPES’s implementation, an attribute can be employed by several of the horizontally composed mappings.
When meta-data are changed dynamically within a multiple-to-multiple mapping embedded in a transformation
step, strange effects may occur when another multiple-to-multiple mapping of the transformation step makes uses
of the modified meta-data, due to the fact that the original and the modified meta-data are linked through pointers
where programmers do not expect such a link. This problem primarily results from the fact that XELOPES does
not provide methods for duplicating meta-data other than shallow copies, that is, the original and copied meta-data
partially share objects. This problem can be avoided by wrapping only one multiple-to-multiple mapping into each
transformation step. This loophole would mean that multiple-to-multiple mappings are composed only through
vertical compositions. Apart from performance issues, this loophole has no other drawbacks but adds to making
the user interface more robust.
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Finally, different MiningTransformationSteps can be composed vertically with the
MiningTransformationActivity class. A vertical composition corresponds to the ap-
proach followed in the example on page 75. The basic principle of gradually nesting and
concatenating transformations and mappings on different abstraction levels directly reflects the
CWM approach to assemble complex transformations [compare OMG-CWM, chapter 13]. A
detailed example for this fundamental principle is discussed next, as a clear understanding
is required for the concrete modeling of ETL transformations. The UML class diagrams of
the MiningTransformationStep class and the MiningTransformationActivi-
ty class are depicted in the appendix section E.4 on page 144.

4.2.3.3 Example

This example examines how complex transformations can be assembled. Given the scenario
that a statistical or data mining analysis on customer data must be accomplished, an attribute
Aduration_in_months, which describes the duration in months between a customer’s first and last
transaction, is required. The source data matrix consists of the attributes shown in table 1. A

Attribute Type Meaning
A1 = Acustomer_id numeric unique customer ID
A2 = Acustomer_status categorical differentiation between profitable and non-

profitable customers
A3 = Afirst_timestamp categorical timestamp of first completed transaction
A4 = Alast_timestamp categorical timestamp of last completed transaction
A5 = Azip_code numeric customer’s zip code

Table 1: Source attributes for the exemplary transformation.

transformation that takes these attributes as input and delivers Acustomer_id and Aduration_in_months

as output is sought. To this end, the overall transformation task must be decomposed into
(semantic) atoms. XELOPES offers a wide spectrum of predefined mappings that can be em-
ployed as building blocks for transformation modeling.33 The following transformations must
be modeled for this example:

step (1): Remove all the attributes that are not needed for any of the transformation steps or for
the final transformed data matrix, namely Acustomer_status and Azip_code,

step (2): Derive Aduration_in_months from Afirst_timestamp and Alast_timestamp, and

step (3): Preserve Acustomer_id for the final data matrix.

With WUSAN, the concrete transformation modeling can be accomplished by creating a
description of the sought transformation in WusanML (which intuitively follows the nesting
and concatenation approach just discussed). The resulting WusanML description is shown in
listing 4.1 on the next page. This XML description can then be imported into a Mining-
TransformationActivity class by employing the methods provided by the PmmlPre-
sentable interface.34 Alternatively, the transformation can be directly modeled with the Java
classes. This is more complex and requires in-depth knowledge about the actual class structure.

33The mappings of XELOPES are discussed in Thess and Bolotnicov [2004, section 6.6.1-section 6.6.3].
34Compare section E.4 on page 144. Unlike the original XELOPES classes, WUSAN’s MiningTransfor-

mationActivity and the MiningTransformationStep classes implement a serialization to WusanML.
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Listing 4.1: Modeling the exemplary transformation with WusanML.� �
1 <Transformation>

<Step>
3 <Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.MultipleToMultiple.↘

→RemoveAttributes" removeSourceAttributes="true">
<AttributeList />

5 <AttributeList>
<Name>customer_status</Name>

7 <Name>zip_code</Name>
</AttributeList>

9 </Mapping>
</Step>

11 <Step>
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘

→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="true">
13 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList />
15 <Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToMultiple.↘

→DurationInMonths" removeSourceAttributes="true">
<AttributeList>

17 <Name>first_timestamp</Name>
<Name>last_timestamp</Name>

19 </AttributeList>
<AttributeList>

21 <Name>duration_in_months</Name>
</AttributeList>

23 </Mapping>
</Mapping>

25 </Step>
<Step>

27 <Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.MultipleToMultiple.↘
→ChangeAttributeOrder" removeSourceAttributes="true">
<AttributeList />

29 <AttributeList>
<Name>customer_id</Name>

31 <Name>duration_in_months</Name>
</AttributeList>

33 </Mapping>
</Step>

35 </Transformation>� �
step (1): Create a transformation step Tremove : ∗ → ¬(Acustomer_status, Azip_code), which removes

all the attributes that do not belong to the final transformed data matrix or that are not
required during subsequent transformation steps, that is, Acustomer_status and Azip_code are
removed by Tremove from the meta-data ∗.35 The transformation step encapsulates the
multiple-to-multiple mapping class RemoveAttributes.

step (2): Create another transformation step that computes Aduration_in_months, that is,

Tcalculate_duration : Afirst_timestamp, Alast_timestamp → Aduration_in_months,

which embeds the proprietary mapping class DurationInMonths.36

35This less precise notation means that all available attributes are taken as source attributes.
36According to the discussion on page 78, the latter mapping must be embedded in a MultipleToMulti-

pleMapping class.
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step (3): No transformation is necessary, since the transformations are composed vertically.
Following the example on page 75, identical mappings are filled in where necessary.
In order to keep the desired sequence of target attributes, a mapping that produces the
designated attribute order is added as a last transformation step.

Putting it all together leads to the following transformation (the attribute realignment mapping
is not considered):

Tcalculate_duration ◦ Tremove : ∗ → Acustomer_id, Aduration_in_months.

This looks quite trivial due to its compact notation. Yet, disassembling the overall transforma-
tion leads to clarity about exactly what happens during its execution:

(1) The transformation starts with the projection

Tremove : A1, . . . , A5 → A1, A3, A4,

which can be divided into a real-valued transformation

tremove
A1,...,A5

: (R ∪ {ϑ})5 → (R ∪ {ϑ})3

and a meta-data transformation

T remove
MA1,...,A5

: MA1,...,A5 → MA1,A3,A4 .

(2) Executing Tcalculate_duration on the image of Tremove implies the application of the meta-data

MA1,A3,A4 : (R ∪ {ϑ})3 →
(
M(A1) ∪ {ϑ}

)
×

(
M(A3) ∪ {ϑ}

)
×

(
M(A4) ∪ {ϑ}

)
as a first step. This, in turn, interprets the output of Tremove taken as input for

tcalculate_duration
A1,A3,A4

: (R ∪ {ϑ})2 → R ∪ {ϑ},

which is accompanied by the meta-data transformation

T calculate_duration
MA1,A3,A4

: MA3,A4 → MAduration_in_months .

As mentioned before, a vertical composition involves the execution of the identical trans-
formation IA1 : A1 → A1 in parallel to Tcalculate_duration, since otherwise the meta-data would
not match.

The modular conception for transformation modeling calls for a collection of ready-to-use
mappings and transformations, that is, building blocks that can be employed as constituents for
complex transformations. To this end, WUSAN provides a variety of WUA-specific mappings
that can be leveraged for modeling ETL transformations for this domain. However, if a required
mapping is not available, it must be implemented from scratch and made available in WUSAN.
As WusanML employs the names of the Java mapping classes for transformation modeling, a
new mapping class can be used without any further adaptations on WusanML.

All mapping types are modeled with the Mapping tag in WusanML. The different mapping
types are distinguished by the number of Name tags enclosed in the source and target Attri-
buteList tags.37

37Compare the WusanML DTD in listing F.1 on page 147.
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4.2.3.4 Summary

This section presented the last milestone towards the LOORDSM: transformation modeling.
Initially, a general understanding of transformations was introduced. It was concluded that for
ETL transformation modeling, vector transformations are crucial and must be further investi-
gated. The smallest transformation units have been identified as (semantic) atoms modeled with
one-to-one, one-to-multiple, multiple-to-one, and multiple-to-multiple mappings. While their
implementational details have been postponed to the appendix chapter E on page 141, their
employment and compositions have been discussed, allowing users to create complex vector
transformations with WusanML.

It is this XML interface that lays the foundations for the LOORDSM’s road capability in
practical projects. This aspect is renewed in chapter 5 when a showcase example is discussed.
The LOORDSM, which is discussed next, assembles all building blocks derived so far to the
overall model, capturing the entire ETL process and discharging into the WusanML interface
in chapter F on page 147.

4.3 The LOORDSM
In the previous section, the three prerequisites for the LOORDSM have been staged: a meta-
data model, streams, and transformation modeling. At the end of chapter 3, it was concluded
that a data storage model is sought: this should not only model the physical data storage of WU-
SAN’s data warehouse but also provide a framework for the implementation of associated ETL
transformations such that it meets the requirements mentioned in item 1 on page 42 conforming
to the CWM. The LOORDSM brings together all building blocks prepared so far and assembles
them into a higher-ranking ETL transformation and data storage model.

The LOORDSM is introduced in this section in two steps. First, in section 4.3.1 on the next
page, the formal model that describes the basic ideas of the LOORDSM is presented. Second,
in section 4.3.2 on page 86 its concrete realization in Java is discussed in detail on the basis
of a comprehensive UML class diagram, the nuts and bolts perspective that goes into some
implementational details relevant for employing the WusanML XML user interface.

Remark. This section assumes that the reader is familiar with the foundations of dimensional
modeling. Kimball and Merz [2000, p. 364] define dimensional modeling as

“A methodology for modeling data that starts from a set of base measurement
events and constructs a table called the fact table, generally with one record for
each discrete measurement. This fact table is then surrounded by a set of dimen-
sion tables, describing precisely what is known in the context of each measurement
record. Because of the characteristic structure of a dimensional model, it is often
called a star schema. [...]”

Dimensional modeling is the standard approach to realizing ROLAP. As such, its employment
for WUSAN was motivated in section 3.3.3.3 on page 54. A comprehensive introduction to
dimensional modeling can be found in Kimball and Ross [2002].
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4.3.1 The LOORDSM from a Theoretical Perspective

4.3.1.1 Outline

In section 4.1 on page 59, it has been discussed that the LOORDSM belongs to WUSAN’s
ETL layer.38 The LOORDSM creates a data flow between a source stream and a target stream
as shown in figure 26. The source stream can be modeled with any of the streams discussed in
section 4.2.2.2 on page 70 and accesses application server logs or related data sources for the
WUA domain. The target stream is modeled with a database stream in which the underlying
database table is part of a superordinate data model, for instance, a data mart.

Figure 26: Data flow for populating a data mart.

The link between the source stream and the target stream is created with the LOORDSM
within WUSAN’s ETL layer. Generally, one source stream is employed to populate two or
more target streams. In the degenerated case, only one target stream is populated.

The LOORDSM comprises four constituents: (i) star schemas, which describe the tables
of a data mart to be populated simultaneously from the same source stream, (ii) dimensions,
which are contained in one or more star schemas, (iii) fact tables, each of which is assigned to
exactly one star schema being its core, and (iv) transformations, each of which is assigned to
a dimension. Star schemas can be regarded as the containers for the ETL framework, that is,
they contain information about target streams and ETL transformations.39

4.3.1.2 Mathematical Model

The first definition of the mathematical model characterizes the mapping that is required to
generate primary keys when vectors are inserted into dimensions. Although not obvious at this
point, the primary key mapping is an important constituent of the LOORDSM, which influences
a dimension’s behavior when vectors are inserted. Its role becomes clearer in section 4.3.2 on
page 86 where the LOORDSM is discussed from a more practical UML perspective.

Definition 4.11 (Primary Key Mapping). Given attributes A1, . . . , Am and appendant meta-data
MA1,...,Am , let

p : M(A1) ∪Θ(A1)× · · · ×M(Am) ∪Θ(Am) → P
38Compare figure 16 on page 60.
39It is important to mention dimensions are the only objects that actual host ETL transformations. Coming

to the point, a dimension knows which target stream is assigned to it and what data is required to populate that
stream. This knowledge is contained in its assigned ETL transformation.
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be a one-to-one and onto mapping into a user-defined finite-dimensional primary key domain
P . The mapping p ◦MA1,...,Am maps any vector a ∈ (R ∪ {ϑ})m to a unique primary key. p is
called a primary key mapping.

The first constituent of the LOORDSM is characterized in the following definition. A di-
mension comprises a stream (extended by a primary key), its assigned meta-data, and a primary
key mapping, which generates the primary keys for vector insertions.

Definition 4.12 (Dimension). Let A be an n × m data matrix, let p be a compatible primary
key mapping, and let p := p

(
MA1,...,Am(A)

)
be the corresponding primary key vector/matrix.40

Then,
D :=

((
p|MA1,...,Am(A)

)
, p

)
(4.10)

is called a dimension.
(
p|MA1,...,Am(A)

)
denotes a stream extended by the primary key.

Similarly to dimensional modeling, two types of dimensions can be identified, each of
which is implemented in a separate class of the UML class diagram to be discussed in sec-
tion 4.3.2 on page 86. Once again, it must be emphasized that all definitions in this section
refer to the ETL level in figure 16 on page 60, not the data storage layer.

If D consists of two or more attributes none of which is a foreign key attribute41 and if the
primary key mapping produces one-dimensional primary keys, D is referred to as a regular
dimension.42 Further, if D consists of m attributes with the primary key mapping being the
identical mapping on these attributes, D is referred to as a degenerate dimension. The third
alternative dimension type is covered in the next definition. Fact tables cover the case when
foreign key attributes occur in a dimension.

Definition 4.13 (Fact Table). Let F be a dimension with m > 1. If A1, . . . , Am represent
foreign key attributes, that is, M(Ai1) × · · · × M(Aimi

) ⊆ Pi with Pi being the primary key
domain of dimension Di, i = 1, . . . , `, then F is called a fact table.

This definition states that a fact table comprises two or more foreign key attributes, each
of which is part of a foreign key referencing a dimension. Any dimension type is acceptable,
that is, regular dimensions, degenerate dimensions, or fact tables. The involved dimensions
are referenced through one-dimensional foreign keys except for degenerate dimensions: they
are obviously completely embedded into the fact table due to the fact that their primary key
comprises the entire dimension vector.

Finally, the definition coming next characterizes the container for dimensions and fact ta-
bles, a star schema. At this point, transformations are ignored in the mathematical model as
they can be better dealt with in the UML model discussed later.

Definition 4.14 (Star Schema). Let D1, . . . , D` be dimensions and let F be a fact table such
that dimension Di is assigned to one or more attributes of F by a foreign key reference. Then,
the tuple S := (F, D1, . . . , D`) denotes a star schema.

Regular dimensions and fact tables are assigned by one attribute (the foreign key attribute),
while degenerate dimensions are assigned by one or more attributes, since they are entirely
embedded into the fact table.

40Normally, p is a vector.
41A foreign key attribute is part of a foreign key consisting of one or more attributes.
42A regular dimension with only one attribute is not meaningful, because it can be more easily modeled as a

degenerate dimension.
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The above definitions reflect the common understanding of star schemas in dimensional
modeling [compare, for example, Martyn, 2004]. However, as mentioned before, there a sig-
nificant difference between these definitions and the LOORDSM: while the common under-
standing of a star schema refers to a relational data storage model, that is, the mere database
tables in an RDBMS, definition 4.14 on the preceding page and all dependent definitions refer
to the classes of the LOORDSM that operate on the physical database tables in order to realize
the ETL process.

During the ETL process, two tasks must be accomplished for a star schema: (i) populate
the target streams, that is, the physical database tables on which the dimensions operate and
(ii) populate the stream that is assigned to the fact table, also a database stream. Both tasks can
be performed sequentially, in parallel, or as a combination of both approaches. In any case,
whenever a vector is inserted into the fact table, it must contain valid foreign key references,
that is, valid references to the vectors stored in the dimensions. So as to populate a dimension
with meta-data MA1,...,Am , a source stream M eA1,..., eA`

(A) and a transformation

T eA1,..., eA`
: Ã1, . . . , Ã` → A1, . . . , Am, (4.11)

referred to as an ETL transformation, are required. In general, T eA1,..., eA`
is composed of the

following two components:

(1) A raw ETL transformation

T bA1,..., bAb̀ : Â1, . . . , Âb̀→ A1, . . . , Am (4.12)

with {Â1, . . . , Âb̀} ⊆ {Ã1, . . . , Ã`}, that is, the raw ETL transformation comprises equal
or less attributes than the overall transformation in equation (4.11).

(2) A projection ΠA1,...,Am that removes all attributes not required to populate the dimension.

Consequently, equation (4.11) can be rephrased as a vertical composition of a raw ETL
transformation and a projection:

T eA1,..., eA`
= ΠA1,...,Am ◦ T bA1,..., bAb̀. (4.13)

Above equation might puzzle attentive readers, since the meta-data of T eA1,..., eA`
and T bA1,..., bAb̀ do

not match in general. The answer to this problem is rephrasing equation (4.13) to

T eA1,..., eA`
= ΠA1,...,Am ◦

(
T bA1,..., bAb̀ ◦ I eA1,..., eA`

)
.

Here, the first concatenation T bA1,..., bAb̀◦ I eA1,..., eA`
is a vertical composition following the example

on page 75, while the second is an ordinary vertical composition with matching meta-data.
The question arises as to how the splitting of an ETL transformation into a raw ETL trans-

formation and a projection in equation (4.13) is beneficial for the actual ETL modeling. If the
ETL transformation equation (4.11), which depends on the meta-data M eA1,..., eA`

of the source
stream, was directly modeled, in general, it could not be applied to a source stream with meta-
data different from M eA1,..., eA`

. However, if the raw transformation T bA1,..., bAb̀ is modeled, only the
projection ΠA1,...,Am must be adapted to the meta-data of the source stream. The classes of the
LOORDSM allow the projection to be created automatically: modeling the raw transforma-
tions makes the ETL process more robust in view of changing source streams, since the actual
ETL transformations can be created semi-automatically from a static raw transformation and a
dynamic projection.43

43In section E.1 on page 141, it is mentioned that attribute selections are realized with attribute names. There-
fore, if attribute names of the source stream change, it may be necessary to adjust the names of the source attributes
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4.3.1.3 Summary

The theoretical perspective of the LOORDSM pointed out two issues relevant for the further
discussion in the following section. First, it clarified the coherences among its constituents.
These coherences are directly reflected in the design of the LOORDSM’s UML classes. Sec-
ond, it pointed out how ETL transformations can be split into a static part and a dynamic part.
This makes transformation modeling more robust in view of changing source streams, as the
UML classes realize this feature allowing users to restrict themselves to modeling the static
parts only. This leads to increased user friendliness, since it is not necessary for users to bother
with modeling tedious attribute eliminations for every transformation.44

4.3.2 The LOORDSM from an Implementational Perspective

This section switches to a programmer’s perspective by discussing WUSAN’s central UML
class diagram in figure 27 on the facing page. Its main purpose is to model star schemas and
their associated ETL processes in the ETL layer of WUSAN.45 All classes support a WusanML
serialization over the PmmlPresentable interface.46 This is required for two purposes:
(i) Star schemas including their entire ETL process can be modeled completely or partially
in WusanML. Their XML descriptions can then be imported into WUSAN and translated into
concrete Java classes for deployment. As mentioned before, WusanML is currently the primary
user interface for ETL modeling for the WUSAN prototype. (ii) Conversely, star schemas and
their complete ETL process can be exported to WusanML and are thereby made persistent.47

Potential users of WUSAN do not have to comprehend this section in every detail. How-
ever, this section is of great help when it comes to structuring a complex ETL process in terms
of splitting it up into several less complex sub-processes. Users do not have to deal with the
classes illustrated in figure 27 on the next page. However, employing WusanML for ETL mod-
eling means employing these classes indirectly, since the instances required to execute the ETL
process are generated automatically from WusanML models. Some of the subtleties of Wu-
sanML directly reflect the subtleties of those Java classes. Therefore, it is highly recommended
to work through this section prior to employing WUSAN’s LOORDSM in practice.

4.3.2.1 Dimensions

All dimensions in terms of definition 4.12 on page 84 implement the AbstractDimen-
sion interface, which constitutes the basic functionality of a dimension. It provides the cre-
ateEtlTransformation method, which creates the ETL transformation according to the
remark above. The etl method applies this transformation to a vector from the source stream.
The getRoleMetaData method delivers the attributes employed to model the foreign key

of the raw ETL transformation. This can be accomplished by altering its WusanML serialization. This does not
affect the actual (static) structure of the raw ETL transformation.

44The reader should keep this feature in mind and recall it in chapter 5 on page 95 and appendix chapter G on
page 149, since all elaborated WusanML transformation modeling examples realize the static part only, conform-
ing to the theoretical findings.

45Recall figure 16 on page 60.
46At this point, the LOORDSM ties in with the WusanML serialization for transformations discussed in sec-

tion 4.2.3 on page 72. As the WusanML DTD makes use of the PMML DataField tag (which models attributes)
and all dependent tags, the PmmlPresentable interface is also employed for serialization to WusanML, since
it allows XELOPES’s PMML serialization of the MiningDataSpecification class to be partially reused.
The WusanML DTD is illustrated in the appendix chapter F on page 147.

47This mechanism is explained in more detail in the appendix section D.6 on page 133.
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of the fact table pointing to this dimension. Figure 28 depicts how the meta-data of a fact
table are composed of the attributes of the role meta-data of its assigned dimensions.48 The
getMetaData method returns the meta-data of the dimension.

Figure 28: Role meta-data comprise the meta-data of a fact table in a star schema.

If a dimension is not a fact table, it must implement the Dimension interface, which pro-
vides administrative methods for the ETL transformations and for the assigned vector filter.49

According to figure 27 on the preceding page, the RegularDimension and the Degen-
erateDimension classes implement this interface. They correspond to the conforming
notions defined previously. Both classes contain the rawEtlTransformation and the
etlTransformation variables, which also correspond to the conforming notions defined
in section 4.3.1.2 on page 83.

(1) Regular Dimensions. Following figure 27 on the preceding page, the RegularDi-
mension class is a sub-class of the WrapperDimension class, which embeds a Min-
ingTableSqlStream. So as to improve the performance of the MiningTableSql-
Stream class50 in view of the two typical ETL operations vector selections and vector
insertions, the class implements two caches that accelerate both operations. In order to
avoid concurrent caches for the same physical database table (ultimately leading to an
abnormal behavior of the resulting streams), only one instance of the MiningTable-
SqlStream class can be instantiated for each physical database table. However, each
instance of the MiningTableSqlStream class can be embedded in more than one
instance of a RegularDimension.

The MiningTableSqlStream class provides several methods that are relevant to the
ETL process. The getKey method takes a vector as a parameter and returns its primary

48The denomination “role meta-data” stems from the fact that the name of the attributes of the role meta-data
describe the role the dimension plays in a star schema. According to figure 27 on the preceding page, a fact table
also provides role meta-data, since a complete star schema can be employed as a dimension in another star schema.
The role meta-data consist of one attribute only for regular dimensions and fact tables.

49The VectorFilter class can be employed to prevent a vector from being inserted into a dimension if it
matches the filter criterion configured in an instance of this class (compare appendix section D.7 on page 137). A
fact table disposes of neither an ETL transformation nor a vector filter, since it contains foreign keys only.

50Compare item 3 on page 71 and section D.4 on page 133.
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key, if it is contained in the stream. The insert method computes a primary key for the
parameter vector. Then, the parameter vector is inserted only if the computed primary key
does not yet exist in the stream. The PrimaryKeyGenerator class implements the
primary key mapping p, which was introduced in definition 4.11 on page 83. The behavior
of the insert method is influenced by p. For instance, if p calculates a digest with the
MD5 [compare Rivest, 1992], a certain vector can be inserted into the stream only once.51

This is the normal behavior for dimensions.

(2) Degenerate Dimensions. A DegenerateDimension in figure 27 on page 87 con-
sists of one or several attributes, referred to as role attributes and pooled in the role meta-
data. As opposed to the RegularDimension class, the DegenerateDimension
class does not embed a stream that is referenced by a fact table, since the foreign keys,
which are embedded in the fact table, contain all relevant information.52

4.3.2.2 Fact Tables

According to definition 4.13 on page 84, a fact table is a dimension that consists of foreign key
attributes only. It is modeled with the HybridDimension class in figure 27 on page 87, a
sub-class of the WrapperDimension class. A fact table must be uniquely assigned to a star
schema. Due to the fact that a HybridDimension implements the AbstractDimension
interface, it can be employed as a dimension in another star schema. This means that a Hy-
bridDimension or rather its assigned star schema acts as a dimension.53 The principle of
nesting star schemas with this approach is illustrated in figure 29 on the next page.

4.3.2.3 Star Schemas

Every single dimension can be regarded as a building block that contributes one aspect to the
overall ETL process of a star schema. The StarSchema class in figure 27 on page 87 hosts
many such building blocks and forges the overall ETL transformation from all the building
blocks it contains. According to definition 4.14 on page 84, a star schema comprises a fact
table and at least one dimension.54 The StarSchema class contains one fact table and an
ordered list of dimensions, each of which is modeled as described in the previous sections.
Every dimension comprises a raw ETL transformation that is modeled with the Mining-
TransformationActivity class.55

51The MD5 is a cryptographic hash function with a 128-bit hash value. The idea is to calculate a unique digest
for every combination of characters of arbitrary length. Only recently, Wang et al. [2004] managed to detect a
collision for the MD5, that is, this hash function is actually broken. Since there are “only” 2128 MD5 outputs
but an infinite number of inputs, it is obvious that such collisions exist; yet, it had been previously believed to be
impractically difficult to find a collision. In consequence, two different vectors might result in the same digest and,
hence, only one of them could be inserted into the stream – an undesirable behavior for dimensions. However,
a random collision for the MD5 is extremely improbable [compare Menezes et al., 1996, chapter 9] and so it is
extremely unlikely that a vector cannot be inserted into a dimension due to a collision.

52The primary keys for regular dimensions are abstract or at best summarize the vector provided as an argument
of the primary key mapping. In contrast, the primary keys of degenerate dimensions do not summarize the vectors
(compare the discussion on page 84). Furthermore, the meta-data of a degenerate dimension are the same as its
role meta-data, that is, the getMetaData and getRoleMetaData methods yield the same meta-data.

53A normalized dimension is a dimension that is decomposed into a star schema structure, denoted as a snow
flake dimension by Kimball and Merz [2000, p. 381].

54However, this dimension may be degenerate meaning that the star schema comprises one physical database
table only, that is, the star schema is degenerate. An example is discussed in section G.1.4 on page 158.

55Compare the paragraph about nesting and concatenating transformations on page 77.
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Figure 29: Nesting of star schemas to model a more complex snow flake schema.

A star schema can be created only with the static createInstance method, which re-
quires a WusanML description of the star schema as input. So as to keep the XML description
of a star schema concise, the dimensions modeled with WusanML do not contain informa-
tion about the meta-data of the underlying physical database table, since it is assumed that the
required tables for regular dimensions exist when the star schema is created.56 In this case,
their meta-data can be retrieved through the MiningUpdatableSqlSource class, which
is discussed in the appendix section D.6 on page 133. In order to create a database table for a
RegularDimension, the following two steps must be taken: (i) create the meta-data for the
dimension with WusanML and convert it into a MiningDataSpecification and (ii) in-
voke the createTable method for the created MiningDataSpecification, in order
to generate the physical database table for the regular dimension.57

Given is a star schema S1 = (F1, D11, . . . , D1m1 , F2) consisting of D11, . . . , D1m1 , each of
which is a dimension but not a fact table, and the hybrid dimension F2. F2 is the fact table of
the star schema S2 = (F2, D21, . . . , D2m2) with D21, . . . , D2m2 also being dimensions but not
fact tables. This represents the scenario depicted in figure 29. Furthermore, let MA1,...,A`

(A)
be the source stream for the ETL process. It is necessary to ensure that A1, . . . , A` contain all
the relevant information to populate S1 and S2, which is explicitly linked by S1.

There exist two alternative approaches for executing the ETL process that populates all the
physical database tables embedded in the dimensions D11, . . . , D1m1 , F1, D21, . . . , D2m2 , and
F2: (1) the instantaneous ETL approach and (2) the gradual ETL approach, each of which is
briefly discussed below.

Remark. As shown in figure 26 on page 83, the entire purpose of the ETL process is to populate
a set of relational database tables, which are the basis for ROLAP and data mining analyses.
The LOORDSM in figure 27 on page 87 is merely a “toolbox” to model and to deploy the ETL
process and to populate the physical database tables. The classes of the LOORDSM are not

56The fact table is created automatically, if it does not exist.
57Examples are discussed in section G.1.1 on page 149 and subsequent sections.
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directly involved in the analytical activities of the data mining and OLAP layers58, since these
activities operate on streams, that is, the data mining layer (as in the case of data mining) or the
physical database tables, that is, the OLAP layer (as in the case of OLAP).

(1) Instantaneous ETL Approach. In this approach, the star schemas S1 and S2 are directly
linked by adding F2 as a dimension to S1 as depicted in figure 29 on the preceding page.
Consequently, the ETL process can be executed instantaneously for S1 and S2. To initial-
ize the ETL transformations, the createEtlTransformation method of S1 must be
invoked for the meta-data of the source stream. This method invokes the corresponding
methods of D11, . . . , D1m1 with the same parameter and initializes each dimension. Then,
S2 is retrieved by invoking the getStarSchema method of F2, and the createEtl-
Transformation method of S2 is called to start the recursive initializations for S2. The
execution of the ETL transformation operates analogously. If the etl method of the star
schema is invoked passing a vector from the source stream, the vector is dispatched to the
etl methods of D11, . . . , D1m1 , each of which executes its ETL transformation for the
forwarded vector. The resulting vector (if not yet contained) is then inserted into the target
stream, which is embedded in the dimension, and its primary key is returned. The star
schema collects all delivered primary keys in order to assemble the vector of foreign keys
to be inserted into the fact table.59 When the etl method of F2 is invoked, it calls the etl
method of S2, which analogously executes the etl transformations for D21, . . . , D2m2 .

(2) Gradual ETL Approach. In this approach, the star schemas S1 and S2 are not explicitly
linked as before. Figure 30 illustrates the alternative modeling: instead of adding F2 as a
dimension, a one-dimensional degenerate dimension D1(m1+1) that contains a foreign key
reference to F2 is added. This slight change enables the following approach. First, the ETL
process for S2 is executed based on a source stream M eA1,..., eAè(A), that is, the create-
EtlTransformation method of S2 must be invoked for the source stream’s meta-data
M eA1,..., eAè before the etl method of S2 can be invoked for vectors of the source stream.
Second, the ETL process of S1 is invoked for another source stream MA1,...,A`

(A) in a
similar way. The meta-data MA1,...,A`

of the second source stream must meet the following
prerequisite: one of the attributes A1, . . . , A` must contain the foreign key information
required for the link to S2 via the degenerate dimension D1(m1+1), which is extracted by
the corresponding ETL transformation.

Figure 30: Alternative modeling for the gradual ETL approach.

58Recall figure 16 on page 60.
59Compare figure 28 on page 88.
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The two discussed ETL approaches are revisited in the following chapter. Section 5.2.3.1
on page 104 and section 5.2.3.2 on page 106 both discuss data marts relying on both ETL
approaches when they are populated. In view of these examples, it must be emphasized that
in figure 30 on the preceding page the second star schema may as well be degenerate.60 This
means that the the second star schema, which is referenced by the first, comprises only one
physical database table.

Remark. (1) Both ETL approaches eventually lead to the same set of physical database tables.
The instantaneous approach can be employed if all the information required to populate the
nested star schemas is available in a single source stream. The gradual approach must be
employed if different source streams are required to populate the database tables or if the
ETL process should be decomposed so as to reduce its complexity.

(2) It is compulsory to ensure that referential integrity holds after concluding all ETL transfor-
mations. If the degenerate dimension D1(m1+1) in figure 30 on the preceding page contains
any NULL values, they must be substituted with a foreign key to a vector of F2 that again
references NULL vectors in every assigned dimension. This is due to the fact that the Mon-
drian OLAP server mentioned in section 3.3.3.4 on page 54 must be able to perform a join
operation for every row of a fact table.

(3) Although the discussion in this section has been restricted to two star schemas, the dis-
cussed details can be transferred to arbitrarily nested star schemas.

(4) The notion of a measure is a fundamental concept for fact tables in dimensional modeling.61

The LOORDSM models measures within degenerate dimensions.62 If a measure can be
computed during the ETL process, that is, it is contained in the source stream or it can be
computed from a single vector of the source stream, the resulting transformation can be
included in the raw ETL transformation of a degenerate dimension and executed on the
fly. However, if the measure cannot be computed from a single vector of the ETL source
stream, it must be calculated in a proprietary manner after the ETL process.63 Nevertheless,
a transformation that creates a NULL value for any input can be added to the raw ETL
transformation of a degenerate dimension. This results in an empty column in the fact
table, which can be filled manually later on.64

4.4 Summary
This chapter delved into the details of the LOORDSM, which bridges the gap of ETL modeling
identified in the previous chapter. It covers the ETL layer in figure 16 on page 60 and provides
the missing building block for WUSAN in figure 15 on page 53, the ETL component. In the
introduction of section 3.3 on page 41, it was argued that automating ETL transformations is
particularly important for WUA, so as to close the loop of the WUA process. To this end, the
LOORDSM contributes the following benefits:

60Compare footnote 42 on page 84.
61Compare the references mentioned in the introduction of section 4.3 on page 82.
62This is the reason why the role meta-data of a degenerate dimension may contain numeric attributes as well.
63This means that the measure cannot be computed with a vector transformation (that is, a regular transforma-

tion) but requires a special transformation.
64This approach ensures that the meta-data of the fact table remain consistent. Should a column for a complex

measure be added to the database table with an SQL query, its meta-data stored in WUSAN’s meta-data repository
would not match the structure of the altered database table any longer and would have to be adjusted manually.
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(1) The LOORDSM with its clearly structured formal mathematical data and transformation
model conveys its structured approach to WUSAN’s WusanML interface providing users
the standardized structured user interface, the definition of which is discussed in the ap-
pendix chapter F on page 147. This XML interface reflects the qualities of the mathemati-
cal and the UML model of the LOORDSM, which have been discussed in this chapter.

(2) Clear and structured transformation modeling due to the integration of the CWM trans-
formation package. This approach assumes that a comprehensive library of WUA-specific
transformations for transformation modeling is available.

(3) The LOORDSM is fully compatible to the CWM, thereby allowing for integrating any
CWM compatible generic data pools into the ETL process.

(4) The LOORDSM creates the prospect of automating the preprocessing phase of the WUA
process, the very phase which is particularly challenging for the WUA domain.

As mentioned above, so as to fully capitalize on the LOORDSM for WUA, a manifold set of
transformations relevant to WUA is required. Since the transformations provided by XELOPES
are not sufficient for WUA, additional transformations have been made available in WUSAN in
order to establish a solid basis for practical WUA projects.65 Any missing transformations can
be coded, tested, and easily added to WUSAN due to its structured transformation model.66

The following chapter completes this thesis by demonstrating how a concrete WUA-related
analytical challenge can be tackled with WUSAN. Additionally, its deployment is demonstrated
and the importance of the LOORDSM’s WusanML user interface for ETL modeling is high-
lighted. Hence, chapter 5 returns to the issue raised in chapter 2, namely, how to concretely
deploy ECRM as a response to an abruptly changing competitive environment in EC.

65For more details see WUSAN’s API documentation.
66Compare section 4.2.1.4 on page 68.
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Chapter V

DEPLOYING THE LOORDSM AND OPEN ISSUES IN
WUSAN

This chapter demonstrates the approach to realize a fictitious, yet realistic WUA project with
WUSAN aiming at simple real-time personalizations on an EC Web site. As no EC Web site
conforming to the application server structure discussed in section 3.2.2 on page 37 was avail-
able for research experiments during this thesis, the application scenario from the KDD Cup
20001 has been employed as a guideline to develop a businesslike showcase as a thread for this
chapter. Section 5.1 characterizes the challenge employed as a showcase in this chapter: the
realization of a simple real-time recommender system with WUSAN. To this end, the relevant
steps for its deployment are derived and discussed in detail, that is, subsequent sections inves-
tigate each step as to WUSAN’s capabilities to support the realization of the respective step
within the WUA process2.

Then, in section 5.2 on page 101, relevant mappings for a closed loop recommendation
engine are discussed and it is demonstrated what parts of the underlying WUA process can be
automated with WUSAN. Here, the LOORDSM is deployed concretely and appendix chapter G
on page 149 completes the details of WUSAN’s XML interface, which makes the formal model
presented in the previous chapter operational. Finally, in section 5.4 on page 111, open issues
and practical problems of WUSAN being subject to future research and development activities
are identified.

5.1 Showcase Description
This section develops the challenge of providing real-time recommendations on a fictitious EC
Web site. The boundary conditions are set as realistic as possible, to point out the contribution
of the LOORDSM towards tackling the challenge of real-time personalization, a paradigm
application scenario for WUA, and to detect links to future research necessities.

5.1.1 KDD Cup 2000 Data

The KDD Cup 2000 data employed in this chapter have been gathered using Blue Martini’s
Web application server, which has been mentioned in section 3.3.1 on page 42. It was stated
that this system complies with the application server architecture discussed in section 3.2.2 on
page 37 and features all the benefits for data collection cited. It was added, however, that the
system is proprietary, very complex, and not available and applicable offhand for academic
WUA research projects.

Due to the fact that obtaining real Web usage data from EC Web sites for WUA raises many
difficulties in practice, for this thesis – as for most research activities in data mining – the only
way out of this dilemma is employing freely disposable data sets. Witten and Frank [2005,
preface] mention that organizations generally consider their data repositories as an invaluable

1The KDD Cup 2000 [Kohavi et al., 2000] is part of the series of yearly data mining competitions started in
1997 and held in conjunction with the ACM KDD conferences.

2Recall section 3.3 on page 41 and the remark on page 32.
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corporate asset that is not made available – if accessible at all – without extensive restrictions.
Furthermore, if customer data are involved, the purpose specification principle3 and the use
limitation principle4, two integral constituents of most privacy policies and legislations, impede
any analyses for purposes other than those stated at the time of data collection. This is a severe
obstacle for all personalized analyses within WUA research projects.

Consequently, the KDD Cup 2000 data are a good choice for WUA research [Kohavi et al.,
2000]: (i) They are available at no cost for research activities. (ii) They comprise anonymous
customer information, which includes customer ID, registration information, and registration
form questionnaires. (iii) They contain order information at two levels of granularity: (a) order
header, which includes date/time, discount, tax, total amount, payment, shipping status, and
session ID, and (b) order line, which includes quantity, price, product, date/time, assortment,
and status.5 (iv) Furthermore, they contain clickstream information at two levels of granularity:
(a) the session level, which includes starting and ending date/time, cookie, user agent, referrer,
and hit count, and (b) the page view level, which includes date/time, sequence number, URL,
processing time, product, and assortment. (v) They are partially preprocessed and consolidated,
that is, (a) sessions caused by a server monitor have been removed, (b) test users and all their
transactions have been deleted, (c) returned and uncompleted orders were removed, (d) some
aggregations have been made in view of the KDD Cup 2000 questions, (e) the data have been
transformed into C5.0 format6, and (f) simple descriptive statistics for every attribute of each
file have been computed and made available in HTML reports.7

5.1.2 Recommender Systems

According to Schafer et al. [2001], recommender systems employ product knowledge, which is
either available as hand-coded rules (that is, rules generated by domain experts) or learned from
behavioral data through data mining, to guide (potential) customers of EC Web sites through
the multitude of offers by recommending products and services the customers will probably
like. That is, recommender systems suggest products and services to (potential) customers of
EC Web sites to help them to decide which products to purchase.

The authors specify three main objectives as to how recommender systems enhance EC
sales (compare section 3.1.3 on page 33):

(1) Converting Browsers into Buyers. That is, users that browse an EC Web site are incited to
purchase products and services through appropriate Web personalization8 and personalized
recommendations.

(2) Increasing Cross-Sales. By suggesting additional products and services to customers, the
average order size can be increased if the recommendations are precisely targeted.

3Compare item 2 on page 118.
4Compare item 3 on page 118.
5Each order consists of one or multiple order lines, each of which is a purchase record of one particular product

in a quantity of one or more.
6Compare item 2iii on page 71.
7According to the KDD Cup 2000 organizer’s report by Kohavi et al. [2000], this preparatory work is compul-

sory, as the participants of the competition did not have access to domain experts to discuss open issues in view
of the raw data. All preprocessing activities add up to innumerable hours spent for only a portion of the relevant
preprocessing activities. Although the data warehouse should principally contain all available attributes and every
single piece of information that may be useful for the pattern discovery phase of the WUA process, some of the
available attributes were excluded from ETL modeling, if their available statistics show that they contain a vast
majority of missing values or if they take the same value for almost all records.

8Compare section 3.1.3 on page 33.
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(3) Building Loyalty. As competitors are only a click away in EC, gaining customer loyalty
is of central strategic importance in this domain. Recommender systems help to opera-
tionalize knowledge about customers and to create real relationships through personalized
communications – a central aspect of ECRM9.

All three objectives are in line with the findings of section 2.2.2 on page 15, that is, recom-
mender systems directly realize and support the mentioned five CRM activities, which in turn
materialize a differentiation strategy for EC.10

Furthermore, recommender systems represent one feasible realization of the concept of
mass customization, which has been identified as an important driver of EC in item 3 on
page 10. Hence, the realization of a simple recommender system as a showcase of a typical
WUA application for this chapter is an adequate choice to demonstrate WUSAN’s capabilities
and to identify open issues.

5.1.3 The Challenge of Real-Time Personalization

An EC Web site realized with an application server as discussed in section 3.2 on page 34 with
sophisticated data collection capabilities is given. Naturally, application servers create every
page delivered dynamically. To keep the page layout consistent, application servers employ
a template, that is, a guideline that ascertains a consistent page design to a certain extent.
The realization of an application server’s templates depends highly on the concrete software
product.11

Figure 31: Template for a fictitious EC Web site.

9Compare definition 2.4 on page 20.
10Compare section 2.1.4 on page 11.
11For instance, the Web content management system TYPO3 (see footnote 22 on page 38) offers the TypoScript

template description language to create fixed or more flexible templates [Altmann et al., 2004, chapter 6].
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Figure 31 on the previous page depicts the assumed template for the exemplary Web site.
The template constitutes the basic page layout consisting of several placeholder areas, for ex-
ample, a header containing the corporate logo or an area that contains a navigational menu.
Whenever the application server creates a Web page, it fills in the placeholders with dynamic
or fixed contents to create a complete Web page, which is then delivered to the user’s browser.

In the context of the showcase of this chapter, the two placeholders on the right hand side
of the template in figure 31 on the preceding page, recommendations A and B, must be filled
in by the application server with personalized product recommendations for every single page
delivered. To this end, the application server can embark on different strategies.

In a survey of recommender system examples provided by Schafer et al. [2001], the authors
present numerous examples of feasible personalization strategies realized by established EC
Web sites ranging from hard-wired recommendations based on less personal information, for
instance, suggestions of best sellers, to personalized suggestions based on preference data such
as interest information about products and services and purchase history.

Before any personalization activities can be tackled and deployed, use cases must be devel-
oped, since not all personalization methods are applicable at any point in time due to missing
compulsory preconditions required for the application of the respective method. Consequently,
to fill in the recommendation areas of the template in figure 31 on the previous page, the fol-
lowing case differentiation provides the basis for the the exemplary showcase personalization
project of this chapter.

As stated before, the application server is supposed to fill in the recommendations for every
page generated. The following case differentiation allows for different conceivable precondi-
tions. As a basic rule, products a user has previously viewed in the same session or products
that appear in a user’s purchase history must not be recommended.12 Furthermore, a product
must not be recommended more than three times per session.13

Case 1: Anonymous User. This case refers to a user that is neither logged in nor identifiable
with a cookie.

(a) No product view history from the current session is available. If no product view
history from the current session is available, only generalized recommendations
can be made, for example, recommendations of best sellers (possibly allowing for
additional constraints, such as time of day or weekday).

(b) A product view history is available. If a product view history is available, per-
sonalized recommendations can be derived from the last n products viewed in the
session. If no valid recommendations can be found with this approach, the strategy
of the previous case is pursued.14

12In order to assure the first constraint, an advantage of application servers mentioned in section 3.2.2 on
page 37, their sophisticated session handling, can be leveraged. According to Hall and Brown [2003, chapter 9],
the session handling mechanism creates a session object for each session initiated on the application server. Apart
from basic session information such as number of requests or assigned session ID, more complicated information
can be stored within a session object, for instance, a record of viewed products. Commercial application servers
normally allow for smooth and automated updates of such additional information. Consequently, the mentioned
constraint can be accounted for with relatively little effort.

13This is an arbitrary restriction. However, common sense suggests that users are being annoyed by recom-
mendations recurring too often. On the other hand, if a user does not click on a product recommendation even
if proposed several times, this can be regarded as an implicit user feedback expressing the user’s current lack of
interest in the recommended product.

14Given that there exists a large number of products for sale and that a user has not viewed all products yet,
case item 1a leads to valid recommendations at any time.
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Case 2: Known User. This case refers to a user that has been identified either through his
log-in or through a cookie.

(a) No individual purchase history is available. After a user has been assigned to
a certain cluster, the approaches of case item 1 on the facing page are pursued,
restricted to the user’s cluster instead of the complete customer base.

(b) An individual purchase history is available. Based on the user’s past n purchases,
the recommendations are derived from precalculated association rules. Depending
on the amount of available purchase records, the association rules can be computed
for each cluster of customers or for the entire customer base. If no valid sugges-
tions can be found, recommendations are chosen following the previous case.

5.1.4 Requirements for the Data Pool and Methodical Requirements

At this point, the question arises as to how the use cases of the previous section can be realized
concretely. A quick look at section 3.1.3 on page 33 pinpoints four alternative approaches for
Web personalization. Sarwar et al. [2002] state that collaborative filtering is one of the earliest
and most successful techniques for Web personalization.15 However, as stated in item 2 on
page 34, collaborative filtering is typically based on explicit user feedback rather than behav-
ioral data (implicit user feedback). This means that the application server must provide the
infrastructure to store and process explicit user feedback. As the KDD Cup 2000 data neither
contain explicit user ratings nor information suitable for the content-based filtering alternative,
the showcase is restricted to manual decision rules and WUA personalization approaches, the
first and fourth alternative of personalization mentioned in section 3.1.3 on page 33.

5.1.4.1 Requirements for Anonymous Users

In case of item 1a on the facing page (anonymous user without product view history), a list
of product IDs is required sorted in descending order according to the number of sales in a
predefined period, for example, the past seven days. This list can be computed once a day and
made available in a way that realizes efficient access to the list. For anonymous users starting
a new session, the top two products are employed as recommendations for slots A and B in
figure 31 on page 97. The recommendations can be refined by generating separate top selling
lists for different times of day. Top selling lists can be created with simple OLAP queries given
that an order mart is available containing all purchased items of the desired period.

In case of item 1b on the facing page (anonymous user with product view history), different
approaches are feasible. This case is the most challenging of all, since no recommendations can
be prepared in advance for anonymous users and the decision about which recommendations
are displayed next must be made in real-time, as the product view history, which is supposed to
be the basis for recommendations, arises in real-time, too. The approach pursued for this case
relies on a set of pre-computed frequent item sets16.

Following Mobasher et al. [2001], the recommendation engine takes a pre-computed collec-
tion of frequent item sets and generates recommendations by matching a user’s current product
view history against the item sets. The application server must be configured to charge the

15Herlocker et al. [2004] describe recommender systems based on collaborative filtering in great detail.
16Item sets for association rules have been introduced in item 2ii on page 28. The computation of frequent item

sets is a prerequisite for most association rules algorithms [Witten and Frank, 2005, section 4.5]. They refer to
items that frequently occur together in transactions.
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recommendation engine with the last n products viewed17 in a user’s current session before the
next page is delivered to the user’s browser. Given the last n product views, all item sets of
size n + 1 satisfying a specified support threshold18 and containing the last n product views
are considered. As Mobasher et al. [2001] state, the recommendation value of each candidate
product is based on the confidence19 of the association rule A ⇒ B where A is the set of the
most recent n product views and B is the recommendation candidate. To realize this procedure,
the following subproblems must be tackled:

(1) Choose an appropriate value for n and an appropriate support threshold.20 The computation
of frequent item sets is the first step of association rules algorithms [Witten and Frank,
2005, section 4.5].21

(2) Compute frequent item sets on a regular basis for a predefined period based on the prod-
uct views of all sessions during this period. This can be done with one of XELOPES’s
high-performance association rules algorithms. To this end, product views must be ex-
tracted from a clickstream data mart conforming to transactional data format [see Thess
and Bolotnicov, 2004, section 6.6.4].22

(3) Store computed frequent item sets in a data structure facilitating efficient access to the
frequent item sets required by the recommendation engine. Mobasher et al. [2001] propose
a frequent item set graph.23

Wrapping up the case of anonymous users, the following tasks must be accomplished with
WUSAN as a premise to deploy the recommendation engine for anonymous users: (i) create
an order data mart, (ii) create a clickstream data mart. Both tasks are discussed in more detail
in section 5.2.3 on page 104.

5.1.4.2 Requirements for Known Users

If the the customer base is large, it can be segmented into clusters of customers so as to fo-
cus personalization efforts on each cluster instead of the entire customer base. Meaningful
customer segments are of central strategic importance for a comprehensive CRM strategy and
hence, customer segmentation is not part of core WUA activities. Rather, customer segmenta-
tion, that is, the creation and maintenance of meaningful customer segments, is a separate task,
the results of which can be leveraged for WUA.24

17More precisely, the last n distinct product views.
18Compare equation (3.3) on page 29.
19Compare equation (3.5) on page 29.
20The higher both values, the less recommendations can be derived. Both parameters must be set to values that

result in a fair amount of frequent item sets and candidate association rules.
21Any subset of a frequent item set of length n must be a frequent item set itself. Hence, frequent item sets are

computed gradually starting with item sets of length 1. These item sets are then composed into candidate item
sets of length 2. Then, all valid frequent item sets of length 2 are identified and so on.

22In terms of market basket analysis (compare item 2ii on page 28), sessions can be regarded as transactions
containing product views.

23A frequent item set graph is a directed acyclic graph. Level 0 contains a root node, level 1 all frequent item
sets of length 1 in lexicographic order and so on. Each frequent item set is sorted in lexicographic order, too.
Given n product views in lexicographic order, it must be checked if they are contained as a frequent item set on
level n. If so, iterate through all connected nodes. These nodes contain all candidate frequent item sets that can
be employed to derive association rules having the last n product views as a premise and a single product as a
consequence. If no proper rules can be found, iterate with last n− 1 product views.

24Customer segmentation can be addressed with various data mining methods. Kelly [2003] provides an intro-
duction to customer segmentation with data mining.
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In case of item 2a on page 99 (known user without a purchase history), the procedure is the
same as described in the previous section, that is, a user’s product view history is employed to
generate personalized recommendations. However, in item 2 on the preceding page, frequent
item sets are computed separately for each customer cluster, that is, customers from different
clusters with identical product view histories may be provided with different recommendations.

In case of item 2b on page 99 (an individual purchase history is available), the individual
purchase history is taken as input for personalized recommendations rather than the product
view history of the current session. While recommendations that are based on the current ses-
sion aim at motivating users to view products being popular among customers of their assigned
cluster (making them stick to the Web site longer), recommendations that are based on individ-
ual purchases clearly aim at motivating users to buy the recommended products.

The subproblems to be tackled for this case are quite similar to the three subproblems
discussed in the previous section. However, frequent item sets are computed from actual pur-
chases, that is, products purchased by customers of the same cluster in a predefined period.
Consequently, apart from frequent item set graphs covering product views during sessions, fre-
quent item set graphs of actual purchases must be computed for each customer cluster and the
entire customer base as a fall-back position (required if training data per cluster are too few to
derive meaningful frequent item sets).

In contrast to anonymous users, where the current session behavior must be evaluated be-
fore any personalized recommendations can be derived, suggestions based on purchase his-
tories provide an opportunity to pre-compute personalized recommendations for every single
customer on a regular basis. These recommendations can then be accessed conveniently and in-
corporated into any delivered page as soon as a user has been identified. This approach reduces
overhead required for the computation of recommendations in real-time.

As purchase histories are available in an order data mart, no more data marts must be created
for the recommendation engine than the two data marts mentioned in the previous section: (i) an
order data mart and (ii) a clickstream data mart. Nevertheless, both data marts imply a number
of other data marts and standardized dimension tables as discussed in the following section.

5.2 Creating a Closed Loop
This section investigates the tasks and steps required to create a closed loop for the WUA pro-
cess of the recommendation engine showcase. Figure 32 on the next page depicts the mappings
that must be set up and configured to automate the WUA process for the recommendation
engine in terms of an automated data flow.

5.2.1 Required Mappings

As the recommendation engine showcase points up, the data flow in figure 32 on the follow-
ing page must be traversed on a regular basis, since the data mining models involved into the
recommendation process are built from data that are obsolete in no time. On large EC Web
sites, thousands of users are served every day in thousands of sessions, which accumulate large
volumes of behavioral and transactional data both of which are relevant for the recommenda-
tion strategy outlined in section 5.1.3 on page 97. In order to provide accurate personalized
recommendations, it is necessary to capture current customer flavors and preferences and to
map them promptly to the data mining models of the recommendation engine.25

25Automating the WUA process has been identified as an important prerequisite for efficient WUA in sec-
tion 2.2.4 on page 20 and section 3.3 on page 41.
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Figure 32: Mappings related to the data flow for the recommendation engine.

In detail, the mappings in figure 32 comprise the following tasks:

Mapping 1: This mapping is the most complex, since it presupposes conceptual preparatory
work to map application server logs to a relational data model.26 If the conceptual
work is completed, the data must be mapped to comply with the conceived con-
cepts. And that is the point where WUSAN and the LOORDSM come into play:
they support efficient and intuitive modeling of the ETL process.

Mapping 2: This mapping maps the relational data model to a multi-dimensional data model,
which is suitable for OLAP analyses. As discussed in item 1 on page 54, this
mapping is done by the ROLAP engine, which according to figure 15 on page 53
is a constituent of WUSAN. In case of the Mondrian ROLAP engine, this mapping
must be provided through an XML schema file. Schema files are discussed in the
appendix section G.4 on page 172.

Mapping 3: This mapping is done with MDX. As described in item 2 on page 55, JPivot acts
as a Mondrian client and can be regarded as a graphical MDX query builder. As-
sembled MDX queries are then sent to the OLAP engine, which translates them
to SQL queries based on the XML schema file mentioned in connection with the
previous mapping.

Mapping 4: According to Witten and Frank [2005, section 2.2], the input to data mining al-
gorithms is generally expressed as a table of independent instances of the concept
to be learned. Consequently, data from the data warehouse must be denormalized
prior to applying data mining algorithms to it.27 SQL queries always produce rela-
tions suitable as input for data mining algorithms employing the database streams
discussed in item 3 on page 71.

26Conceptual work primarily refers to the actual design of relational schemas within the data warehouse. See
remark on page 54.

27At this point, performance issues play a crucial role. Ramakrishnan and Gehrke [2003, chapter 3] state that
denormalization may improve performance for queries to an RDBMS involving attributes from several previously
decomposed relations. The decisions to what extent relations should be stored in a denormalized way must be
taken at the conceptual level and cannot be simply passed on to to the optimizers of an RDBMS. As discussed
in section 5.3 on page 109, the Mondrian OLAP server offers features to incorporate denormalized relations.
However, performance tuning generally is a manual task with little automation, yet it must be addressed if the
WUA process is to be deployed as a closed loop.
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Mapping 5: This mapping refers to tapping the data warehouse for data mining with multi-
dimensional queries. Since the multi-dimensional data model of the data ware-
house cannot be forthrightly employed for data mining, relations must be derived
from the multi-dimensional data model. This can be achieved in two ways: (a) by
accessing underlying non-aggregated data with drill-throughs (discussed in sec-
tion G.3.2 on page 171) and (b) by mining two-dimensional pivot tables, which
represent a two-dimensional extract of the aggregated data from a data mart. The
latter approach must be handled with care, since pivot tables may contain rows
with aggregated data from different hierarchies, that is, different rows represent
different concepts. As mentioned before, data sets for data mining must contain
instances of the same concept – the one to be learned.28

5.2.2 Essential Tasks for Creating and Populating a Data Mart

This section focuses on the first mapping on the preceding page, that is, the population of the
data warehouse with transformed application server logs. Figure 26 on page 83 depicts the
raw data flow for this task. Although this illustration may suggest that this mapping can be
accomplished in a straightforward manner, the following list enumerates all conceptual and
technical tasks required to populate the data warehouse for the recommendation engine:

(i) Determine which attributes are required for intended analyses, that is, attributes for pop-
ulating the order and clickstream data marts (conceptual task).

(ii) Since not all required attributes can be tracked directly, it is necessary to figure out how
needed attributes can be derived from those attributes that can be logged by the application
server (conceptual task).

(iii) If necessary, adjust the tracking mechanism of the application server to make it capture
all missing attributes (technical task).29

(iv) Determine relational structure of the data marts to be populated (conceptual task).

(v) Create meta-data for the database tables of the previous task and create physical database
tables thereof (technical task). Modeling the dimensions involved in the data warehouse
for the recommendation engine is discussed in the appendix section G.1 on page 149.

(vi) Model ETL transformations and their execution order with the LOORDSM through WU-
SAN’s WusanML interface (technical task).

(vii) Create source streams from application server logs and execute ETL process with WU-
SAN’s framework (technical task).

28Tapping the pivot tables that have been created with JPivot has not yet been implemented in WUSAN. Nev-
ertheless, this feature could be realized in principle with Mondrian’s API. However, a stream class deploying
this feature would have to assure that only rows from the same hierarchical (conceptual) level are accessed as
discussed before. Realizing this constraint is quite complex, since pivot tables may contain rows from various
hierarchy levels. On the other hand, users employing such a stream would have to make sure that mining this
stream is reasonable from a semantic perspective.

29This task may turn out to be very laborious. According to section 3.2.2 on page 37, application servers princi-
pally provide customized logging capabilities. However, the actual complexity of customizations heavily depends
on the concrete application server system’s capabilities, especially its ease of use in view of customizations.
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Basically, above tasks must be traversed one time given that sufficient conceptual prepara-
tory work has been accomplished. However, in practice, the tasks are tackled iteratively with
jumps back and forth as described for the WUA process in the remark on page 32.30

Conceptual aspects such as systemizing what attributes must be logged for certain analytical
objectives and how to best map these attributes to data marts conceptually rather point at open
research issues than simple recipes that can be derived easily and deployed in a standardized
way. Modeling data marts for WUA is the primary conceptual task to be accomplished in above
enumeration. It is considered in detail in Sweiger et al. [2002, chapter 6] and Kimball and Merz
[2000, chapter 6]. However, the actual feasibility of the proposed designs strongly depends on
the available data sources. Consequently, the KDD Cup 2000 data [KDDCUP-DATA] strongly
designate the data marts in the course of the following discussion.

5.2.3 Creating the Data Warehouse with WUSAN

This section ties in with item vi on the previous page and item vii on the preceding page
of the previous section, that is, the concrete realizations of the two data marts required for
the recommendation engine are discussed. While the data reside in the data storage layer in
figure 16 on page 60, the ETL modeling is accomplished in the ETL layer with the LOORDSM.
The modeling in this section is illustrated with WusanML, which represents WUSAN’s user
interface for ETL modeling.31

Similarly to section 4.3 on page 82, for this section, it is assumed that the reader is familiar
with dimensional modeling and the associated terms dimension table and data mart, each of
which refers to the data storage layer in figure 16 on page 60.32

5.2.3.1 Order Mart

A data mart is a logical and physical subset of a data warehouse [Kimball and Merz, 2000,
p. 362]. As for the physical subset, the term refers to a collection of database tables that are
linked through foreign key references. Figure 33 on the next page illustrates the actual foreign
key references of the order mart in the RDBMS (the database tables that are referenced by the
referenced fact tables are not displayed).

An order consists of one or more order lines, each of which covers a single product [Kohavi
et al., 2000]. The solid lines imply that the referenced tables participate in the ETL process
initiated by an instance of the StarSchema class with the fact table ORDER_FACT. Unlike
the solid lines, the dashed lines imply that the referenced tables do not participate in the ETL
process initiated by the ORDER_FACT table and must be populated in a separate ETL pro-
cess. Hence, the dashed lines represent ETL modeling according to the gradual ETL approach
in item 2 on page 91 (and the solid lines represent ETL modeling following the counterpart
instantaneous ETL approach).

Tables referenced by the ORDER_FACT table in figure 33 refer to dimension tables or

30A common reason for additional cycles are changing analytical requirements over time. These involve addi-
tional required attributes or changed attributes, leading to modified database tables. However, such modifications
of relational tables can only be accomplished inasmuch as the underlying RDBMS supports them.

31Actual WusanML and PMML models are displayed in the appendix chapter G on page 149.
32As depicted in figure 16 on page 60, the OLAP layer operates on the data storage layer, that is, the dimension

tables and data marts in the RDBMS. The ETL layer “merely” creates and populates the database tables required
for the data warehouse. Although there exist strong relationships between the notions defined in section 4.3 on
page 82 and similar notions of dimensional modeling, it is important to emphasize that the former belong to the
ETL layer and the latter to the data storage layer. A one-to-one correspondence does not exist!
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Figure 33: Foreign key references of the order mart.

fact tables, each of which is discussed in more detail in appendix section G.1 on page 149
and appendix section G.2 on page 160. The actual modeling to be accomplished by users
setting up the recommendation engine consists in modeling with WusanML intuitively and in a
straightforward manner the star schemas and ETL transformations of the data marts, depicted
in detail in appendix section G.2.2 on page 162.

Remark (Modeling through a GUI). WUSAN’s consequential employment of XML interfaces
for modeling the ETL process can be regarded as a perfect jumping-off point to create a GUI
that can be leveraged to support users in modeling the ETL process. The GUI would support
users with all conceptual tasks of section 5.2.2 on page 103 and automatically create XML
models as starting points for the technical tasks, which can be executed automatically based on
the XML models (see figure 34). In this scenario, users would employ the GUI to create the
WusanML and PMML models referenced above. Since a GUI does not directly contribute any
new insights into ETL modeling (as it mainly contributes to adopting the LOORDSM with less
efforts), its realization has been omitted in this thesis.

Figure 34: Modeling through a GUI.
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This remark aims at outlining the functionalities and benefits of a GUI for modeling the
ETL process. Basically, the GUI assists users in modeling the data flow depicted in figure 26
on page 83, that is,

(i) it supports setting up streams (sources of the ETL process),

(ii) it supports modeling the data marts (targets of the ETL process), and

(iii) it supports modeling ETL transformations to transform the source streams into target
streams, thereby populating the data marts.

Modeling the ETL process with the GUI could proceed as follows: (a) Create model of
target data mart by graphically combining fact and dimension tables, resulting in a diagram
similar to figure 33 on the preceding page. Connect the fact table to the dimensions either
by solid or dashed lines.33 (b) Click on each dimension and compose its meta-data. Following
figure 28 on page 88, role meta-data can be created automatically for each dimension and added
to the meta-data of the fact table. The modeled meta-data conform to figure 17 on page 65
assuring CWM compatibility. (c) Add attributes to the meta-data of the fact table if degenerated
attributes are required. Attributes of foreign keys are added automatically. (d) Click on each
dimension (including degenerate dimensions) and compose ETL transformations for that very
dimension. Users are offered a library of WUA-specific transformations that can be composed
to more complex transformations as discussed in chapter 4 on page 59. (e) Iterate as necessary.

This approach results in two types of XML descriptions. First, PMML listings describing
dimensions such as those of section G.1 on page 149 and second, WusanML listings such as
those of section G.2 on page 160 describing a star schema and its assigned ETL process. The
former are employed to create or modify the physical database tables (retaining CWM compat-
ibility) and the latter are employed to actually execute the ETL process. All transformations
contained in the latter listings fully comply with the theoretical model discussed in detail in
chapter 4 on page 59.

5.2.3.2 Order Line Mart

The order line mart is modeled similarly to the order mart. It centers the line items that con-
tribute to an order [compare Kohavi et al., 2000]. As before, figure 35 on the facing page depicts
the foreign key references of the fact table ORDER_LINE_FACT, which indicate that, as be-
fore, both ETL approaches – instantaneous and gradual – are employed. The corresponding
WusanML model is illustrated in listing G.14 on page 164.

5.2.3.3 Clickstream and Session Marts

Although the clickstream and session marts are modeled separately, they must be discussed in
conjunction, since the clickstream mart references the session mart through the instantaneous
ETL approach of item 1 on page 91. Using the same semantics as before, figure 36 on the next
page depicts the foreign key references of the SESSION_FACT table of the session mart. The

33Within the LOORDSM of figure 27 on page 87, the ETL process is handled by the StarSchema class,
which invokes all ETL sub-processes of tables referenced directly (that is through solid lines in the diagrams). If
the referenced table is a fact table, the ETL process of the StarSchema class to which the fact table has been
assigned is invoked recursively. Note that a physical database table acting as a fact table can be embedded in only
one instance of the HybridDimension class and this instance can again be embedded in only one instance of
the StarSchema class. That is, the mentioned recursive invocation of an ETL sub-process is unambiguous.
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Figure 35: Foreign key references of the order line mart.

corresponding WusanML model is depicted in listing G.15 on page 166 and is discussed in
more detail in the appendix section G.2.4 on page 166.

Figure 36: Foreign key references of the session mart.

Finally, figure 37 on the following page illustrates the last data mart for the WUSAN data
warehouse, the clickstream mart. As the solid line from the CLICKSTREAM_FACT table to
the SESSION_FACT table indicates, the session mart is linked directly, pursuing the instanta-
neous ETL approach, that is, both data marts are populated simultaneously. The corresponding
WusanML model is illustrated in listing G.16 on page 168.

Remark. At this point, mapping 1 of section 5.2.1 on page 101 has been tackled and can
be established through WUSAN’s WusanML interface as discussed in the previous sections
and in the referenced appendix sections. Mapping 2 can be created through another XML
interface, which is implemented by Mondrian. The details are tedious routine and are discussed
in appendix section G.4 on page 172. Mapping 3 is managed by JPivot and mapping 4 is
covered by the database stream classes. Mapping 5 is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 37: Foreign key references of the clickstream mart.

5.2.4 Automating the Recommendation Engine

Given the data warehouse modeled and populated with the models and utilities of the previous
section and the referenced appendix sections, it is now time to recapitulate the tasks required to
regularly configure and adjust the recommendation engine. Those tasks must be automated so
as to minimize any manual interactions. It is important to mention that – once the conceptual
tasks of section 5.2.2 on page 103 are completed – the ETL process can be automated through
its WusanML and PMML models, that is, the data pool exploited by the recommendation en-
gine can be updated automatically. This is a crucial prerequisite for automated updates of the
models and data structures from which the recommendation engine is fed. Consequently, the
ETL process can be executed on a regular basis, for example, in daily or weekly periods feeding
the data warehouse with the latest behavioral and transactional data.

Figure 38: Tasks for the recommendation engine that can be automated.

In section 5.1.4.1 on page 99 and section 5.1.4.2 on page 100 the recommendation strate-
gies for anonymous and known users have been outlined in detail. Those strategies involved
various pre-computations of data mining models and data structures to efficiently access these
models. While the computations of the data mining models can be easily automated with XE-
LOPES’s interface for invoking data mining algorithms given that all required parameters are
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known, determining those parameters, for instance, the support threshold mentioned in item 1
on page 100, poses a great challenge. Appropriate values can only be determined through
experiments that somehow evaluate the perceived recommendation quality for a given sup-
port threshold. This is an open issue involving laborious one-time efforts. However, as stated
before, once the parameters are known automating periodic model generations is merely a tech-
nical task. MDX queries on the other hand, such as those required to to create the top-selling
lists mentioned in section 5.1.4.1 on page 99, can be easily automated through Mondrian’s API.

Figure 38 on the preceding page summarizes the very tasks to be automated for the recom-
mendation engine. The LOORDSM significantly contributes to closing this loop as its struc-
tured formal model on the one hand, supports the transition from conceptual tasks to concrete
technical tasks (compare remark on page 105 and section 5.2.2 on page 103) and on the other
hand, supports its automated execution.

5.3 Performance Issues
WUSAN-specific performance issues and general data warehousing-specific performance is-
sues may not be neglected when deploying the recommendation engine. Poor system perfor-
mance may bungle the automated closed loop discussed in the previous section due to frequent
inevitable manual interventions. A smooth high-performance system is compulsory for any
practical projects. WUSAN, however, is still in the state of a prototype and hence, a general
proof of feasibility has been more important than ease of use and in-depth performance tuning.
This section aims at briefly outlining the endless field of performance tuning for WUSAN and
data warehousing in general.

Two performance issues are particularly important for WUSAN. First, an efficient ETL
process with high data throughput is a critical factor for closing the loop of the WUA process,
as large volumes of data must be preprocessed on a regular basis (compare item 1 on page 42).
Second, the data warehouse, or, more precisely, the underlying RDBMS, must be configured
for high performance in view of the queries issued by Mondrian OLAP. Both aspects are a
science in their own right and cannot be covered in detail in this thesis.34 Nevertheless, even
for a prototype, performance issues must be accounted for so as to obtain a feasible system.

5.3.1 Implementational Aspects

One key performance aspect has been realized in the Java classes of the LOORDSM, as dis-
cussed in item 1 on page 89: it was sketched how to minimize reading and writing database
accesses through caches within the MiningTableSqlStream class extensively used during
the ETL process. Another major performance aspect inherent to the LOORDSM is transfor-
mation modeling (compare section 4.2.3 on page 72). Although the XELOPES library carves
out the possibilities of modeling transformations, the transformation atoms of section 4.2.3 on
page 72, the OneToOneMapping, OneToMultipleMapping, and MultipleToMul-
tipleMapping classes, should make use of caches and avoid unnecessary computations, if
feasible. Furthermore, redundant mappings should be avoided, for example, unneeded attribute
realignments or nonessential duplicate mappings.

Further performance issues concern the underlying RDBMS of the data storage layer [see
Kimball and Caserta, 2004, chapter 8]:

34Wood [2005] discusses three performance issues for Mondrian OLAP: (i) a generalized tuning process for
Mondrian, (ii) recommendations for database tuning, and (iii) aggregate tables. The last cited are an important
aspect for performance tuning (see section 5.3.2 on the following page).
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(i) Effect of Indexes. Extensive employment of indexes35 in an RDBMS significantly im-
proves the query performance of the data warehouse. Hence, a rather aggressive index
strategy should be pursued in order to accelerate the data warehouse for analysis. Yet,
during ETL, indexes significantly thwart the overall process due to the overhead required
to maintain them on each vector insertion. Hence, it is recommended to drop all critical
indexes prior to executing the ETL process. After completion, they should be reinstalled
in order to provide for a satisfactory query performance during analysis.

(ii) Foreign Key Constraints. Foreign key constraints for columns of a database table that
reference the primary key of another database table help to ensure referential integrity
within the data storage model. Adding constraints such as cascading deletions to foreign
key references may significantly simplify the maintenance of the data model, for instance,
if unwanted and depending vectors are to be removed efficiently. As with indexes, foreign
key constraints add significant overhead to vector insertions, since their constraints must
be checked on every insertion. Thus, as before, critical foreign key references must be
dropped prior to executing the ETL process.36

Remark. The PrimaryKeyGenerator class discussed in item 1 on page 89 adds to the
computational complexity during the ETL process. That is why the computationally expensive
MD5 primary key mapping discussed in footnote 51 on page 89 should be replaced with a less
computationally expensive mapping, if feasible. For example, as shown in the XML listings
of appendix G referenced in the previous section, the TrivialPrimaryKey class can be
employed for database tables that include a key candidate attribute as first attribute.

5.3.2 Aggregate Tables

In footnote 34 on the previous page, it was mentioned that aggregate tables can be leveraged
for tuning Mondrian’s performance. Some of the fact tables derived from the KDD Cup 2000
data represent aggregate tables, for instance, the SESSION_FACT table is an aggregate table
of the CLICKSTREAM_FACT table. Emberson [2005] states that unlike many OLAP servers,
Mondrian does not store data on the hard disk: it works exclusively on the data in the RDBMS
combined with a cache. In order to accelerate measure computations, an aggregate table that
coexists with the base fact table and contains pre-aggregated measures built from the fact table
can be added to a cube by means of the schema file. Mondrian then decides whether to access
the fact table or one of the aggregate tables when computing an MDX query.

According to Emberson [2005], Mondrian will support two aggregation techniques in forth-
coming versions, “lost” dimension and “collapsed” dimension. The former means that the fact
table is aggregated across all values of the lost dimension, and the latter means that the aggre-
gate table is obtained by inserting the dimension into the fact table. The author concludes
that making the decision as to which aggregate tables to build is analogous to choosing which
indexes to build on a table: it is application dependent and calls for considerable experience.

It can be concluded that tuning the data warehouse in view of WUA-, EC-, and ECRM-
specific measures and analyses still necessitates significant research efforts. Not only must

35An introduction to indexes is given in Ramakrishnan and Gehrke [2003, chapter 8].
36Although the filtering mechanism of the ETL process employed in section 5.2.3.3 on page 106 behaves simi-

larly to cascading deletions, it does not actually set up foreign key constraints in the RDBMS. Neither the gradual
nor instantaneous ETL approach automatically implements foreign key references in the RDBMS. Therefore,
checking referential integrity after completing the ETL process by manually creating the foreign key constraints
in the RDBMS for foreign key columns is highly recommended.
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useful measures be identified, but managing performance tuning (for instance, dropping and
creating indexes, creating aggregate tables, and adding deltas to them) must also be addressed
so as to develop domain-specific procedures and best practices. WUSAN and especially the
LOORDSM can be regarded as enablers for future research activities in WUA, EC, and ECRM,
as they significantly lower the preprocessing hurdle – an indispensable step prior to any analysis
activities – as yet an impediment for further research interactions.

5.4 Summary
Based on a realistic recommendation engine showcase, it was demonstrated in this chapter and
the referenced appendix chapter G on page 149 as to how the LOORDSM – introduced in
chapter 4 as a structured model – can be deployed concretely by modeling ETL for the KDD
Cup 2000 data. Apart from the benefits summarized in section 4.4 on page 92, the following
benefits of the LOORDSM became apparent in this chapter:

(1) The LOORDSM significantly simplifies the overall WUA process by easing modeling
ETL, a sub-process of the WUA process. The WUA process has been presented as a re-
sponse to the problem discussed in chapter 2: as to how EC Web sites respond to transform-
ing market conditions in the Web channel. Consequently, as WUSAN and the LOORDSM
both improve the WUA process, the initial challenge of winning over the customer in the
Web channel can be tackled more efficiently.

(2) The LOORDSM with its clearly structured mathematical data and transformation model
greatly fosters the creation of an automated closed loop in concrete applications such as a
recommendation engine.

(3) As the LOORDSM leverages the CWM’s meta-data model, arbitrary log formats can be
mapped to WUSAN’s data warehouse following the same structured approach.

(4) XML interfaces make it possible to simplify the set up of the ETL process by supporting
conceptual tasks graphically, that is, all required XML models can be assembled semi-
automatically.

(5) WUSAN and especially the LOORDSM can be regarded as enablers for future research
activities in WUA, EC, and ECRM, as they significantly lower the preprocessing hurdle
– an indispensable step prior to any analysis activities – as yet an impediment for further
research interactions.

The LOORDSM was exposed as the key component of WUSAN. It represents the funda-
mental prerequisite for creating a powerful analytical system, since it significantly simplifies
the preprocessing phase. As shown in the previous chapters, it is this inevitable step that is
neglected by existing research approaches. In this connection, it is compulsory to recall the
discussion in the introduction of section 3.3 on page 41, which stated that, unlike other applica-
tion domains of data mining, WUA deals with large volumes of data on a regular basis, hence
demanding automated preprocessing with minimal manual interactions. Furthermore, it must
be emphasized that the LOORDSM cannot compensate any weaknesses in data collection, that
is, its benefits strongly depend on the data collection issues discussed in section 3.2 on page 34.
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY

This summary provides both a look back at the issues covered in this thesis and a look ahead to
the consequences the results may have as well as the opportunities and challenges for further
research. Many aspects have already been discussed in the conclusions of each chapter, yet
some issues arise only from a comprehensive perspective.

Chapter 2 picked up the problem posed in the introduction on page 1: How can organi-
zations make advances in winning over the customer in markets where the power is radically
shifting from sellers to buyers? The Web channel has been identified as the primary battle-
ground for this challenge, and the retail sector has been considered as the sector that is particu-
larly affected by this development due to the co-action of various aspects such as technological
factors, globalization, and human factors.

It was argued that in this environment, a cost leadership strategy is insufficient and a com-
bination of several strategic approaches is required with an emphasis on differentiation. At
this point, CRM came into play as a well-established discipline delineating the options for
differentiation in terms of proactively shaping and cultivating customer relationships. Many
organizations embrace CRM as a strategic response to implement differentiation in changing
markets and transfer its concepts to the Web channel. It is ECRM that is perceived as being of
paramount importance in tackling the challenge of winning over the customer in the Web chan-
nel, since the WWW offers unparalleled options to collect behavioral data about customers and
prospects. These data are supposed to be of great value for nurturing customer relationships.
Figure 6 on page 23 outlined a high-level framework for ECRM, which represents the overall
concept pursued in this dissertation.

Immediately, the question arose as to how the ECRM framework can be deployed and
shaped concretely. To this end, chapter 3 on page 25 provided the foundations of the Web chan-
nel. From the technical and research perspectives, it was discussed what analyses can be done,
how data can be best collected, and which general Web site architecture is favorable for WUA,
the analysis technique applicable for the Web channel. Data warehousing was introduced as a
best practice to provide a flexible data repository with high data quality that can be employed
for a wide range of analytical tasks. But how must the volumes of data be transformed and pre-
processed, and how can the data warehouse be populated? Although some research efforts and
practical approaches exist, this question has been identified as a key issue, yet to be answered,
since the volumes of data available for WUA do not tolerate extensive manual interventions
during the preprocessing phase.

At this point, WUSAN was introduced, a framework for effective WUA, which broadly
follows the ECRM framework in figure 6 on page 23 and the general architecture for Web us-
age mining in figure 11 on page 43. After a thorough analysis of the strengths and weaknesses
of existing tools and approaches, the WUSAN architecture in figure 15 on page 53 was pro-
posed as a powerful instrument for WUA, which eliminates many of the weaknesses of existing
tools. The WUSAN architecture makes extensive use of standards: the PMML and the CWM.
Notably, the latter is a central constituent for WUSAN: through the XELOPES data mining
library, the CWM transformation and data mining packages are intensely leveraged within the
WUSAN framework.
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The ETL component in figure 15 on page 53 remained as the final missing element to
complete the framework. Chapter 4 on page 59 contributed the LOORDSM, which models
this last required constituent. In figure 16 on page 60, WUSAN’s four-layer architecture was
illustrated, the ETL layer of which actually hosts the LOORDSM. As a prerequisite of the
LOORDSM, transformation modeling was discussed and streams were introduced, each of
which was presented in both in a mathematical perspective that concisely delineated its ideas,
instruments, and mechanisms and a nuts and bolts perspective, that is, UML class diagrams
that visualized how the LOORDSM has been concretely deployed in Java. As mentioned in the
introduction on page 2, this chapter supplied the following contributions with an emphasis on
the theoretical perspective:

(1) It presented the LOORDSM with its clearly structured mathematical data and transforma-
tion model. For the first time, a mathematical meta-data and transformation model con-
forming to the Common Warehouse Meta-Model (CWM) was inferred and leveraged for
consistent, uniform ETL modeling.

(2) It provided a structured XML interface for ETL transformation modeling. This means that
the theoretical model conveys its structured approach to WUSAN’s WusanML interface,
providing users with a standardized XML user interface.

(3) It described how the LOORDSM provides for compatibility with the CWM, thereby al-
lowing for the integration of arbitrary CWM compatible generic data pools into the ETL
process and the WUA framework WUSAN.

(4) It discussed how the LOORDSM supports automating the preprocessing phase of the WUA
process, the phase being particularly challenging for the WUA domain.

Finally, in chapter 5, deployment of the LOORDSM was concretely demonstrated by mod-
eling ETL based on a realistic recommendation engine showcase for the KDD Cup 2000 data.
The LOORDSM was exposed as the key component of WUSAN, representing the fundamental
prerequisite for creating a powerful analytical system, since it significantly simplifies the pre-
processing phase. Apart from the benefits of the theoretical perspective, the following practical
benefits of the LOORDSM have been extracted in this chapter:

(1) It was shown that the LOORDSM significantly simplifies the overall WUA process by
easing modeling ETL, a sub-process of the WUA process. Consequently, as WUSAN and
the LOORDSM both improve the WUA process, the initial challenge of winning over the
customer in the Web channel can be tackled more efficiently.

(2) It was discussed that the LOORDSM with its clearly structured formal mathematical data
and transformation model fosters the creation of an automated closed loop in concrete
practical applications such as a recommendation engine.

(3) It was demonstrated that due to the fact that the LOORDSM leverages the CWM’s meta-
data model, arbitrary log formats can be mapped to WUSAN’s data warehouse following
the same structured approach.

(4) It was shown that WUSAN’s XML interface facilitates the set up of the ETL process, and
it was pinpointed that through this XML interface, it is possible to support conceptual tasks
graphically, that is, all required XML models can be assembled semi-automatically.
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(5) It was concluded that WUSAN and especially the LOORDSM can be regarded as en-
ablers for future research activities in WUA, EC, and ECRM, as they significantly lower
the preprocessing hurdle – an indispensable step prior to any analysis activities – as yet an
impediment for further research interactions.

As stated in the introduction, this dissertation does not provide the philosopher’s stone
for ECRM but rather addresses and overcomes the obstacle of preprocessing Web usage data
and related data in a systematic, straightforward, and automated manner. It is this capability
that is the key contribution, as it had thus far been lacking, representing an insurmountable
hurdle for many research efforts in WUA, EC, ECRM, and beyond and impeding research in
those essential areas, as the time spent for preprocessing previously dominated the real research
challenges. The LOORDSM has a great potential to alleviate this problem and act as a catalyst
for all research activities in the mentioned areas that depend on sophisticated preprocessing
capabilities.

Additionally, this dissertation detected a number of open issues and unresolved research
questions, the most important of which are summarized in the following, structured in three
broad categories:

(1) Analytical Issues. Although this dissertation realized a crucial step towards establishing
the ECRM framework in figure 6 on page 23, the actual analytical challenges in view of
targeting the initial problem of winning over the customer in the Web channel remains
unsolved. Yet, WUSAN provides an instrument that can be leveraged to further investigate
these issues.

From an OLAP perspective, defining new useful measures and deploying agreed-upon
measures with MDX is a promising field, furthering existing Web reporting advances.
From a data mining perspective, the meaningful combination of OLAP and data mining
remains a challenge, as well as purposefully employing Web usage mining methods for
shaping customer relationships. Both perspectives take the preprocessing capabilities for
granted and can now be handled more easily.

(2) Modeling Issues. The LOORDSM is not complete by far. For instance, it does not reflect
the special transformations mentioned on page 74. In this context, it is important to decide
whether to precalculate a measure with a regular transformation or a special transformation
during the ETL process and hence materialize it in the database or whether to calculate the
measure solely with MDX. Not only is this a performance issue, but it is also a question of
modeling convenience. Related to this issue is the question of how to perform aggregations
and abstractions in the data warehouse, for instance, the transition from clicks to sessions.
Section 5.3.2 on page 110 outlined various alternatives for aggregated data modeling in
the data warehouse. Yet, it is unclear which alternative is the best for specific analytical
situations and application domains, and structured approaches are required.

Although storage space is cheap, sooner or later the issue emerges as to what data must
be kept on what aggregation level for long-term analysis and what data can be deleted. As
mentioned before, WUA involves large volumes of data on a recurring basis. Not all the
information collected is decisive in the long-term perspective. For this point, the overall
strategic goals (that are subject to constant change) may play a key role, complicating the
decision what data must be kept.

(3) Technical Issues. In order to improve WUSAN’s usability, the WusanML interface should
be used as a basis for creating a GUI that supports easy and intuitive ETL modeling as
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sketched in the remark on page 105. Furthermore, the performance issues mentioned in
section 5.3 on page 109 must be addressed and deployed in future versions. In partic-
ular, the performance tuning issues for the RDBMS are of central importance, since the
database’s performance has great influence on the overall performance during ETL and
any data accesses during analysis.

All aspects considered, this thesis has solved the central aspect of ETL modeling, but at the
same time accumulates many new, dependent open issues and research challenges. However,
the brisk activities in this research area and even in the open source community1 demonstrate
that the broad direction of this dissertation points to a promising field of future research and
business activities.

1Apart from the open source packages employed for WUSAN, many other open source projects are currently
contributing to transforming business intelligence into software that is deployed and accepted on a broad basis.
For instance, BIZGRES is a project that develops a data warehouse for business intelligence aiming at covering
the complete analytical process. OPENI aims at improving the graphical analytical capabilities for business intel-
ligence, which are compulsory for a broad acceptance. Finally, KETTLE aims at supporting and easing ETL and
data migrations for business intelligence.
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Appendix A

ADDITIONAL ISSUES OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

This chapter covers two amendments to section 2.1 on page 5. In section A.1, the classification
of EC applications is completed and, in section A.2 on the next page, the issue of privacy and
trust for EC is briefly discussed.

A.1 Classification of Electronic Commerce Applications
In section 2.1.3 on page 7, a classification scheme for EC has been introduced and the B2B
and B2C categories have been discussed. The remaining two categories, C2B and C2C, are
sketched in section A.1.1 and section A.1.2, respectively.

A.1.1 Consumer-To-Business Electronic Commerce

Consumer-to-business (C2B) EC is similar to B2C EC but entails one fundamental difference.
The old system, where organizations offer products and services at certain prices and the de-
cision whether to accept or decline offers lies with consumers, is inverted [Harmsen, 2001].
A C2B marketplace provides consumers with the opportunity to submit offers for precisely
defined products and services to organizations over a specialized C2B marketplace. It is then
up to the participating organizations to accept or decline offers. The C2B model is hence only
suitable for buyer markets.

The most prominent C2B EC example is Priceline [PRICELINE], a Web site implementing
the name-your-own-price-model. This model enables consumers to achieve significant savings
by submitting their maximum prices for products or services [Turban and King, 2003, ap-
pendix 2A]. Basically, the concept is that of a reverse auction, in which sellers submit offers
and the lowest-priced seller makes the deal [Harmsen, 2001]. Priceline presents offers submit-
ted by consumers to sellers, who can serve as much of Priceline’s guaranteed demand as they
can. Alternatively, Priceline searches a database that contains sellers’ minimum prices and tries
to match supply against demand. In turn, Priceline’s customers have to commit themselves to
accepting any offer that matches their inquiry, if it is at or below the submitted price.

A.1.2 Consumer-To-Consumer Electronic Commerce

Consumer-to-consumer (C2C) EC refers to definition 2.1 on page 7, limiting the type of trans-
actions to transactions between consumers. C2C EC sites are a modern form of a marketplace
(without limitations to a physical location) where buyers and sellers meet and where prices are
negotiated on the basis of the rules the marketplace sets up [Vulkan, 2003, p. 153].

Auction Web sites such as Ebay1 [EBAY] or QXL [QXL] can be regarded as paradigms
for C2C EC. Making use of forward auctions (auctions where the price increases with time),
individuals and organizations place items for sale on auctioneers’ Web sites, who then run the

1Ebay is the world’s largest auction Web site with 100 million registered members as of fall 2004 [EBAY]. It is
the largest online marketplace for the sale of goods and services by a mixed community of individuals and SMEs.
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auctions on behalf of their customers for a fee. Exchange of products and services and payment
take place directly between sellers and auction winners [Turban and King, 2003, appendix 2A].

A.2 Privacy and Trust in Electronic Commerce
As mentioned in section 2.1.3.2 on page 9, privacy and trust is a crucial success factor in EC.
Operating and maintaining an infrastructure to conduct EC transactions involves the processing
of customers’ sensitive personal data. Such data is required to complete transactions and to
ensure that customers receive the products and services they purchase promptly and reliably.
Moreover, organizations rely on personal data to tailor products and services to their customers’
needs, far beyond core transaction processing.

Personalization efforts seem to be in a caustic conflict with customers’ privacy concerns, as
customers become increasingly anxious about threats to their privacy, when they are prompted
to divulge personal information or when they are aware of being tracked online [Kobsa, 2002].
Such privacy concerns on the customer side may have serious consequences for organizations
conducting EC: customers are reported to leave Web sites, to provide false registration infor-
mation, or to generally refrain from conducting online transactions due to privacy concerns.

Over the past decade, three fundamental approaches addressing privacy and trust have
evolved: enforcing privacy (i) through legislation (compare section A.2.1), (ii) through self-
regulation (compare section A.2.2 on the facing page), and (iii) through technical standards
(compare section A.2.3 on page 120), each of which is discussed in the following.

A.2.1 Privacy Through Legislation

Although privacy laws emphasize different aspects of privacy in different countries, they are
usually based on a small number of fundamental privacy principles [Kobsa, 2002]. These
principles have been stated by the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development
(OECD) in the guidelines on the protection of privacy and transborder flows of personal data
[OECD-PRIVACY], the most important of which from the customer perspective are singled
out in the following list.

(1) Collection Limitation Principle. “There should be limits to the collection of personal data
and any such data should be obtained by lawful and fair means and, where appropriate, with
the knowledge or consent of the data subject.”

(2) Purpose Specification Principle. “The purposes for which personal data are collected
should be specified not later than at the time of data collection and the subsequent use
limited to the fulfillment of those purposes or such others as are not incompatible with
those purposes and as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.”

(3) Use Limitation Principle. “Personal data should not be disclosed, made available or
otherwise used for purposes other than those in accordance with the Purpose Specification
Principle item 2 except with the consent of the data subject or by the authority of law.”

(4) Openness Principle. “There should be a general policy of openness about developments,
practices and policies with respect to personal data. Means should be readily available of
establishing the existence and nature of personal data, and the main purposes of their use,
as well as the identity and usual residence of the data controller.”

(5) Individual Participation Principle. “An individual should have the right:
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a) to obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not the data
controller has data relating to him;

b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time; at a charge,
if any, that is not excessive; in a reasonable manner; and in a form that is readily intel-
ligible to him;

c) to be given reasons if a request made under subparagraphs 5a) and 5b) is denied, and to
be able to challenge such denial; and

d) to challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful to have the data
erased, rectified, completed or amended.”

Thorough privacy legislation as in the EU has two major drawbacks. First, the sluggish
legislation process bears the risk that laws fall behind technological development. Second, it is
difficult to impose such laws on other countries that pursue a different privacy philosophy, for
example, the US. This aspect is described in the section below.2

A.2.2 Privacy Through Self-Regulation

Spiekermann et al. [2001] point out that the US relies on self-regulation instead of legislation
concerning privacy issues. Organizations conducting EC hence focus on privacy statements and
privacy seals to account for privacy issues. The basic idea of self-regulation is the assumption
that customers are well aware of privacy issues and thus, market forces are strong enough
to assure that only organizations conforming to customers’ expected high privacy standards
will eventually survive in a tough competitive environment. Yet as Spiekermann et al. [2001]
note, there is often a discrepancy between how customers actually act – concerning careless
divulgement of sensitive personal data – and what they demand when asked for privacy.

Moores and Dhillon [2003] projected EC sales to exceed $100 billion in 2002, reduced
by $3 billion due to (potential) customers’ privacy concerns. Given such figures, the US EC
industry has tried to establish a self-regulation policy that centers on the use of privacy seals.
A privacy seal is meant to create trust between EC Web sites and their customers in terms of
privacy. Nowadays, three major privacy seals are prevalent in the US, the most common of
which is TRUSTe [TRUSTE].3

According to Benassi [1999], TRUSTe is a non-profit privacy seal program for Web sites
that are willing to back privacy disclosures by credible third-party assurance. The seal is
founded on a set of privacy principles that are similar to those mentioned in section A.2.1
on the preceding page. Namely, TRUSTe covers the following points [compare Benassi, 1999]:

(1) Notice. Web sites must post a privacy statement linked from the home page that includes
disclosure of the Web site’s information gathering and dissemination practices.

(2) Choice. Web sites must provide at least the ability for users to opt out of having their
personal information used by third parties for secondary purposes.

(3) Security. Web sites must implement reasonable procedures to protect personal information
from loss, misuse, or unauthorized alteration.

2Zwick and Dholakia [2001] discuss the contrasting EU and US regulatory philosophies underlying the debates
on privacy for EC.

3The other two privacy seals are WebTrust [WEBTRUST] and BBBOnline [BBB-ONLINE].
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(4) Data Quality and Data Access. Web sites must provide a mechanism for users to correct
inaccuracies in information stored about them.

(5) Verification and Oversight. TRUSTe provides assurance to users that participating Web
sites are following stated privacy practices through initial and periodic reviews in order to
ensure that all required criteria continue to be met.

(6) Complaint Resolution. TRUSTe provides users with a structure to resolve complaints that
cannot be adequately resolved by TRUSTe licensees.

(7) Consequences. Depending on the severity of the privacy breach, TRUSTe may take legal
action or revoke a licensee’s privacy seal.4

Although privacy seals are the best way to implement privacy self-regulation, following
Moores and Dhillon [2003], they cannot take the place of sound privacy legislation, since they
create many loopholes that may be exploited even by reputable EC organizations.

A.2.3 Privacy Through Technical Standards: The P3P Privacy Standard

In order to make privacy standards more transparent for customers, the World Wide Web Con-
sortium (W3C) has set up the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) Project [W3C-P3P],
which proposes a standardization approach for privacy protection on the Web. The idea is to
integrate customers’ privacy preferences into technology in order to make it easier for them to
check what kind of privacy preferences are applicable to certain EC Web sites. Unlike legis-
lation, the P3P approach has the advantage of being able to quickly respond to technological
changes that may have an effect on privacy.

According to Grimm and Rossnagel [2000], P3P describes three different tasks in view
of exchanging information in a way that must conform to a certain privacy statement. (i) It
specifies privacy protection policies as a set of formalized statements. (ii) It describes a process
of submitting privacy policy proposals to users, which they can accept or decline. Furthermore,
it defines a protocol that enables users to initiate automated negotiation about privacy policies,
if desired. (iii) It describes another protocol for the transfer of sensitive personal data.

P3P applications support customers in being informed about the privacy practices of Web
sites. Further, they assist in delegating negotiations about how to alter offered privacy state-
ments to make them acceptable for both parties to a computer agent that manages relationships
with Web sites semi-automatically. The central element of P3P is its mechanism to manage
privacy disclosures rather than to decide whether they are actually compliant with privacy leg-
islation or standards.

Privacy policy proposals are parsed by user agents automatically and compared to pre-
configured privacy preferences [Reagle and Cranor, 1999]. In case of incompatibilities, user
agents may either prompt users for explicit confirmation or denial or start automatic negotiation
by sending a modified privacy policy proposal back to the issuing Web site. The Web site may,
in turn, modify the proposal and continue negotiations. P3P does not provide a mechanism to

4Current US law imposes few restraints on private parties communicating information about people. The chief
legal protection available to seek redress for breach of privacy is contract law. If a business promises to keep
information private, customers can hold it to this promise by legal means [Volokh, 2000]. Contract law is the most
powerful instrument that organizations issuing a privacy seal can apply on behalf of all customers of an EC Web
site. Privacy seal licensors make use of this instrument to ensure that privacy seal licensees observe the specified
privacy standards.
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actually assure that Web sites act according to stated privacy policies. This is the point where
neutral instances, issuing privacy seals as described in the previous section, come into play.5

5Ashley et al. [2002] propose the Platform for Enterprise Privacy Practices (E-P3P), which is a privacy policy
model that can be used to assure that all information processing activities in an organization comply to the privacy
policy stated to its customers. All kinds of internal data accesses must be approved by the E-P3P policy, which
is maintained and updated by a Chief Privacy Officer (CPO). In contrast to P3P, E-P3P is a means to technically
prevent accidental internal violations of stated privacy policies.
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Appendix B

MORE ON CRM STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

This section raises the question of how to set up and implement CRM strategies. To this end,
two strategic frameworks for CRM strategy implementation are introduced.

(1) The first framework by Sue and Morin [2001] (discussed in section B.1) links knowledge
about customers to profits and is used to sift out essential elements of CRM strategies.
Furthermore, this work discusses how these elements are interlinked and how they have an
effect on corporate profit. The framework can be regarded as an extended version of the
functional chain of CRM in figure 3 on page 16.

(2) The second framework by Payne [2003b] (discussed in section B.2 on page 126) is based
on the interaction of five cross-functional corporate processes that deal with strategy devel-
opment, value creation, multi-channel integration, information management, and perfor-
mance assessment. It centers on the alignment of customer-facing processes and dependent
internal processes, a prerequisite for CRM that was mentioned in item ii on page 17.

B.1 Strategic Functional Chain of CRM
The strategic functional chain of CRM (depicted in figure 39 on the following page) is modeled
using the results chain technique, which is described in Thorp [2003]. This technique makes
use of three components, which are illustrated in table 2. The components of the strategic func-
tional chain can be divided into the following parts (1) knowing your customers, (2) increasing
value-add, (3) customer interaction, (4) divesting unprofitable customers, (5) customer base,
(6) capturing increased value, and (7) ultimate benefits, each of which is discussed next fol-
lowing Sue and Morin [2001].

Component Meaning
An initiative is an action that can be taken to support
the desired change. It may be a simple task or an entire
project. An initiative can contribute to the production of
one or more outcomes.

An outcome is a change in result. It can be the con-
sequence of one or more initiatives or prior outcomes.
Outcomes should ideally be measurable in order to deter-
mine if the change program was successful in achieving
its goals.

A contribution refers to the role that an initiative or out-
come plays in helping to bring about a subsequent out-
come.

Table 2: Components of the results chain technique [compare Thorp, 2003].
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(1) Knowing Your Customers. Customer knowledge is the necessary starting point for any
CRM strategy that aims at increasing corporate profit. This goal can be achieved by provid-
ing increased value to targeted segments of profitable and potentially profitable customers.
In order to gain broadened knowledge about customers, the strategic functional chain in
figure 39 on the facing page allows for three initiatives.

(a) Capture and integrate customer information from multiple sources. This includes de-
mographic and psychographic data, buying and service histories, preferences, com-
plaints, and all other communications with organizations. The data originate from a
multi-channel environment as the one depicted in figure 4 on page 19. The integrated
data can be used for two purposes: (i) to create customer profiles that can be used to tai-
lor communications and interactions with customers and (ii) to segment customers so
as to to develop appropriate products and services and supportive marketing programs.

(b) Create customer profiles. These capture the demographics, needs, purchases, prefer-
ences, favored channels, and behaviors of individual customers. They are made avail-
able at every customer touchpoint in order to provide for consistent communications.

(c) Segment customers by potential and profitability. The Pareto Rule (or 80:20 rule [com-
pare Newbold et al., 2003, p. 26] suggests that, for organizations, 80% of profits orig-
inate from 20% of their customers [Chatranon et al., 2001]. Hence, it makes sense to
extract the currently or future most profitable 20% of the customer base by segmenting
customers in terms of (potential) profitability to create actionable customer segments.

(2) Increasing Value-Add. As stated in section 2.2 on page 13, CRM involves the creation
of value for customers, leading to increased profits for organizations. In order to continu-
ously increase the value-add for customers, the strategic functional chain in figure 39 on the
preceding page proposes the following three initiatives: (a) implement targeted customer
service/relationship programs, for example, loyalty and retention programs, (b) implement
target marketing programs, that is, build differentiated customer value for different cus-
tomer segments, and (c) implement targeted product/service offerings, that is, implement a
differentiation strategy1 through tailored offers.

(3) Customer Interaction. Customer segments are designed to provide increased value for
customers in terms of convenience and service and for organizations in terms of reduced
customer service costs (compare footnote 21 on page 17). Organizations are striving for
increased marketing, sales, and customer service efficiency2 and effectiveness3. To this
end, organizations should create an integrated multi-channel architecture (compare remark
below figure 4 on page 19) and implement targeted sales campaigns.

(4) Divesting Unprofitable Customers. In order to achieve the two goals of increased profits
and decreased costs, organizations can choose to divest themselves of unprofitable cus-
tomers by reducing customer service or raising prices for unprofitable customer segments.

(5) Customer Base. The outcomes of previous initiatives concerning item 2 and item 3 indi-
rectly result in a broadened customer base due to improved customer retention, which is a
direct result of customer loyalty4 and improved customer acquisition.

1Compare section 2.2.2 on page 15.
2Efficiency refers to the degree of effort and amount of resources used to achieve customer interaction goals.
3Effectiveness refers to the degree to which organizations are able to meet customer interaction goals.
4Customer loyalty generates increased sales and higher revenue. The link between customer loyalty and cus-

tomer retention has been verified by Lewis [2004].
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(6) Capturing Augmented Value. Price increases that are based on delivering augmented
value and that are appropriately communicated to the customer base do not inevitably im-
pact market shares negatively and directly result in increased profits.

(7) Ultimate Benefits. As mentioned in the introduction of section 2.2 on page 13, increas-
ing profits by maximizing the CLVs of customers is the ultimate goal of CRM activities.
Increased Profits represents the final element of the strategic functional chain of CRM in
figure 39 on page 124, which is the result of the initiatives and outcomes described in item 1
on the previous page to item 6.

B.2 Strategic Process Alignment Framework for CRM
While the functional chain of CRM in figure 39 on page 124 emphasizes the functional in-
terrelations of strategic initiatives and outcomes, the strategic process alignment framework in
figure 40 on the facing page, proposed by Payne [2003b], identifies five elementary corporate
processes that have to be optimized and coordinated in order to establish a basis for all CRM ac-
tivities. Following Payne [2003b], the five CRM-enabling processes (1) strategy development
process, (2) value creation process, (3) multi-channel management process, (4) information
management process, and (5) performance assessment process are briefly discussed next.

(1) Strategy Development Process. As stated in section 2.2.2 on page 15, CRM must be
embedded into a higher-ranking corporate strategy, since it is more than merely deploying
ICTs. On the one hand, organizations must constantly monitor and adjust their business
strategies in terms of (i) strategy profile, strategy purpose, strategy performance, and strate-
gic position, (ii) the state of the industry’s evolution, (iii) competitors’ profiles and activi-
ties, (iv) delivery channels and multi-channel management, and (v) advances in ICTs. On
the other hand, organizations are also obliged to constantly review their customer strategies
in terms of (a) the current customer strategy status, (b) quality and goodness of customer
segments, (c) knowledge that can be retrieved from the customer base (and its value and
benefit for the organizations), and (d) product/service involvement and the complexity of
customer purchasing behavior.

(2) Value Creation Process. This process deals with transforming the outputs of the strategy
development process into programs that both extract and deliver value, that is, (i) determine
what value organizations can provide to their customers, (ii) determine the value that or-
ganizations receive from their customers, and (iii) manage this value exchange, eventually
maximizing the CLVs of customers in profitable customer segments.

(3) Multi-Channel Integration Process. In the context of collaborative CRM, multi-channel
management has been mentioned as a prerequisite for CRM in section 2.2.3 on page 18.
Due to its high complexity, Payne [2003b] assigns the multi-channel integration process
to the set of CRM-enabling processes. The multi-channel integration process involves de-
cisions about the most suitable combination of channels, initiatives that ensure customer
experiences will be positive, and efforts to achieve consistent cross-channel communica-
tions with customers [Payne, 2003a].

Definition B.1 (Multi-Channel Management). Multi-channel management is the use of
more than one channel to manage customer relationships in a way that is consistent and
coordinated across all channels used [Stone et al., 2002].
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According to Stone et al. [2002], there are two reasons for the importance of multi-channel
management. (i) Recent developments in ICTs for new channel types, namely increas-
ing reliability, performance, and unlimited storage, accelerate the convergence of Internet-
based channels (compare remark below definition 2.4 on page 20). (ii) Customers expect
new ICTs to be used to manage them consistently across all channels.

From the point of view of organizations, multi-channel management of a multi-channel
environment (compare figure 4 on page 19) holds the following risks: (i) Deficient channel
coordination causes frustrated customers. If poorly coordinated channels are offered, cus-
tomers may not be able to choose the optimal communication channel. Their frustration
is aggravated if multiple channels disseminate inconsistent messages [Schögel and Sauer,
2002]. (ii) Data integration problems arise inevitably, since different channels make use
of diverse data collection methods leading to behavioral data with varying granularity and
data quality. (iii) Organizational boundaries may complicate the synchronization of in-
ternal processes and customer-facing processes (both from an organizational and an ICTs
perspective) [Stone et al., 2002].

In contrast, multi-channel management holds the following benefits: (i) Increased market
coverage, that is, avoidance of partial market coverage due to limited multi-channel capa-
bilities [Schögel and Sauer, 2002]. (ii) Increased customer benefits for two reasons. On the
one hand, customers can choose the way they wish to interact with organizations and are
able to switch between channels when it suits them [Stone et al., 2002]. On the other hand,
different channels can be configured to address specific customer segments with particular
requirements. (iii) Increased efficiency through sharing of processes, ICTs, and informa-
tion, which eventually leads to more organizational flexibility and reduced overall channel
costs [Stone et al., 2002]. (iv) Balance of risks due to the avoidance of strong dependencies
on specific customer segments. A multi-channel environment targets different customer
segments, hence lowering such dependencies and minimizing the overall risk [Stone et al.,
2002].

(4) Information Management Process. As depicted in figure 40 on the previous page, the
information management process is concerned with the collection of customer information
from all customer touchpoints in order to create customer profiles that help to improve the
quality of customer experiences. It involves integrating data repositories, analytical tools,
ICTs, and front- and back-office applications.

This process plays an important role for EC channels (see item 5 on page 19), as large
volumes of behavioral data can be collected easily in such channels, if sophisticated data
collection methods are available (compare section 3.2 on page 34).

(5) Performance Assessment Process. This process helps to ensure that strategic CRM goals
are actually met. According to Payne [2003b], the two main instruments of assessing
the achievement of strategic goals are (i) shareholder results, that is, a macro view on
CRM performance of organizations, and (ii) performance monitoring, that is, a micro view
on different aspects of CRM activities of organizations, which is primarily comprised of
metrics and key performance indicators.
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Appendix C

MINING BASES

This chapter refers to item 7 on page 68. The unified view of data mining mentioned there
is outlined briefly here and the notion of a mining base is introduced. Following Thess and
Bolotnicov [2004, chapter 3], applying data mining algorithms consists of two phases: (1) the
training phase and (2) the application phase.

(1) Training Phase. Let T = (X1, . . . , Xn)>, X` ∈ Rd, ` = 1, . . . , n be a data matrix of
training data with d attributes. A function f : Rd → Rk, f ∈ V is sought with V being an
appropriate function space over Rd. Given an operator R : V → R, f is the solution of

min
f∈V

R(f). (C.1)

A data mining algorithm solves equation (C.1) for an appropriate sub-space of V . The
situation for the training phase is illustrated in figure 41.

Figure 41: The training phase of data mining algorithms.

(2) Application Phase. Let T̃ = (X̃1, . . . , X̃m)>, X̃` ∈ Rd, ` = 1, . . . ,m be a data matrix
of application data compatible with T. Applying f to T̃ yields Ỹ = {f(X̃`) ∈ Rd}m

`=1.
The application phase amounts to applying the mining model to the application data as
illustrated in figure 42.

Figure 42: The application phase of data mining algorithms.

All records involved in data mining are represented by real-valued vectors that initially lack an
“interpretation”. This interpretation is provided by meta-data MT = MeT. MT is referred to as
a mining basis of T.

In linear vector spaces, the coordinates of a vector represent an interpretation of the vector
relative to its basis. If the vector’s interpretation relative to a different basis is sought, a basis
transformation is applied to the vector, yielding new coordinates.

In data mining, the situation is similar. By default, all records are provided relative to
the standard basis of Rd. If a record’s interpretation relative to a specific application domain
is sought, a meta-data mapping (corresponding to the basis transformation) is applied to it,
yielding its interpretation. Hence, it can be concluded that the MiningDataSpecifica-
tion class provides a means of modeling a mining basis.
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Appendix D

MORE ON STREAMS

This chapter provides the UML class diagrams for the different stream classes introduced in
section 4.2.2.2 on page 70. Furthermore, in section D.6 on page 133 and section D.7 on
page 137, the two helper classes MiningUpdatableSqlSource and VectorFilter are
discussed. The former is a prerequisite for the database streams discussed in item 3 on page 71
and the latter is employed by the filter stream class MiningVectorFilterStream dis-
cussed in section D.5 on page 133. The detailed Java API documentation of class employment
and initialization has been linked with the respective classes in the PDF version of this thesis.1

D.1 A Stream Prototype
This section ties in with section 4.2.2 on page 68 where the general stream properties were
discussed. Figure 43 depicts the UML class diagram of the abstract class MiningInput-
Stream, which models a stream prototype.

MiningInputStream

#cursorPosition:int

#cursorVector:MiningVector

#metaData:MiningDataSpecification

#missingValues:HashSet

<< create >>+MiningInputStream():MiningInputStream

+addMissingValue(missingValue:String):boolean

+clearMissingValues():void

+close():void

+count():int

+equals(stream:Object):boolean

+getCursorPosition():int

+getMetaData():MiningDataSpecification

+isMissingValue(missingValueCandidate:String):boolean

+isMovable():boolean

+isOpen():boolean

+move(position:int):MiningVector

+next():boolean

+open():void

+read():MiningVector

+reset():void

Figure 43: The MiningInputStream class models the prototype of a stream.

1See the remark on page 4.
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Figure 44 depicts the UpdatableStream interface, which is employed to add writing
access to a stream class.

<< interface >>

UpdatableStream

+append(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+replace(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+updateAppendVector(miningVector:MiningVector):void

+updateRemoveAllVectors():void

+updateSetMetaData(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):void

Figure 44: The UpdatableStream interface provides writing stream access.

D.2 Memory Streams
Memory streams were discussed in item 1 on page 70, where the two memory stream classes
MiningCollectionStream and MiningArrayStream were introduced. Their UML
class diagrams are depicted in figure 45 and in figure 46 on the facing page.

<< interface >>

UpdatableStream

+append(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+replace(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+updateAppendVector(miningVector:MiningVector):void

+updateRemoveAllVectors():void

+updateSetMetaData(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):void

MiningCollectionStream

−collection:Collection

−iterator:Iterator

<< create >>+MiningCollectionStream(aCollection:Collection):MiningCollectionStream

<< create >>+MiningCollectionStream(stream:MiningInputStream):MiningCollectionStream

+count():int

+move(position:int):boolean

+next():boolean

+open():void

+read():MiningVector

+reset():void

Figure 45: WUSAN’s MiningCollectionStream class (based on Java collections).
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MiningArrayStream

−doubleArray:double[][]

−objectArray:Object[][]

<< create >>+MiningArrayStream(aMiningDoubleArray:double[][]):MiningArrayStream

<< create >>+MiningArrayStream(aMiningDoubleArray:double[][],someMetaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningArrayStream

<< create >>+MiningArrayStream(stream:MiningInputStream):MiningArrayStream

<< create >>+MiningArrayStream(aMiningObjectArray:Object[][],someMetaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningArrayStream

+count():int

+move(position:int):boolean

+next():boolean

+read():

Figure 46: XELOPES’ MiningArrayStream class (based on arrays).

D.3 Flat File Streams
Flat file streams were discussed in item 2 on page 70, where the flat file stream classes of fig-
ure 47 on the following page were sketched. The abstract MiningFileStream class models
the prototype of a flat file stream (adopted from XELOPES without changes). Compared to the
original XELOPES classes, the MiningArffStream and the MiningCsvStream classes
have been adapted to implement writing stream access.2

D.4 Database Streams
Database streams were discussed in item 3 on page 71, where the database stream classes of
figure 48 on page 135 were discussed in detail. Database streams are employed within the data
warehousing component of WUSAN in figure 15 on page 53.

D.5 Filter Streams
Filter streams were discussed in item 4 on page 71, where the classes depicted in figure 49
on page 136 were introduced. The abstract MiningFilterStream class represents the
prototype of a filter stream, the principal feature of which is an embedded instance of the Min-
ingInputStream class in figure 43 on page 131. The filters and transformations of the
sub-classes of the MiningFilterStream class operate on the embedded stream.

D.6 Managing SQL Data Sources
Database streams were discussed in item 3 on page 71. It was stated that the relational tables re-
quired for MiningTableSqlStreams and MiningQuerySqlStreams must conform to
a special format. The MiningUpdatableSqlSource class accomplishes the management
and administration of such tables.

2Some of the parameters of the constructors of the MiningCsvStream class can be set to null, in order to
activate auto-detection for this parameter. A detailed description of feasible parameter settings can be found in the
Java API documentation. Furthermore, the sub-class MiningUpdatableCsvStream implements constructors
with the same signatures and functionality as its super-class. These constructors are omitted in figure 47 on the
next page to allow a more compact illustration.
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MiningSqlStream

#dataSource:MiningSqlSource

#preparedStatement:PreparedStatement

#resultSet:ResultSet

<< create >>+MiningSqlStream(aRequest:String,aDataSource:MiningSqlSource):MiningSqlStream

+close():void

+next():boolean

+open():void

+read():MiningVector

+reset():void

MiningQuerySqlStream

#reducedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

<< create >>+MiningQuerySqlStream(aRequest:String,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningQuerySqlStream

+getMetaData():MiningDataSpecification

+read():MiningVector

<< interface >>

UpdatableStream

+append(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+replace(stream:MiningInputStream):int

+updateAppendVector(miningVector:MiningVector):void

+updateRemoveAllVectors():void

+updateSetMetaData(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):void

MiningTableSqlStream

−instanceRegister:HashMap

−batchSize:int

−insertCache:HashMap

−insertCacheSize:int

−insertStatement:PreparedStatement

−keyGenerator:PrimaryKeyGenerator

−selectCache:LinkedHashMap

~selectCacheSize:int

−selectStatement:PreparedStatement

+createInstance(aTableName:String,aKeyGenerator:PrimaryKeyGenerator,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningTableSqlStream

~getInstance(aTableName:String):MiningTableSqlStream

<< create >>−MiningTableSqlStream(aTableName:String,aRequest:String,aKeyGenerator:PrimaryKeyGenerator,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningTableSqlStream

+close():void

+count():int

+finalize():void

+flush():void

+getKey(miningVector:MiningVector):String

+getMiningVector(key:String):MiningVector

+insert(miningVector:):String

+setBatchSize(aBatchSize:int):boolean

+setInsertCacheSize(anInsertCacheSize:int):boolean

+setSelectCacheSize(aSelectCacheSize:int):boolean

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 48: WUSAN’s database streams (UML class diagram).

The UML class diagram of figure 50 on page 137 illustrates its relevant methods. Instances
of the class are created by reading a properties file that contains the data required to access
an RDBMS. A certain instance operates on one particular schema of the database. It is then
possible to create database tables by employing the createTable method. This method
takes meta-data conforming to figure 17 on page 65 as input and maps each attribute canonically
to an RDBMS attribute. For example, a categorical attribute is mapped to VARCHAR(100),
which is a good choice for most categorical attributes. However, some categorical attributes
such as an attribute modeling URLs contains categories larger than 100 characters. The class
features the two methods addKeywordForLColumn and addKeywordForXLColumn,
both of which add keywords submitted as parameters to internal lists. All categorical attributes
with names matching a keyword of one of the two lists are mapped to VARCHAR(500) or
VARCHAR(1000), as the case may be.

The meta-data submitted to create a database table are stored in a repository in PMML
format and can be retrieved with the readMetaData method or altered with the writeMe-
taData method.

Furthermore, this class handles the management of instances of the StarSchema class
from the LOORDSM in figure 27 on page 87. By registering a star schema with the reg-
isterStarSchema method, its WusanML description is retrieved and stored in an internal
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registration table.3 Consequently, the star schema becomes persistent and can be restored later
with the readStarSchema method, the argument of which indicates the star schema’s fact
table. Before a star schema’s table can be dropped, it must be unregistered with the unreg-
isterStarSchema method.4

All other methods are self-explanatory. Generally, methods concerning meta-data man-
agement and star schema management should not be invoked explicitly by users, since these
methods are invoked implicitly by instances of database streams and star schemas.

MiningUpdatableSqlSource

−databaseSchema:String

−keywordListForLColumns:ArrayList

−keywordListForXLColumns:ArrayList

−tableNameCache:ArrayList

<< create >>+MiningUpdatableSqlSource(prpFile:String,aSchema:String):MiningUpdatableSqlSource

+addKeywordForLColumn(keyword:String):void

+addKeywordForXLColumn(keyword:String):void

+clearKeywordLists():void

+clearTable(tableName:String):void

+count(tableName:String):int

+dropTable(tableName:String):boolean

+hasTable(tableName:String):boolean

+readMetaData(tableName:String):MiningDataSpecification

+readStarSchema(tableName:String):StarSchema

+registerStarSchema(starSchema:StarSchema):void

+removeMetaData(tableName:String):void

+unregisterStarSchema(starSchema:StarSchema):boolean

+writeMetaData(tableName:String,metaData:MiningDataSpecification):void

Figure 50: The MiningUpdatableSqlSource class manages access to an RDBMS.

D.7 Vector Filters
Instances of the VectorFilter class in figure 51 on the following page are employed to
filter vectors. This means that they are created for a given MiningDataSpecification.
A filter expression can be assigned to each attribute by invoking one of the addFilterEx-
pression methods. Figure 52 on page 139 depicts the internal filter structure: one or more
filter expressions – connected by disjunction – comprise an attribute filter. A filter expression
is a Boolean expression in case of a numeric attribute and a regular expression otherwise.
These attribute filters can then be linked with a Boolean expression (referred to as the linkage
expression). This mechanism of linking filter expressions and attribute filters results in a very

3The WusanML DTD is depicted in the appendix chapter F on page 147.
4It is important to note that the dropTable method of the MiningUpdatableSqlSource class drops

the indicated table without accounting for the fact that the table may be part of one or more star schemas. Hence,
tables involved in star schemas should never be dropped directly by invoking this method. Rather, the drop
method of the StarSchema class in figure 27 on page 87 should be employed to drop a star schema. This
method determines whether a table is involved in other star schemas and drops tables only if no dependencies
exist.
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powerful vector filter class. Once the attribute filters are configured, the complete vector filter
can be applied to a vector by invoking the match method, which returns true if the filter
matches and false otherwise.

VectorFilter

+MATCH:String=match

−filterExpressionArray:List[]

−filterString:String=f

−linkageExpression:String

−numberOfFilterInvocations:int

−numberOfRejectedVectors:int

−variableString:String=x

<< create >>+VectorFilter(numberOfFilters:int):VectorFilter

+addFilterExpression(expression:String,index:int):boolean

+getApproved():int

+getInvocations():int

+getNumberOfFilters():int

+getRejected():int

+match(vector:MiningVector):boolean

+setFilterString(aFilterString:String):boolean

+setLinkageExpression(aLinkageExpression:String):boolean

+setVariableString(aVariableString:String):boolean

<< interface >>

MiningStreamTransformer

+transform(sourceStream:MiningInputStream,targetStream:UpdatableStream):void

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 51: The VectorFilter class (UML class diagram).

Example (Configuration of a Vector Filter). Given is a stream with meta-data that comprises
three attributes modeling a resource invocation on a Web server: (i) a categorical attribute
“URL”, (ii) a categorical attribute “timestamp dd-MM-yyyy_hh:mm:ss”, and (iii) a
numeric attribute “view time in seconds”. Suppose that the data required for analysis
must meet the following conditions, which can be established in an initial data cleaning pre-
processing step: (1) all URL invocations of JPEG and GIF pictures must be filtered, (2) only
data from March 2005 may be considered, and (3) only view times of 10 seconds or more are
relevant. The resulting vector filter configuration with WusanML is depicted in listing D.1.

Listing D.1: Vector filter configuration with WusanML.� �
1 <VectorFilter filterString="filter" variableString="x" linkageExpression="↘

→filter1 || !filter2 || filter3">
<AttributeFilter>

3 <FilterExpression>\.[gG][iI][fF]</FilterExpression>
<FilterExpression>\.[jJ][pP][eE][gG]</FilterExpression>

5 </AttributeFilter>
<AttributeFilter>

7 <FilterExpression>03-2005</FilterExpression>
</AttributeFilter>

9 <AttributeFilter>
<FilterExpression>x&lt;10</FilterExpression>

11 </AttributeFilter>
</VectorFilter>� �
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Figure 52: Internal structure of an instance of the VectorFilter class.

Instead of defining the vector filter with WusanML, it can be set up directly by creating an
instance of the VectorFilter class in figure 51 on the preceding page. The setFilter-
String method sets the string that refers to an attribute filter in the linkage expression. In
listing D.1 on the facing page, this string is set through the filterString parameter. The
linkageExpression parameter in listing D.1 on the preceding page contains a Boolean
expression that links the attribute filters to determine whether the vector filter matches. In the
example, the attribute filters are linked by disjunction with the second attribute filter negated.
In figure 51 on the facing page, the setLinkageExpression method can be employed to
set the linkage expression.5 Finally, the setVariableString method is employed to set
the string representing variables for Boolean expressions for numeric attributes. In listing D.1
on the preceding page, the variableString parameter is employed to set this string.

Remark. (a) Vector filters are a fundamental prerequisite for the MiningVectorFilter-
Stream class in figure 51 on the facing page. This class applies its embedded vector filter
to the embedded stream. The resulting stream delivers only those vectors that do not match
the filter criterion. The VectorFilter class implements the MiningStreamTrans-
former interface and can hence be regarded as a special transformation.6

(b) In item 1 on page 27, it was mentioned that data cleaning is a fundamental task during
the preprocessing phase. The VectorFilter and MiningVectorFilterStream
classes address this fundamental aspect of preprocessing and can therefore be regarded as
a crucial contribution to covering the preprocessing phase with WUSAN.

5Setting the linkage expression is not mandatory, since attribute filters are linked through disjunction by default.
6Compare page 74 for special transformations.
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Appendix E

MORE ON MAPPINGS

E.1 One-To-One Mappings
This section complements the discussion of one-to-one mappings in item 1 on page 76 in-
vestigating implementational details of the OneToOneMapping class, which is depicted in
figure 53 as a UML class diagram. Since attribute selections in XELOPES are realized with
attribute names that must be unique, the source attribute of the one-to-one mapping A is set
with the setSourceName method. The transformAttribute method implements the
meta-data transformation TMA

that delivers the target attribute A, which bears the name set with
the setTargetName method. If the Boolean variable removeSourceAttributeFlag
is set to false with the setRemoveSourceAttributeFlag method, the mapping’s image
consists of the target attribute A and the source attribute A; otherwise the source attribute A is
removed. The transformAttributeValuemethod computes the result of the real-valued
transformation tA(a), a ∈ R ∪ {ϑ}.

OneToOneMapping

#removeSourceAttributeFlag:boolean

#sourceName:String

#targetName:String

+setRemoveSourceAttributeFlag(aRemoveSourceAttributeFlag:boolean):void

+setSourceName(sourceName:String):void

+setTargetName(targetName:String):void

+transformAttribute():MiningAttribute

+transformAttributeValue(attributeValue:double):double

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlObject:Object):void

Figure 53: Crucial methods and variables of the OneToOneMapping class.

Remark. The OneToOneMapping class implements the PmmlPresentable interface,
which consists of the two methods createPmmlObject and parsePmmlObject. The
former can be employed to create a PMML serialization of an instance; the latter can be
employed to import a PMML description containing the relevant information to restore the
instance. Figure 53 actually depicts WUSAN’s modified version of the original XELOPES
class. Its realization of the PmmlPresentable methods implement a WusanML serializa-
tion. This XML variant (sketched in the appendix chapter F on page 147) provides a description
that models CWM transformations of arbitrary complexity in order to compensate the PMML’s
weakness with respect to modeling transformations.1

1Previously mentioned in item iii on page 50.
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E.2 One-To-Multiple and Multiple-To-One Mappings
This section complements the discussion of one-to-multiple and multiple-to-one mappings in
item 2 on page 76. Both mappings are modeled in XELOPES with the OneToMultiple-
Mapping class, which is depicted in figure 54 as a UML class diagram. It comprises the
isOneToMultipleMapping flag, which indicates the mapping type. If the class models a
one-to-multiple mapping TA, the setFeatureNamemethod can be employed to set the name
of the source attribute A and the setClassifierName method can be employed to set the
names of the target attributes A1, . . . , Am. If the class models a multiple-to-one mapping, both
methods are used conversely. All remaining methods are used analogously as in the case of a
one-to-one mapping.

OneToMultipleMapping

#classifierName:String[]

#featureName:String

#isOneToMultipleMapping:boolean

#removeSourceAttributesFlag:boolean

+setClassifierName(classifierName:String[]):void

+setFeatureName(featureName:String):void

+setRemoveSourceAttributesFlag(aRemoveSourceAttributesFlag:boolean):void

+transformAttribute():MiningAttribute[]

+transformAttributeValue(attributeValues:double[]):double[]

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 54: Crucial methods and variables of the OneToMultipleMapping class.

Remark. The remark for the OneToOneMapping class above also applies to the OneTo-
MultipleMapping class.

E.3 Multiple-To-Multiple Mappings
This section complements the discussion of the MultipleToMultipleMapping class in
item 3 on page 77. This class provides three alternatives for creating the actual multiple-to-
multiple mapping: (1) it can be created by embedding one or several instances of the One-
ToOneMapping or OneToMultipleMapping classes, which together comprise a decom-
posable multiple-to-multiple mapping or (2) it can be modeled with a sub-class of the Multi-
pleToMultipleMapping class by overriding the transformAttribute and trans-
formAttributeValue methods, leading to an indecomposable multiple-to-multiple map-
ping, that is, it is a mapping in the strict sense or (3) it can be modeled with a combination of
both approaches, which results in a decomposable multiple-to-multiple mapping.2

2The OneToOneMapping and OneToMultipleMapping classes must be embedded in a Multiple-
ToMultipleMapping class, since neither of them implements the MiningTransformer interface, which
is required for actually firing the transformation. Compare page 78.
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MultipleToMultipleMapping

#pretransformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

#removeSourceAttributesFlag:boolean

#sourceName:String[]

#targetName:String[]

#transformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

+setOneToOneMapping(oneToOneMappingArray:OneToOneMapping[]):void

+setOneToMultipleMapping(oneToMultipleMappingArray:OneToMultipleMapping[]):void

+setRemoveSourceAttributesFlag(removeSourceAttributes:boolean):void

+setSourceName(sourceName:String[]):void

+setTargetName(targetName:String[]):void

+transformAttribute():MiningAttribute[]

+transformAttributeValue(attributeValues:double[]):double[]

<< interface >>

MiningTransformer

+transform(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningDataSpecification

+transform(miningVector:MiningVector):MiningVector

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 55: Crucial methods and variables of the MultipleToMultipleMapping class.

The crucial methods and variables of the MultipleToMultipleMapping class, de-
picted as a UML class diagram in figure 55, are discussed in the following:

(i) pretransformedMetaData variable. This variable stores the source meta-data,
which are the same for all involved mappings.3

(ii) removeSourceAttributesFlag variable. This variable is employed in the same
manner as for the other mapping classes.

(iii) sourceName variable. This variable contains the names of the source attributes

A1, . . . , Am,

each of which must be contained in the pretransformedMetaData variable.

(iv) targetName variable. This variable contains the names of the target attributes

A1, . . . , Am,

each of which is contained in the transformedMetaData variable after executing the
meta-data transformation method of the MiningTransformer interface.

(v) transformedMetaData variable. This variable stores the transformed meta-data of
the overall transformation and simultaneously serves as a cache to avoid unnecessary
meta-data transformations.

(vi) MiningTransformer interface. As the MultipleToMultipleMapping class
implements this interface, it models a transformation that can be directly executed. The

3Compare footnote 32 on page 78.
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following execution order for the contained mappings applies: (a) If applicable, all em-
bedded one-to-one mappings are executed in the order of their insertion. (b) If applicable,
all embedded one-to-multiple and multiple-to-one mappings are executed in the order of
their insertion. (c) If applicable, the multiple-to-multiple mapping is executed.

(vii) setOneToOneMapping method. This method sets the array of embedded one-to-one
mappings.

(viii) setOneToMultipleMapping method. This method sets the array of embedded
one-to-multiple and multiple-to-one mappings.

All remaining methods and interface implementations are employed analogously to the other
two mapping classes.

E.4 Composing Transformations and Mappings
This section complements the paragraph about nesting and concatenating transformations on
page 77. It was discussed there how the MiningTransformationStep class is employed
to compose multiple-to-multiple mappings horizontally. Its UML class diagram is illustrated in
figure 56. As opposed to the original XELOPES class, WUSAN’s version of the class realizes
a WusanML serialization.

MiningTransformationStep

−pretransformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

−transformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

+getTransformationTask():TransformationTask

+setTransformationTask(aTransformationTask:TransformationTask):void

<< interface >>

MiningTransformer

+transform(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningDataSpecification

+transform(miningVector:MiningVector):MiningVector

<< interface >>

MiningStreamTransformer

+transform(miningInputStream:MiningInputStream,targetStream:UpdatableStream):int

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 56: Crucial methods and variables of the MiningTransformationStep class.

Furthermore, it was discussed that the MiningTransformationActivity class is
employed to compose transformation steps vertically. Its UML class diagram is shown in fig-
ure 57 on the next page. As opposed to the original XELOPES class, WUSAN’s version of the
class realizes a WusanML serialization.
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MiningTransformationActivity

−pretransformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

−transformedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

+addTransformationActivity(miningTransformationActivity:MiningTransformationActivity):void

+addTransformationstep(miningTransformationStep:MiningTransformationStep):void

+getTransformationSteps():List

<< interface >>

MiningTransformer

+transform(metaData:MiningDataSpecification):MiningDataSpecification

+transform(miningVector:MiningVector):MiningVector

<< interface >>

MiningStreamTransformer

+transform(miningInputStream:MiningInputStream,targetStream:UpdatableStream):int

<< interface >>

PmmlPresentable

+createPmmlObject():Object

+parsePmmlObject(pmmlTag:Object):void

Figure 57: Methods and variables of the MiningTransformationActivity class.
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Appendix F

WUSANML

WusanML is an XML-based markup language that has been created for this thesis to describe
star schemas in order to make them persistent. The DTD that defines WusanML is depicted in
listing F.1. Furthermore, WusanML can be regarded as a jumping-off point to create a GUI for
modeling star schemas and assigned ETL transformations.

In this scenario, a GUI translates the graphical modeling of the WUA process into a stan-
dardized XML description, which is then imported into WUSAN to create the Java classes
required to actually deploy the WUA process as it has been modeled. Although this scenario
has not yet been implemented, WusanML establishes the basis for simplifying the practical
application and deployment of the LOORDSM in real projects.

The DTD for WusanML in listing F.1 employs the PMML 2.0 DataDictionary tag (and
all dependent tags). The DataDictionary tags and all other PMML 2.0 tags are discussed
in detail in DMG-PMML.

Listing F.1: The DTD for WusanML.� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2

<!ELEMENT StarSchema (HybridDimension, (DegenerateDimension|↘
→RegularDimension|HybridDimension)+)>

4

<!ELEMENT HybridDimension (TableStream)>
6 <!ATTLIST HybridDimension

role CDATA #IMPLIED>
8

<!ELEMENT DegenerateDimension (DataDictionary, Transformation?, ↘

→VectorFilter?)>
10

<!ELEMENT RegularDimension (Transformation, TableStream, VectorFilter?)>
12 <!ATTLIST RegularDimension

role CDATA #REQUIRED>
14

<!ELEMENT TableStream (MissingValueEncoding?)>
16 <!ATTLIST TableStream

table CDATA #REQUIRED
18 keyGenClass CDATA #REQUIRED

insertCacheSize CDATA #REQUIRED
20 selectCacheSize CDATA #REQUIRED

batchSize CDATA #REQUIRED>
22

<!ELEMENT VectorFilter (AttributeFilter+)>
24 <!ATTLIST VectorFilter

filterString CDATA #REQUIRED
26 variableString CDATA #REQUIRED

linkageExpression CDATA #IMPLIED>
28

<!ELEMENT AttributeFilter (FilterExpression*)>
30

<!ELEMENT FilterExpression (#PCDATA)>
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32

<!ELEMENT MissingValueEncoding (MissingValue+)>
34

<!ELEMENT MissingValue (#PCDATA)>
36

<!ELEMENT Mapping (AttributeList, AttributeList, Mapping*)>
38 <!ATTLIST Mapping

className CDATA #REQUIRED
40 removeSourceAttributes (true|false) #REQUIRED

parameter CDATA #IMPLIED>
42

<!ELEMENT Step (Mapping+)>
44

<!ELEMENT Transformation (Step+)>
46

<!ELEMENT AttributeList (Name*)>
48

<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA)>
50

<!-- PMML tags -->
52

<!ELEMENT DataDictionary (DataField+) >
54 <!ATTLIST DataDictionary

numberOfFields CDATA #IMPLIED>
56

<!ELEMENT DataField ((Interval*|Value*))>
58 <!ATTLIST DataField

name CDATA #REQUIRED
60 displayName CDATA #IMPLIED

optype (categorical|ordinal|continuous) #REQUIRED
62 dataType (string|integer|float|double|boolean|datePrudsys) #↘

→IMPLIED
isCyclic (0|1) "0">

64

<!ELEMENT Interval EMPTY>
66 <!ATTLIST Interval

closure (openClosed|openOpen|closedOpen|closedClosed) #REQUIRED
68 leftMargin CDATA #IMPLIED

rightMargin CDATA #IMPLIED>
70

<!ELEMENT Value EMPTY >
72 <!ATTLIST Value

value CDATA #REQUIRED
74 displayValue CDATA #IMPLIED

property (valid|invalid|missing|positive|negative) "valid">� �
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Appendix G

MORE ON DEPLOYING THE LOORDSM

This appendix chapter ties in with chapter 5 on page 95 by elaborating the data warehouse and
ETL modeling outlined in section 5.2 on page 101. Section G.1, discusses how the dimension
tables referenced by the data marts in section G.2 on page 160 are modeled. Then, in sec-
tion G.2 on page 160, modeling and populating the data marts with WusanML is discussed in
detail, that is, all data marts required for the recommendation engine showcase of section 5.1
on page 95 and their ETL processes – tailored to the KDD Cup 2000 logs – are elaborated
with WusanML. In section G.3 on page 170 various alternatives for tapping the data warehouse
for data mining are discussed including a stream that is based on an MDX query. Finally, in
section G.4 on page 172, making the data warehouse operational by creating the schema file
mentioned for the second mapping in section 5.2.1 on page 101 is discussed in detail.

G.1 Creating and Populating Dimension Tables
This section refers to item v on page 103 and demonstrates how to model the dimension ta-
bles for the data warehouse with PMML. A dimension table refers to a database table that is
referenced by other tables but itself contains no foreign key references. A dimension table’s
information hence does not depend on any other database table. As mentioned in section 5.2.2
on page 103, it must be pointed out that the KDD Cup 2000 data strongly designate the designs
of the data marts in this chapter. Actually, the essential tasks discussed in that very section ad-
vise a different approach, that is, any conceptual tasks should be conducted driven by analytical
requirements rather than merely driven by available attributes.1 However, for this thesis, item ii
on page 103 and item iii on page 103 were not feasible since an application server was not
available.2 On this account, all models of this chapter are driven by the data actually available.

G.1.1 Date Dimension Table

For the date dimension table, it is generally not known a priori what periods it covers, since
it may be referenced by utterly different data marts with distinct application domains. For
the data warehouse of the recommendation engine, the date dimension table is not populated
a priori. Consequently, two building blocks are required for its modeling: first, meta-data in
PMML format and second, a raw ETL transformation, which is employed as a building block
for the actual ETL transformation.3

The relational structure of table 3 on the following page, which has been previously derived
in a conceptual step according to item iv on page 103, must be transformed into meta-data
conforming to definition 4.4 on page 64. In section 4.2.1 on page 61 it was discussed that
the PMML’s DataDictionary tag can be employed to describe meta-data conforming to
definition 4.4 on page 64. Listing G.1 on the next page depicts the meta-data of the date

1See item i on page 103.
2Compare section 5.1.1 on page 95.
3Compare the notion of a raw transformation in section 4.3.1 on page 83.
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dimension, which is taken as input for the createTable method of the MiningUpdat-
ableSqlSource class in figure 50 on page 137. Once the database table is created, its
assigned ETL classes can be deployed.

Table 3: Attributes of the date dimension.

Listing G.1: Meta-data of the date dimension table (modeled with PMML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<PMML version="2.0">
3 <Header copyright="(c) 2005 by Thilo Maier" description="Meta-data for↘

→ the date dimension">
<Application version="1.0" name="WUSAN" />

5 <Timestamp>2005-07-07 11:54:06</Timestamp>
</Header>

7 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="9">

9 <!-- Original Timestamp -->
<DataField name="Timestamp" optype="categorical" dataType="string"↘

→ />
11

<!-- Day -->
13 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Day" isCyclic="1" optype="↘

→continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="1" rightMargin="31" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
15 </DataField>

17 <!-- Month Label -->
<DataField dataType="string" name="Month Label" isCyclic="0" ↘

→optype="categorical">
19 <Value value="January" property="valid" />

21 <!-- Remaining months are modeled analogously . -->
</DataField>

23
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<!-- Month Numeric -->
25 <DataField name="Month Numeric" optype="continuous" dataType="↘

→integer" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="closedClosed" leftMargin="1" rightMargin="↘

→12" />
27 </DataField>

29 <!-- Year -->
<DataField name="Year" dataType="integer" isCyclic="0" optype="↘

→continuous">
31 <Interval leftMargin="-Infinity" rightMargin="Infinity" ↘

→closure="openOpen" />
</DataField>

33

<!-- Weekday Label -->
35 <DataField dataType="string" name="Weekday Label" isCyclic="0" ↘

→optype="categorical">
<Value value="Monday" property="valid" />

37

<!-- Remaining weekdays are modeled analogously . -->
39 </DataField>

41 <!-- Weekday Numeric -->
<DataField name="Weekday Numeric" optype="continuous" isCyclic="0"↘

→ dataType="integer">
43 <Interval closure="closedClosed" leftMargin="1" rightMargin="7↘

→" />
</DataField>

45

<!-- Day of Year -->
47 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Day of Year" isCyclic="1" ↘

→optype="continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="1" rightMargin="366" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
49 </DataField>

51 <!-- Week of Month Label -->
<DataField name="Week of Month Label" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string">
53 <Value value="Week 1" property="valid" />

55 <!-- Remaining weeks are modeled analogously . -->
</DataField>

57

<!-- Week of Month Numeric -->
59 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Week of Month Numeric" ↘

→isCyclic="0" optype="continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="1" rightMargin="5" closure="closedClosed↘

→" />
61 </DataField>

63 <!-- Week of Year Label -->
<DataField name="Week of Year Label" optype="categorical" dataType↘

→="string">
65 <Value value="Week 1" property="valid" />

67 <!-- Remaining weeks are modeled analogously . -->
</DataField>
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69

<!-- Week of Year Numeric -->
71 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Week of Year Numeric" isCyclic↘

→="1" optype="continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="0" rightMargin="53" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
73 </DataField>

75 <!-- Quarter Label -->
<DataField dataType="string" name="Quarter Label" isCyclic="0" ↘

→optype="ordinal">
77 <Value value="Quarter 1" property="valid" />

79 <!-- Remaining quarters are modeled analogously . -->
</DataField>

81

<!-- Quarter Numeric -->
83 <DataField name="Quarter Numeric" optype="continuous" dataType="↘

→integer" isCyclic="1">
<Interval closure="closedClosed" leftMargin="1" rightMargin="4↘

→" />
85 </DataField>

</DataDictionary>
87 </PMML>� �

The raw ETL transformation in listing G.2 is required for modeling this dimension table
with a RegularDimension class.4 Note that the target names of the raw ETL transformation
in listing G.2 must match the attribute names in the above listing. Furthermore, if the dimension
table is to be included in the ETL process of a certain data mart, the source attribute names of
the raw ETL transformation must match the attribute names of the corresponding attributes of
the ETL source stream.

Listing G.2: Raw ETL transformation for populating the date dimension table (WusanML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

<Transformation>
3 <Step>

5 <!-- Surrounding multiple -to - multiple mapping -->
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘

→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="true">
7 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList />
9

<!-- Transform timestamp -->
11 <Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToMultiple.↘

→TransformTimestamp" removeSourceAttributes="true" ↘

→parameter="yyyy-MM-dd">
<AttributeList>

13 <Name>Date</Name>
</AttributeList>

15 <AttributeList>
<Name>Timestamp</Name>

4In practice, dimension classes are not created directly. ETL transformations of dimensions must be placed
within a WusanML description of a star schema, for example, in line 21 in listing G.12 on page 161. When a
WusanML description is read by a StarSchema class, all required dimension classes are created automatically
based on the information provided by the XML model.
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17 <Name>Day</Name>
<Name>Month Label</Name>

19 <Name>Month Numeric</Name>
<Name>Year</Name>

21 <Name>Weekday Label</Name>
<Name>Weekday Numeric</Name>

23 <Name>Day of Year</Name>
<Name>Week of Month Label</Name>

25 <Name>Week of Month Numeric</Name>
<Name>Week of Year Label</Name>

27 <Name>Week of Year Numeric</Name>
<Name>Quarter Label</Name>

29 <Name>Quarter Numeric</Name>
<Name>Hour</Name>

31 <Name>Minute</Name>
<Name>Second</Name>

33 <Name>Time of Day Label</Name>
<Name>Time of Day Numeric</Name>

35 </AttributeList>
</Mapping>

37 </Mapping>
</Step>

39 <Step>

41 <!-- Remove unneeded attributes -->
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.MultipleToMultiple.↘

→RemoveAttributes" removeSourceAttributes="true">
43 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList>
45 <Name>Hour</Name>

<Name>Minute</Name>
47 <Name>Second</Name>

<Name>Time of Day Label</Name>
49 <Name>Time of Day Numeric</Name>

</AttributeList>
51 </Mapping>

</Step>
53 </Transformation>� �

G.1.2 Time Dimension Table

The time dimension table is similar to the date dimension table of the previous section. Hence,
the discussion of the preceding section also applies to this dimension table. The attributes of
the time dimension gathered in a conceptual step are shown in table 4 on the following page.
The two resulting building blocks for the time dimension table are depicted in listing G.3 and
in listing G.4 on page 155. The raw ETL transformation is quite similar to that of the date
dimension table, as only the parsing pattern in line 11 in listing G.4 on page 155 is altered and
another set of attributes is chosen in the last transformation step.

Listing G.3: Meta-data of the time dimension table (modeled with PMML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<PMML version="2.0">
3 <Header copyright="(c) 2005 by Thilo Maier" description="Meta-data for↘

→ the time dimension">
<Application version="1.0" name="WUSAN" />
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Table 4: Attributes of the time dimension.

5 <Timestamp>2005-07-07 22:30:06</Timestamp>
</Header>

7 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="5">

9 <!-- Original Timestamp -->
<DataField name="Timestamp" optype="categorical" dataType="string"↘

→ />
11

<!-- Hour -->
13 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Hour" isCyclic="1" optype="↘

→continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="0" rightMargin="23" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
15 </DataField>

17 <!-- Minute -->
<DataField dataType="integer" name="Minute" isCyclic="1" optype="↘

→continuous">
19 <Interval leftMargin="0" rightMargin="59" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
</DataField>

21

<!-- Second -->
23 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Second" isCyclic="1" optype="↘

→continuous">
<Interval leftMargin="0" rightMargin="59" closure="↘

→closedClosed" />
25 </DataField>

27 <!-- Time of Day Label -->
<DataField dataType="string" name="Time of Day Label" isCyclic="1"↘

→ optype="ordinal">
29 <Value displayValue="late night" property="valid" value="late ↘

→night" />
<Value displayValue="daybreak" property="valid" value="↘

→daybreak" />
31 <Value displayValue="morning" property="valid" value="morning"↘

→ />
<Value displayValue="lunchtime" property="valid" value="↘

→lunchtime" />
33 <Value displayValue="afternoon" property="valid" value="↘

→afternoon" />
<Value displayValue="evening" property="valid" value="evening"↘

→ />
35 <Value displayValue="night" property="valid" value="night" />
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</DataField>
37

<!-- Time of Day Numeric -->
39 <DataField dataType="integer" name="Time of Day Numeric" isCyclic=↘

→"1" optype="continuous">
<Interval closure="closedClosed" leftMargin="1" rightMargin="7↘

→" />
41 </DataField>

</DataDictionary>
43 </PMML>� �

Listing G.4: Raw ETL transformation for populating the time dimension table (WusanML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

<Transformation>
3 <Step>

5 <!-- Surrounding multiple -to - multiple mapping -->
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘

→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="true">
7 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList />
9

<!-- Transform timestamp -->
11 <Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToMultiple.↘

→TransformTimestamp" removeSourceAttributes="true" ↘

→parameter="hh:mm:ss">
<AttributeList>

13 <Name>Time</Name>
</AttributeList>

15 <AttributeList>

17 <!-- Same target attribute names as in

listing G.2 on page 152. -->
19 </AttributeList>

</Mapping>
21 </Mapping>

</Step>
23 <Step>

25 <!-- Remove unneeded attributes -->
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.MultipleToMultiple.↘

→RemoveAttributes" removeSourceAttributes="true">
27 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList>
29 <Name>Day</Name>

<Name>Month Label</Name>
31 <Name>Month Numeric</Name>

<Name>Year</Name>
33 <Name>Weekday Label</Name>

<Name>Weekday Numeric</Name>
35 <Name>Day of Year</Name>

<Name>Week of Month Label</Name>
37 <Name>Week of Month Numeric</Name>

<Name>Week of Year Label</Name>
39 <Name>Week of Year Numeric</Name>

<Name>Quarter Label</Name>
41 <Name>Quarter Numeric</Name>
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</AttributeList>
43 </Mapping>

</Step>
45 </Transformation>� �

G.1.3 Referrer Dimension Table

The referrer dimension table is employed to store the components of a referring URL. As there
exist countless URLs, it is not feasible to populate this dimension table a priori. Hence, it is
included in the ETL process of the clickstream and session marts in section 5.2.3.3 on page 106.
The meta-data of the referrer dimension table are depicted in listing G.5 in PMML format and
its assigned raw ETL transformation is shown in listing G.6.5

Listing G.5: Meta-data of the referrer dimension table (modeled with PMML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<PMML version="2.0">
3 <Header copyright="(c) 2005 by Thilo Maier" description="Meta-data for↘

→ the referrer dimension">
<Application version="1.0" name="WUSAN" />

5 <Timestamp>2005-07-09 10:31:12 CET</Timestamp>
</Header>

7 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="5">

9 <!-- protocol -->
<DataField name="protocol" optype="categorical" dataType="string" ↘

→/>
11

<!-- host name -->
13 <DataField name="host name" optype="categorical" dataType="string"↘

→ />

15 <!-- path -->
<DataField name="path" optype="categorical" dataType="string" />

17

<!-- country -->
19 <DataField name="country" optype="categorical" dataType="string" /↘

→>

21 <!-- IP address -->
<DataField name="IP address" optype="categorical" dataType="string↘

→" />
23 </DataDictionary>

</PMML>� �
Listing G.6: Raw ETL transformation for populating the referrer dimension table (WusanML).� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

2 <Transformation>
<Step>

4

5Many attributes could be added to this dimension table, if the employed SplitUrl mapping were extended.
The current version of this mapping is restricted to such attributes that can be computed with available Java
classes. Furthermore, this mapping is a bottleneck within the ETL process, since the conversion of a URL into
an IP address, or vice versa, requires accessing a DNS server and necessitates a network round trip for every
processed vector (alleviated through caching).
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<!-- Surrounding multiple -to - multiple mapping -->
6 <Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘

→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="true">
<AttributeList />

8 <AttributeList />

10 <!-- Split URL -->
<Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToMultiple.SplitUrl↘

→" removeSourceAttributes="true">
12 <AttributeList>

<Name>URL</Name>
14 </AttributeList>

<AttributeList>
16 <Name>protocol</Name>

<Name>host name</Name>
18 <Name>country</Name>

<Name>path</Name>
20 <Name>query</Name>

<Name>IP address</Name>
22 </AttributeList>

</Mapping>
24 </Mapping>

</Step>
26 <Step>

28 <!-- Remove unneeded attributes -->
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.MultipleToMultiple.↘

→RemoveAttributes" removeSourceAttributes="true">
30 <AttributeList />

<AttributeList>
32 <Name>query</Name>

</AttributeList>
34 </Mapping>

</Step>
36 </Transformation>� �

Remark. When the referrer dimension table is created, there is one aspect that must be taken
into account. In section D.6 on page 133, it is stated that a categorical attribute is mapped to
VARCHAR(100) in the database table by default. However, the path attribute in line 16 of
listing G.5 on the preceding page may take values of length greater than 100 characters. The
solution to this problem is shown in line 3 in listing G.7, following the approach sketched in
section D.6 on page 133.

Listing G.7: Creating the referrer dimension table (Java).� �
// create data source

2 MiningUpdatableSqlSource dataSource = new MiningUpdatableSqlSource("db2-↘
→wusan.prp", "WUSAN");

dataSource.addKeywordForLColumn("path");
4

// load meta - data for referrer dimension

6 MiningDataSpecification metaData = new MiningDataSpecification();
try {

8 metaData.readPmml(new BufferedReader(new FileReader("resources/↘
→metadata/dimensions/referrer_dimension.xml")));

} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
10 throw new MiningException(e.getMessage());
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}
12

// create table for referrer dimension

14 dataSource.createTable("REFERRER_DIMENSION", metaData);� �
G.1.4 Assortment Dimension Table

As opposed to the date, time, and referrer dimension tables in the previous sections, all of the
records for the assortment dimension table are determined a priori. Hence, it can be entirely
populated without integration into the ETL process of a data mart. To this end, in listing G.8,
a star schema comprising only one degenerate dimension is modeled. As all required attributes
are available in the source stream, no raw ETL transformation is included, which means that in
equation (4.13) on page 85, the raw ETL transformation T bA1,..., bAb̀ is an identical mapping and
the ETL transformation T eA1,..., eA`

corresponds to the projection ΠA1,...,Am .
This ETL model is a good example for the pitfall mentioned in footnote 32 on page 104:

the notions of dimensional modeling on the data storage layer in figure 16 on page 60 are
not congruent to the corresponding notions of the ETL layer. In listing G.8, the assortment
dimension table is treated as a fact table (in terms of the LOORDSM) and the star schema itself
is degenerate as it comprises one degenerate dimension only.

Listing G.8: Star schema for populating the assortment dimension table (WusanML).� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

2 <StarSchema>

4 <!-- Fact Table -->
<HybridDimension role="assortment">

6 <TableStream selectCacheSize="2000" table="ASSORTMENT_DIMENSION" ↘

→insertCacheSize="2000" batchSize="1000" keyGenClass="wusan.↘
→pdm.Input.Relational.TrivialPrimaryKey">
<MissingValueEncoding>

8 <MissingValue>null</MissingValue>
<MissingValue>?</MissingValue>

10 </MissingValueEncoding>
</TableStream>

12 </HybridDimension>

14 <!-- Attribute Selections -->
<DegenerateDimension>

16 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="6">
<DataField name="Assortment ID" optype="categorical" dataType=↘

→"string" />
18 <DataField name="Assortment Type" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="Assortment Level" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
20 <Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
</DataField>

22 <DataField name="Assortment Level 2 Path" optype="categorical"↘
→ dataType="string" />

<DataField name="Assortment Level 3 Path" optype="categorical"↘
→ dataType="string" />

24 <DataField name="Assortment Level 4 Path" optype="categorical"↘
→ dataType="string" />
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</DataDictionary>
26 </DegenerateDimension>

</StarSchema>� �
Remark. It is not necessary to create the assortment dimension table separately before initial-
izing the star schema. As mentioned in footnote 56 on page 90, the fact table of a star schema is
created automatically if it does not exist. Hence, only the following Java code must be executed
in order to create and populate the assortment dimension table:

Listing G.9: Java code required for creating and populating the assortment dimension table.� �
1 // create data source

MiningUpdatableSqlSource dataSource = new MiningUpdatableSqlSource("db2-↘
→wusan.prp", "WUSAN");

3

// create reader for star schema description

5 BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(new FileReader("resources/↘
→StarSchemas/AssortmentDimension.xml"));

7 StarSchema assortmentDimension = StarSchema.createInstance(reader, ↘

→dataSource);

9 // create source stream

MiningC50Stream sourceStream = new MiningC50Stream("C:\\KddCup\\↘
→question1and2.data","resources/metadata/C50/question1and2.names");

11

// create ETL transformation

13 assortmentDimension.createEtlTransformation(sourceStream.getMetaData());

15 // execute ETL process

assortmentDimension.etl(sourceStream);� �
G.1.5 Content Dimension Table

This dimension table is modeled analogously to the assortment dimension table in the previous
section. The corresponding ETL model is depicted in listing G.10. Executing the ETL process
in Java can be accomplished analogously as shown in listing G.9.

Listing G.10: Star schema for populating the content dimension table (WusanML).� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

2 <StarSchema>

4 <!-- Fact Table -->
<!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on the facing page here .

6 Set table ="CONTENT_DIMENSION" and role ="content". -->

8 <!-- Attribute Selections -->
<DegenerateDimension>

10 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="3">
<DataField name="Content ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
12 <DataField name="Content Level 2 Path" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="Content Level 3 Path" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
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14 </DataDictionary>
</DegenerateDimension>

16 </StarSchema>� �
G.1.6 Product Dimension Table

This dimension table is modeled analogously to the assortment and content dimension tables
in the previous sections. The corresponding ETL model is depicted in listing G.11. Executing
ETL in Java can be accomplished analogously as shown in listing G.9 on the preceding page.

Listing G.11: Star schema for populating the product dimension table (WusanML).� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

2 <StarSchema>

4 <!-- Fact Table -->
<!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

6 Set table ="PRODUCT_DIMENSION" and role ="product". -->

8 <!-- Attribute Selections -->
<DegenerateDimension>

10 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="20">
<DataField name="Product Object ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
12 <DataField name="Product Family ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="Product Object Status" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
14 <DataField name="BrandName" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />

16 <!-- Remaining product properties are modeled analogously . -->
</DataDictionary>

18 </DegenerateDimension>
</StarSchema>� �
G.2 Creating and Populating Data Marts
This section refers to item vi on page 103 and demonstrates how to model data marts and their
ETL process. All data marts required for the recommendation engine showcase of section 5.1
on page 95 are elaborated in detail completing the discussion of section 5.2.3 on page 104.

G.2.1 Customer Mart

In section 5.1.4.2 on page 100 it was mentioned that maintaining customer segments is not part
of the core WUA process. It can even be stated that maintaining a customer mart is an activity
in its own right, which should be administered with a long-term perspective within the overall
corporate CRM strategy. Hence, the customer mart proposed in this section is not realistic due
to the fact that it is solely fueled from the behavioral Web usage data available in the KDD
Cup 2000 data disregarding any other potentially accessible customer data (for example, data
from other customer touchpoints). However, in order to realize the recommendation strategy
for known users sketched in section 5.1.4.2 on page 100, the customer mart is indispensable.
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Figure 58 illustrates the actual foreign key references of the customer mart in the RDBMS.
The solid lines imply that the referenced tables participate in the ETL process initiated by an
instance of the StarSchema class with the fact table CUSTOMER_FACT.

Figure 58: Foreign key references of the customer mart.

Listing G.12 illustrates how the ETL process for the customer mart is modeled. It consists
of a HybridDimension, which models the fact table, two DegenerateDimensions,
each of which is employed to extract various attributes from the source stream (compare sec-
tion G.1.4 on page 158), and two RegularDimensions, each of which hosts an ETL trans-
formation. The arrangement of the attributes within the degenerate dimensions and the arrange-
ment of the dimensions themselves define the layout of the fact table.

Basically, attribute arrangement is not relevant, except for the Customer ID attribute,
which must be placed as the first attribute, since it represents a natural primary key for the
fact table taken as input for the TrivialPrimaryKey mapping. Given the model of the
customer mart in listing G.12, again, executing its ETL process is a simple task and works
analogously as illustrated in listing G.9 on page 159. As all referenced database tables are
included in the ETL process, this model corresponds to the instantaneous ETL approach.6

Listing G.12: Star schema for populating the customer mart (WusanML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

<StarSchema>
3

<!-- Fact Table -->
5 <!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

Set table ="CUSTOMER_FACT" and role ="customer". -->
7

<!-- Attribute Selections -->
9 <DegenerateDimension>

<DataDictionary numberOfFields="46">
11 <DataField name="Customer ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="WhichDoYouWearMostFrequent" optype="↘

→categorical" dataType="string" />
13

<!-- Remaining attributes are modeled analogously . -->
15 </DataDictionary>

</DegenerateDimension>
17

<!-- Date Dimension -->
19 <RegularDimension role="Account Creation Date">

6Compare item 1 on page 91.
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21 <!-- Insert raw ETL transformation of listing G.2 on page 152 here with↘

→ source attribute "Account Creation Date" in line 13. -->
<TableStream selectCacheSize="2000" table="DATE_DIMENSION" ↘

→insertCacheSize="2000" batchSize="1000" keyGenClass="wusan.↘
→pdm.Input.Relational.TrivialPrimaryKey">

23 <MissingValueEncoding>
<MissingValue>null</MissingValue>

25 <MissingValue>?</MissingValue>
</MissingValueEncoding>

27 </TableStream>
</RegularDimension>

29

<!-- Time Dimension -->
31 <RegularDimension role="Account Creation Time">

33 <!-- Insert raw ETL transformation of listing G.4 on page 155 here with↘

→ source attribute "Account Creation Time" in line 13. -->
<TableStream selectCacheSize="2000" table="TIME_DIMENSION" ↘

→insertCacheSize="2000" batchSize="1000" keyGenClass="wusan.↘
→pdm.Input.Relational.TrivialPrimaryKey">

35 <MissingValueEncoding>
<MissingValue>null</MissingValue>

37 <MissingValue>?</MissingValue>
</MissingValueEncoding>

39 </TableStream>
</RegularDimension>

41 </StarSchema>� �
G.2.2 Order Mart

This section complements section 5.2.3.1 on page 104. Listing G.13 depicts the ETL modeling
for the order mart. To assure referential integrity for the dashed lines, both corresponding
columns of the ORDER_FACT table may not contain any NULL values.7 The Replace-
NullValues mapping replaces any NULL values with the primary key string Replace-
NullValues.NULL_STRING, which references a vector containing NULL values only.8

Listing G.13: Star schema for populating the order mart (WusanML).� �
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

<StarSchema>
3

<!-- Fact Table -->
5 <!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

Set table ="ORDER_FACT" and role ="order". -->
7

<!-- Attribute Selections -->
9 <DegenerateDimension>

<DataDictionary numberOfFields="9">

7Referring to a dimension with a NULL value leads to indeterminate results if the logical multi-dimensional
model based on such database tables is queried with MDX in Mondrian. Best is to ensure that foreign key attributes
always reference valid vectors in the dimension table.

8Compare remark item 2 on page 92. Note that this approach of assuring referential integrity only works if
the MiningTableSqlStream of the referenced dimension table employs the TrivialPrimaryKey class
to generate its primary keys. This class simply takes over an existing key candidate attribute, for example, an ID.
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11 <DataField name="Order ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘
→string" />

<DataField name="Order Discount Amount" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
13 <Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
</DataField>

15 <DataField name="Order Promotion Code" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="Order Source" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
17 <DataField name="Order Status" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="Order Amount" optype="continuous" dataType="↘

→double" isCyclic="0">
19 <Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
</DataField>

21 <DataField name="Order Shipping Amount" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
23 </DataField>

<DataField name="Order Tax Amount" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
25 <Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
</DataField>

27 <DataField name="Order Credit Card Brand" optype="categorical"↘
→ dataType="string" />

</DataDictionary>
29 </DegenerateDimension>

31 <!-- Assure Referential Integrity -->
<DegenerateDimension>

33 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="2">
<DataField name="Order Customer ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
35 <DataField name="Order Session ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
</DataDictionary>

37 <Transformation>
<Step>

39 <Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘
→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="↘
→true">
<AttributeList />

41 <AttributeList />
<Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToOne.↘

→ReplaceNullValues" removeSourceAttributes="true">
43 <AttributeList>

<Name>Order Customer ID</Name>
45 </AttributeList>

<AttributeList>
47 <Name>Order Customer ID</Name>

</AttributeList>
49 </Mapping>
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<Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToOne.↘
→ReplaceNullValues" removeSourceAttributes="true">

51 <AttributeList>
<Name>Order Session ID</Name>

53 </AttributeList>
<AttributeList>

55 <Name>Order Session ID</Name>
</AttributeList>

57 </Mapping>
</Mapping>

59 </Step>
</Transformation>

61 </DegenerateDimension>

63 <!-- Date Dimension -->
<RegularDimension role="Order Date">

65

<!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 19

67 of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
</RegularDimension>

69

<!-- Time Dimension -->
71 <RegularDimension role="Order Time">

73 <!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 31

of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
75 </RegularDimension>

</StarSchema>� �
G.2.3 Order Line Mart

This section complements section 5.2.3.2 on page 106. Listing G.14 depicts the ETL modeling
for the order line mart, which is similar to the order mart discussed in the previous section.

Listing G.14: Star schema for populating the order line mart (WusanML).� �
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO8859_1"?>

2 <StarSchema>

4 <!-- Fact Table -->
<!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

6 Set table ="ORDER_LINE_FACT" and role ="order line". -->

8 <!-- Attribute Selections -->
<DegenerateDimension>

10 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="7">
<DataField name="Order Line ID" optype="categorical" dataType=↘

→"string" />
12 <DataField name="Order Line Unit List Price" optype="↘

→continuous" dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
14 </DataField>

<DataField name="Order Line Quantity" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="integer" isCyclic="0">
16 <Interval closure="closedOpen" leftMargin="0" rightMargin=↘

→"Infinity" />
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</DataField>
18 <DataField name="Order Line Unit Sale Price" optype="↘

→continuous" dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
20 </DataField>

<DataField name="Order Line Status" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
22 <DataField name="Order Line Tax Amount" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
24 </DataField>

<DataField name="Order Line Amount" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="double" isCyclic="0">
26 <Interval closure="openOpen" leftMargin="-Infinity" ↘

→rightMargin="Infinity" />
</DataField>

28 </DataDictionary>
</DegenerateDimension>

30

<!-- Assure Referential Integrity -->
32 <DegenerateDimension>

<DataDictionary numberOfFields="5">
34 <DataField name="Order ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="Order Line Session ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
36 <DataField name="Product ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="Order Line Assortment ID" optype="categorical↘

→" dataType="string" />
38 <DataField name="Order Line Subassortment ID" optype="↘

→categorical" dataType="string" />
</DataDictionary>

40

<!-- Transformation as before in line 37

42 of listing G.13 on page 162 with one ReplaceNullValues mapping for↘

→ each attribute . -->
</DegenerateDimension>

44

<!-- Date Dimension -->
46 <RegularDimension role="Order Line Date">

48 <!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 19

of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
50 </RegularDimension>

52 <!-- Time Dimension -->
<RegularDimension role="Order Line Time">

54

<!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 31

56 of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
</RegularDimension>

58 </StarSchema>� �
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G.2.4 Clickstream and Session Marts

This section complements section 5.2.3.3 on page 106. Listing G.15 depicts the ETL modeling
for the session mart, which is similar to the marts discussed in the previous sections.

Listing G.15: Star schema for populating the session mart (WusanML).� �
<StarSchema>

2

<!-- Fact Table -->
4 <!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

Set table ="SESSION_FACT" and role ="Session". -->
6

<!-- Attribute Selections -->
8 <DegenerateDimension>

<DataDictionary numberOfFields="4">
10 <DataField name="Session ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="Session Cookie ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
12 <DataField name="Session Visit Count" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="integer" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="closedOpen" leftMargin="0" rightMargin=↘

→"Infinity" />
14 </DataField>

<DataField name="Session First Processing Time" optype="↘
→continuous" dataType="double" isCyclic="0">

16 <Interval closure="closedOpen" leftMargin="0" rightMargin=↘
→"Infinity" />

</DataField>
18 </DataDictionary>

</DegenerateDimension>
20

<!-- User Agent Degenerate Dimension -->
22 <DegenerateDimension>

24 <!-- Data Dictionary -->
<DataDictionary numberOfFields="4">

26 <DataField name="User Agent Name" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="User Agent Version" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
28 <DataField name="User Agent OS" optype="categorical" dataType=↘

→"string" />
<DataField name="Session User Agent" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
30 </DataDictionary>

32 <!-- ETL Transformation -->
<Transformation>

34 <Step>
<Mapping className="com.prudsys.pdm.Transform.↘

→MultipleToMultipleMapping" removeSourceAttributes="↘
→false">

36 <AttributeList />
<AttributeList />

38 <Mapping className="wusan.pdm.Transform.OneToMultiple.↘
→SplitUserAgent" removeSourceAttributes="false">
<AttributeList>
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40 <Name>Session User Agent</Name>
</AttributeList>

42 <AttributeList>
<Name>User Agent Name</Name>

44 <Name>User Agent Version</Name>
<Name>User Agent OS</Name>

46 </AttributeList>
</Mapping>

48 </Mapping>
</Step>

50 </Transformation>

52 <!-- Vector Filter -->
<VectorFilter variableString="x" filterString="f">

54 <AttributeFilter />
<AttributeFilter />

56 <AttributeFilter>
<FilterExpression>bot</FilterExpression>

58 </AttributeFilter>
</VectorFilter>

60 </DegenerateDimension>

62 <!-- Assure Referential Integrity -->
<DegenerateDimension>

64 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="2">
<DataField name="Session First Content ID" optype="categorical↘

→" dataType="string" />
66 <DataField name="Session Customer ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
</DataDictionary>

68

<!-- Transformation as before in line 37 of listing G.13 on page 162 ↘

→with one ReplaceNullValues mapping for each attribute . -->
70 </DegenerateDimension>

72 <!-- Referrer Dimension -->
<RegularDimension role="Session First Referrer">

74

<!-- Insert raw ETL transformation of listing G.6 on page 156 here ↘

→with source attribute "Session First Referrer" in line 13. -->
76

<TableStream selectCacheSize="2000" table="REFERRER_DIMENSION" ↘

→insertCacheSize="2000" batchSize="1000" keyGenClass="wusan.↘
→pdm.Input.Relational.MD5PrimaryKey">

78 <MissingValueEncoding>
<MissingValue>null</MissingValue>

80 <MissingValue>?</MissingValue>
</MissingValueEncoding>

82 </TableStream>
</RegularDimension>

84

<!-- Date Dimension -->
86 <RegularDimension role="Session First Request Date">

88 <!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 19

of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
90 </RegularDimension>
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92 <!-- Time Dimension -->
<RegularDimension role="Session First Request Time">

94

<!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 31

96 of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
</RegularDimension>

98 </StarSchema>� �
Contrary to the data marts modeled previously, the above listing makes use of a vector

filter in the user agent degenerate dimension in line 52. First, not only does this degenerate
dimension select an attribute from the source file, it also includes a transformation that analyzes
the Session User Agent attribute and derives the three target attributes User Agent
Name, User Agent Version, and User Agent OS. Second, it includes a vector filter
conforming to section D.7 on page 137, which, if it matches, prevents the current transformed
vector from being inserted into the fact table.

Here, the transformation sets the User Agent OS to “bot” if it recognizes a Web robot.
This means that a session is not inserted into the fact table if initiated by a Web robot. This
combination of a suitable transformation and a vector filter directly addresses the open issue in
item 2 on page 40 for Web robots that reveal their identity.9 Principally, a vector filter can be
added to any dimension; as soon as one vector filter matches, no vector is inserted into the fact
table. This feature makes the LOORDSM even more powerful in view of the preprocessing
phase, since the filtering approach can be extended to nested star schemas.

Listing G.16: Star schema for populating the clickstream mart (WusanML).� �
<StarSchema>

2

<!-- Fact Table -->
4 <!-- Insert fact table of line 5 in listing G.8 on page 158 here .

Set table ="CLICKSTREAM_FACT", role ="clickstream", and keyGenClass↘

→="wusan.pdm.Input.Relational.MD5PrimaryKey". -->
6

<!-- Attribute Selections -->
8 <DegenerateDimension>

<DataDictionary numberOfFields="3">
10 <DataField name="Request Processing Time" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="integer" isCyclic="0">
<Interval closure="closedOpen" leftMargin="0" rightMargin=↘

→"Infinity" />
12 </DataField>

<DataField name="Request Sequence" optype="continuous" ↘

→dataType="integer" isCyclic="0">
14 <Interval closure="closedOpen" leftMargin="0" rightMargin=↘

→"Infinity" />
</DataField>

16 <DataField name="Request Template" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
</DataDictionary>

18 </DegenerateDimension>

20 <!-- Assure Referential Integrity -->
<DegenerateDimension>

22 <DataDictionary numberOfFields="5">

9The transformation actually makes use of an extensive list of keywords and strings known to be used by
current Web robots as part of their identifiers. This list must be updated on a regular basis.
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<DataField name="Product Object ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
24 <DataField name="Request Assortment ID" optype="categorical" ↘

→dataType="string" />
<DataField name="Request Subassortment ID" optype="categorical↘

→" dataType="string" />
26 <DataField name="Content ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
<DataField name="Customer ID" optype="categorical" dataType="↘

→string" />
28 </DataDictionary>

30 <!-- Transformation as before in line 37 of listing G.13 on page 162 ↘

→with one ReplaceNullValues mapping for each attribute . -->
</DegenerateDimension>

32

<!-- Referrer Dimension -->
34 <RegularDimension role="Request Referrer">

36 <!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 73

of listing G.15 on page 166. -->
38 </RegularDimension>

40 <!-- Session Mart -->
<HybridDimension role="Session">

42 <TableStream selectCacheSize="2000" table="SESSION_FACT" ↘

→insertCacheSize="2000" batchSize="1000" keyGenClass="wusan.↘
→pdm.Input.Relational.TrivialPrimaryKey">
<MissingValueEncoding>

44 <MissingValue>null</MissingValue>
<MissingValue>?</MissingValue>

46 </MissingValueEncoding>
</TableStream>

48 </HybridDimension>

50 <!-- Date Dimension -->
<RegularDimension role="Request Date">

52

<!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 19

54 of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
</RegularDimension>

56

<!-- Time Dimension -->
58 <RegularDimension role="Request Time">

60 <!-- Modeled analogously as before in line 31

of listing G.12 on page 161. -->
62 </RegularDimension>

</StarSchema>� �
This listing is similar to the WusanML model of the session mart depicted in listing G.15

on page 166, except for the second hybrid dimension in line 41. This WusanML tag couples the
entire session mart to the customer mart and connects both ETL processes (compare figure 29
on page 90). As the session mart’s user agent degenerate dimension implements the vector
filter described before, not only the sessions initiated by Web robots are filtered but also, due
to the coupling of the data marts, every single click of such a session. Executing the ETL
process of the coupled data marts is similar to listing G.9 on page 159 with the difference that,
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prior to creating the clickstream mart, the session mart must be instantiated. This results in its
WusanML description being stored in an internal repository that is read when the clickstream
mart is created. Then, invoking the etl method of the clickstream mart executes the coupled
ETL process.

G.3 Tapping the Data Warehouse for Data Mining
In this section, it is assumed that the data warehouse has been made operational for OLAP
analyses as discussed before. In order to realize the recommendation engine outlined in sec-
tion 5.1 on page 95, data mining models must be built on the created data marts and OLAP
queries must be executed to generate the top-selling lists.10 Both methodical requirements are
fully supported by WUSAN through its embedded CWM interface for data mining and through
Mondrian’s MDX API.11 This section discusses alternatives for tapping the data warehouse for
data mining. Section G.3.1 investigates how OLAP and data mining can be generally com-
bined and section G.3.2 on the facing page considers a novel stream class based on an OLAP
drill-through of an MDX query.

G.3.1 Combining Data Mining and OLAP

As for the data mining aspect in definition 3.5 on page 32, it is necessary to recall footnote 17 on
page 32, which summarized the different options of combining data mining and OLAP, that is,
the data mining and data warehousing approaches. Basically, conducting data mining analyses
with WUSAN requires a stream on which the data mining algorithms operate. Streams are
inherited from the XELOPES data mining library and were discussed in detail in section 4.2.2
on page 68.

Investigating the “cubing then mining” approach, which was mentioned in that very foot-
note cited in the previous paragraph, in the end amounts to exploring options for creating
streams on the data warehouse. Basically, the MiningQuerySqlStream in figure 48 on
page 135 can be employed to create streams on the database tables of the data storage layer12.13

However, this stream implies that the user has in-depth knowledge about the table structure of
the data warehouse and is knowledgeable in SQL. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to lever-
age the multi-dimensional query capabilities of MDX in order to define a stream on the OLAP
layer14. WUSAN’s MiningQueryMdxStream, which is introduced in section G.3.2 on the
next page, pursues this idea.

The “mining then cubing” approach mentioned in the footnote cited above is application
specific and amounts to loading the discovered rules into the data warehouse to be able to
constrain them in a multi-dimensional way. Nonetheless, this approach calls for extensive

10Recall the recommendation strategy in section 5.1.3 on page 97 and the resulting methodical requirements
discussed in section 5.1.4 on page 99.

11Compare item 1 on page 54. As the introductory book of Spofford [2001] discloses, MDX is a very powerful
language for calculating complex multi-dimensional measures. Moreover, Sweiger et al. [2002] and Kimball
and Merz [2000] reveal that applying the data warehousing approach to Web usage data enables unprecedented
analytical capabilities for data warehousing in general. Consequently, through its architecture depicted in figure 15
on page 53, WUSAN also adequately covers the Web reporting aspect of definition 3.5 on page 32, yet leaving the
question unanswered regarding which measures are particularly beneficial for WUA.

12See figure 16 on page 60.
13It is important to note that, unlike the XELOPES MiningSqlStream, the MiningQuerySqlStream

assembles its meta-data from WUSAN’s internal meta-data repository, hence producing more precise meta-data
than its super-class, which auto-detects its meta-data.

14See figure 16 on page 60.
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research efforts that investigate the alternatives for applying OLAP techniques to data mining
results, especially in a domain-specific context.

Finally, the “cubing while mining” approach is promising for WUSAN in view of apply-
ing taxonomies during data mining [compare Thess and Bolotnicov, 2004, sections 6.3.3.5 and
6.10.2.3], since OLAP dimensions contain hierarchies that can be exploited for creating tax-
onomies. As the hierarchies are created during data warehouse design (compare section G.4 on
the following page), their exploitation as taxonomies is a straightforward task, since the hier-
archies are accessible through the Mondrian API. Nevertheless, further research is required on
how taxonomies are beneficial for Web usage mining.15

G.3.2 A Stream Based on Drill-Through

Figure 59 depicts the UML class diagram of the MiningQueryMdxStream class, which
extends the MiningQuerySqlStream class in figure 48 on page 135. This stream takes an
MDX query, the result set of which consists of one single cell only as input, and executes a
drill-through on that particular cell. The drill-through delivers all the vectors that contribute to
the cell’s measure value.16

MiningQuerySqlStream

#reducedMetaData:MiningDataSpecification

<< create >>+MiningQuerySqlStream(aRequest:String,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningQuerySqlStream

+getMetaData():MiningDataSpecification

+read():MiningVector

MiningQueryMdxStream

+createInstance(mdxStatement:String,fileName:String,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningQueryMdxStream

<< create >>−MiningQueryMdxStream(aRequest:String,aDataSource:MiningUpdatableSqlSource):MiningQueryMdxStream

Figure 59: Multi-dimensional stream based on a drill-through.

In fact, the createInstance method sends the MDX statement to the OLAP server,
which assembles an SQL query required to perform the drill-through on the RDBMS. Appar-
ently, the MiningQueryMdxStream is a MiningQuerySqlStream based on the drill-
through SQL statement.

With this stream, data for data mining tasks can be selected from the data warehouse by
constraining the dimensions of a data mart. This can be done with the JPivot component as
illustrated in figure 60 on the next page. With JPivot, users can graphically constrain a cube
until the desired drill-through cell is displayed. Then, by pressing the MDX button, the MDX
statement that creates the displayed result set is revealed. This string can then be employed as
an argument for the MDX stream sought.

15The question regarding how taxonomies are beneficial for Web reporting is deceptive: it is a basic capacity
of OLAP to calculate a measure for any level of a hierarchy, that is, hierarchies (or taxonomies) are considered by
default in OLAP-based Web reporting.

16Drill-throughs are discussed in detail in Spofford [2001, chapter 9].
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Figure 60: Assembling an MDX statement with JPivot.

Remark. Although the current implementation of the MiningQueryMdxStream supports
a one-dimensional result set only, this approach could be extended to arbitrary result sets. For
example, the result set of figure 60 could be expanded by a second cell referring to February.
Then, the MiningQueryMdxStream could combine the drill-through SQL statements of
both cells as a basis for retrieving the desired vectors. However, this approach of simply com-
bining drill-through SQL statements is not reasonable if a result sets contains cells at different
levels of a hierarchy. In this case, a drill-through makes sense only at the highest level of the
hierarchy, as the drill-throughs of the subordinate levels are contained in those of the highest
level. Hence, the highest levels must be detected through result set analysis using the Mon-
drian API in order to determine the minimum set of cells required for assembling the overall
drill-through SQL statement.

G.4 Configuration of the Data Warehouse
At this point, it is assumed that the RDBMS has been populated with the LOORDSM as dis-
cussed in section G.2 on page 160 and the previous sections and that performance optimizations
under the terms of section 5.3 on page 109 have been completed, that is, the data warehousing
component in figure 15 on page 53 is principally ready for operation.
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As the figure illustrates, the ROLAP engine and a visualization module operate on top of
the data warehouse. Both constituents, the Mondrian OLAP server and the JPivot visualization,
were discussed in section 3.3.3.4 on page 54. In order to map the database tables of the RDBMS
to the logical multi-dimensional model of the OLAP server, an XML configuration file (referred
to as a schema file), the syntax of which is discussed by Hyde [2005], must be created and
provided to Mondrian.17 This file realizes the link of the data storage layer and the OLAP
layer in figure 16 on page 60, which was referred to as the second mapping in section 5.2.1 on
page 101. As the syntax of the schema file is intuitively comprehensible, an in-depth syntax
discussion can be skipped.

Since the entire schema file is quite lengthy, subsequent listings illustrate only parts of it in
order to demonstrate its principal configuration. The table names refer to the database tables
created in the previous section. Generally, the attributes referred to in the schema file represent
only a subset of the attributes actually available in the database tables. The XML tags of the
schema file correspond to the commonly used notions in dimensional modeling.

The date dimension in listing G.17 is not cube specific and is hence modeled independently
of any cube. It is referenced by almost all cubes of the data warehouse, for instance, the
clickstream cube in listing G.20 on page 175 and the order line cube in listing G.21 on page 176.
The date dimension models three hierarchies that can be altered during analysis for different
date perspectives.

Listing G.17: Defining the date dimension in Mondrian’s schema file.� �
1 <!-- Date Dimension -->

<Dimension name="Date">
3

<!-- Standard hierarchy -->
5 <Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID">

<Table name="DATE_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN"/>
7 <Level name="Year" column="Year" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘

→true" />
<Level name="Quarter" column="Quarter Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Quarter Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />
9 <Level name="Month" column="Month Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Month Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />
<Level name="Day" column="Day" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="false↘

→">
11 <Property name="Weekday" column="Weekday Label" type="String"/↘

→>
</Level>

13 </Hierarchy>

15 <!-- Hierarchy by week of month -->
<Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID" name="ByWeekOfMonth" >

17 <Table name="DATE_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN" />
<Level name="Year" column="Year" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘

→true" />
19 <Level name="Quarter" column="Quarter Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Quarter Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />
<Level name="Month" column="Month Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Month Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />

17This syntax follows the notions of dimensional modeling. Hence, it is again necessary to recall footnote 32
on page 104.
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21 <Level name="Week of Month" column="Week of Month Label" type="↘
→String" ordinalColumn="Week of Month Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘
→false" />

<Level name="Weekday" column="Weekday Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Weekday Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />
23 </Hierarchy>

25 <!-- Hierarchy by week of year -->
<Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID" name="ByWeekOfYear">

27 <Table name="DATE_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN" />
<Level name="Year" column="Year" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘

→true" />
29 <Level name="Week of Year" column="Week of Year Label" type="↘

→String" ordinalColumn="Week of Year Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘
→false" />

<Level name="Weekday" column="Weekday Label" type="String" ↘

→ordinalColumn="Weekday Numeric" uniqueMembers="false" />
31 </Hierarchy>

</Dimension>� �
The time dimension in listing G.18 is defined analogously to the date dimension, and it is

also referenced by most cubes.

Listing G.18: Defining the time dimension in Mondrian’s schema file.� �
<!-- Time Dimension -->

2 <Dimension name="Time">

4 <!-- Standard hierarchy -->
<Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID">

6 <Table name="TIME_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN" />
<Level name="Hour" column="Hour" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘

→false" />
8 <Level name="Minute" column="Minute" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers=↘

→"false" />
<Level name="Second" column="Second" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers=↘

→"false" />
10 </Hierarchy>

12 <!-- Hierarchy by time of day -->
<Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID" name="ByTimeofDay">

14 <Table name="TIME_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN" />
<Level name="Time of Day" column="Time of Day Label" type="String"↘

→ ordinalColumn="Time of Day Numeric" uniqueMembers="true" />
16 <Level name="Hour" column="Hour" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers="↘

→false" />
<Level name="Minute" column="Minute" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers=↘

→"false" />
18 <Level name="Second" column="Second" type="Numeric" uniqueMembers=↘

→"false" />
</Hierarchy>

20 </Dimension>� �
The referrer dimension in listing G.19 on the facing page is also defined analogously to the

dimensions before and is referenced by the clickstream cube in listing G.20 on the next page.
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Listing G.19: Defining the referrer dimension in Mondrian’s schema file.� �
<!-- Referrer Dimension -->

2 <Dimension name="Referrer">

4 <!-- Standard hierarchy -->
<Hierarchy hasAll="true" primaryKey="WUSAN_ID">

6 <Table name="REFERRER_DIMENSION" schema="WUSAN" />
<Level name="Host Name" column="host name" type="String" ↘

→uniqueMembers="true">
8 <Property name="IP address" column="IP address" type="String"/↘

→>
<Property name="Country" column="country" type="String"/>

10 </Level>
<Level name="Path" column="path" type="String" uniqueMembers="↘

→false" />
12 </Hierarchy>

</Dimension>� �
Listing G.20 depicts the definition of a rudimentary clickstream cube that references the

dimensions previously defined. Furthermore, this listing defines additional dimensions that are
accessible only to the defining cube. Each cube requires at least one measure, which is chosen
as a simple count aggregation for the cube.

Listing G.20: Defining the clickstream mart in Mondrian’s schema file.� �
1 <!-- Clickstream Cube -->

<Cube name="Clickstream">
3 <Table name="CLICKSTREAM_FACT" schema="WUSAN"/>

5 <!-- Referrer Dimension -->
<DimensionUsage name="Referrer" source="Referrer" foreignKey="Request ↘

→Referrer"/>
7

<!-- Date Dimension -->
9 <DimensionUsage name="Date" source="Date" foreignKey="Request Date"/>

11 <!-- Time Dimension -->
<DimensionUsage name="Time" source="Time" foreignKey="Request Time"/>

13

<!-- Content Dimension -->
15 <DimensionUsage name="Content" source="Content" foreignKey="Content ID↘

→"/>

17 <!-- Session ID -->
<Dimension name="Session ID">

19 <Hierarchy hasAll="true">
<Level column="Session" name="Session ID" type="String"/>

21 </Hierarchy>
</Dimension>

23

<!-- Customer ID -->
25 <Dimension name="Customer ID">

<Hierarchy hasAll="true">
27 <Level column="Customer ID" name="Customer ID" type="String"/>

</Hierarchy>
29 </Dimension>

31 <!-- Measure -->
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<Measure column="WUSAN_ID" aggregator="count" name="Count Clicks" ↘

→visible="false" />
33

</Cube>� �
Measures were addressed in item 4 on page 92. For the LOORDSM, they refer to numeric

columns in fact tables that are computed during the ETL process or thereafter. Measures in
Mondrian are more general, as they are not restricted to reading numeric columns from the fact
table. Mondrian provides the CalculatedMember tag, which can be employed to generate
complex calculated measures from measures defined with the Measure tag. An example of
this approach is demonstrated in line 28 in listing G.21, which models the order line cube. The
measure Average Items computes averages on the order level, not on the order line level.
Calculated measures are defined with MDX, that is, whatever can be computed with MDX can
be defined as a calculated measure.18

Listing G.21: Defining the order line mart in Mondrian’s schema file.� �
<Cube name="OrderLine">

2 <Table name="ORDER_LINE_FACT" schema="WUSAN" />

4 <!-- Date , Time , and Product Dimensions -->
<DimensionUsage source="Date" name="Date" foreignKey="Order Line Date"↘

→ />
6 <DimensionUsage source="Time" name="Time" foreignKey="Order Line Time"↘

→ />
<DimensionUsage source="Product" name="Product" foreignKey="Product ID↘

→" />
8

<!-- Order ID -->
10 <Dimension name="Order ID">

<Hierarchy hasAll="true">
12 <Level column="Order ID" name="Order ID" type="String" />

</Hierarchy>
14 </Dimension>

16 <!-- Order Line ID ( required for drill - through ) -->
<Dimension name="Order Line ID">

18 <Hierarchy hasAll="true">
<Level column="Order Line ID" name="Order Line ID" type="↘

→String" />
20 </Hierarchy>

</Dimension>
22

<!-- Measures -->
24 <Measure column="Order Line ID" aggregator="count" name="Count Items" ↘

→/>
<Measure column="Order ID" aggregator="distinct count" name="Count ↘

→Order" />
26 <Measure column="Order Line Unit Sale Price" aggregator="sum" name="↘

→Sale Price" formatString="#,##0.00 $"/>

28 <!-- Calculated Measures -->
<CalculatedMember name="Average Items" dimension="Measures" visible="↘

→true" formula="[Measures].[Count Items]/Count([Order ID].↘
→CurrentMember.Children,EXCLUDEEMPTY)">

18Compare the introduction to MDX by Spofford [2001].
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30 <CalculatedMemberProperty name="FORMAT_STRING" value="#,##0.0" />
</CalculatedMember>

32 <CalculatedMember name="Average Sale Price" dimension="Measures" ↘

→visible="true" formula="[Measures].[Sale Price]/Count([Order ID].↘
→CurrentMember.Children,EXCLUDEEMPTY)">
<CalculatedMemberProperty name="FORMAT_STRING" value="#,##0.00 $" ↘

→/>
34 </CalculatedMember>

36 </Cube>� �
Figure 61 visualizes the order mart with JPivot (compare the WUSAN architecture in fig-

ure 15 on page 53). The chosen view of the order line cube depicts the five measures defined
above for the chosen dates with a slicer on the time of day, that is, all figures refer to lunchtime
(12:00 pm - 1:59 pm): (i) the measure Count Items counts all order items, (ii) the mea-
sure Count Orders counts all orders, (iii) the measure Sale Price totals the sale prices
of all order items, (iv) the calculated measure Average Items computes the average number of
items per order, and (v) the calculated measure Average Sale Price computes the aver-
age total sale price per order. As the defined measures demonstrate, the order line cube allows
analyses not only on the order item level but also on the aggregated order level. Alternatively,
a separate order cube based on the ORDER_FACT table can be defined. This table represents
the materialized aggregations of the order line mart.

With MDX, complex measure computations can be formulated compactly. Yet, the notation
is quite complex, which makes the definition of more sophisticated measures a challenge, the
more so as an editor that checks MDX syntax is not available in the WUSAN prototype.

Figure 61: Order line mart visualized with JPivot (German localization).

The power of defining and deploying multi-dimensional calculated measures cannot be
overestimated. As this thesis centers on the ETL process for WUA, it is beyond its scope to
discuss WUA-, EC-, and ECRM-specific measures for clickstream, session, or sales cubes or
for combinations of cubes defined in the data warehouse. However, the WUSAN architecture
in figure 15 on page 53 as a whole yields the chance to deploy common specific measures for
WUA, EC, and ECRM, for example, the measures discussed by Schonberg et al. [2000], Cutler
and Sterne [2000], and Bertot et al. [1997], with manageable effort.
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Web usage mining, 27
methods, see data mining
process, 27, 43

WEKA, 51
WrapperDimension, 87, 89
WUSAN architecture, 51, 53

analysis component, 54

data access component, 52
data warehousing component, 54
population component, 52

WusanML, 80, 104, 147
serialization, 86, 141
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